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"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. 

Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted 

vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is 

known only to those who are in situations to confront facts 

within their knowledge with the lies of the day." 

- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) 

Author of the Declaration of Independence                                                    

3rd President of the United States 

From: Letter to John Norvell, 1807 
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About the author 

M. S. King is a private investigative journalist and researcher based in 

the New York City area. A 1987 graduate of Rutgers University, King's 

subsequent 30 year career in Marketing & Advertising has equipped him 

with a unique perspective when it comes to understanding how "public 

opinion" is indeed scientifically manufactured.  

Madison Ave marketing acumen combines with 'City Boy' instincts to 

make M.S. King one of the most tenacious detectors of "things that don’t 

add up" in the world today. Says King of his admitted quirks, irreverent 

disdain for "conventional wisdom", and uncanny ability to ferret out and 

weave together important data points that others miss: "Had Sherlock 

Holmes been an actual historical personage, I would have been his 

reincarnation."  

King is the webmaster of TomatoBubble.com – which also features 

The Anti-New York Times for select readers. He is also the author of: 

• The Bad War: The REAL Story of World War II 

• Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order 

• The War Against Putin: What the Government-Media Complex 

Isn’t Telling You About Russia.  

• The Real Roosevelts: An Omitted History 

• God vs Darwin: The Logical Supremacy of Intelligent Design over 

Evolution 

King’s other interests include: the animal kingdom, philosophy, chess, 

cooking, literature and history (with emphasis on events of the late 19th 

through the 20th centuries).  
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INTRODUCTION 

Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The NY Times 

has been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the 

Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by a German-

Jew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's now 

famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since:  "All the 

News That’s Fit to Print”. 

 

Ochs’ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who 

became publisher when Adolph died.  Ochs’ great 

grandson Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. is the publisher of 

the NY Times today. So, for 1.2 centuries, America’s 

most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of 

the same Zionist-Marxist family. Count on The Times to 

promote big government, Globalism, phony 

environmentalism, Israel, the Fed, and endless wars.    

Just how powerful is what your fighting author likes to refer to “Sulzberger’s 

Slimes”? The erudite writer Gore Vidal may have been a morally degenerate 

sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his reference to the Slimes as 

“the Typhoid Mary of American journalism” was as spot-on as it was witty. One 

need only glance at the morning headlines of “the paper of record”, and then take 

note of how the superficial infomercials known as “the Nightly News” will so 

often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the Manhattan Mendacity 

Machine spun that very same morning. 

Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data 

then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world. 

Such is the indisputable power and undeserved “prestige” of this dreadful 

“Orwellian” institution. 

The Anti-New York Times was originally established as, and still is, a pay-to-

view daily sub-page of TomatoBubble.com. Beginning in 2015, the collected 

rebuttals to the Slimes’ Spin were published in Quarterly book format – which you 

Adolph Ochs 
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now hold in your hands. To best understand the bare-knuckled and often humorous 

rebuttals, it is recommended that readers also purchase and study, Planet 

Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order. That will give you a 

firm grounding in REAL history while The Anti-New York Times informs you of 

the contemporary world which had grown out of that tragic history. 

When gathered in one place, the rebuttals expose The Slimes as a deceitful naked 

Emperor. If the Slimes is the disease of deception, let The Anti-New York Times 

be your antidote of truth. 

 

REBUTTED BY 

 

 
 

 

 

. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 

 

NY Times (Op-Letter): Desegregation at Little Rock 

A daughter recalls her journalist father’s reporting of the desegregation of the 

Little Rock, Ark., public schools in 1957. 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

More than 60 years after the fact and Sulzberger's Slimes is still beating the big bad 

White Man over the head with the story of the forced desegregation of the public 

schools of Little Rock, Arkansas. This particular remembrance (the one millionth 

or so vomited out by The Slimes since 1957) is brought to us by Carla Fine, 

(cough cough). Ms. Fine is the daughter of Benjamin Fine -- a Slimes reporter 

who had been sent down to "the land of cotton" to stir up the usual racial strife 

back in the day. 

  

A bit of prideful Bolshevik barf from the article:  

  

"I am so proud of my father’s legacy, along with all the other courageous 

reporters, both then and now, who witness and write the truth even in the face of 

danger.  ... In 1957, my father told Elizabeth not to let the mob see her cry, 

although her elegant words to me did not stop me from sobbing myself"  

  

Oh the bloody drama! Where would Black folk be without these oh-so-benevolent 

yids to fight for them? (rolling eyes) 

  

But the subject of the Little Rock affair does offer us a "teachable moment" ™ -- 

an opportunity to set the record straight about this misunderstood misrepresented 

event from history. Sugar, fire up the TomatoBubble Time Machine and set the 

dial for 1957, please. 

  

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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1. Yankee-Jew "reporter" Benjamin Fine inserted himself into the controversy 

at Little Rock.  

  

The Communist NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People) had recruited plaintiffs for a class action lawsuit --- the famous Brown vs 

Board of Education case of 1954. The Warren Court unanimously ruled that, in 

regard to public education, the racial segregation doctrine of “separate but equal” 

was unconstitutional. States and communities throughout the South immediately 

began to set plans in place to obediently comply with the new edict.  

In Little Rock, the capital city of Arkansas, the Little Rock School Board also 

agreed to comply with the Supreme Court’s ruling. The Superintendent of Schools 

submitted a plan of gradual integration to the school board in May 24, which the 

board unanimously approved. The plan would be implemented during the fall of 

the 1957 school year 

This original proposal was scrapped and replaced with one that was more gradual 

and less shocking to the White communities – with the target levels of forced 

integration not to be fully achieved until 1960–1962. This drew criticism from the 

communist NAACP of Little Rock. They criticized the plan on the grounds that it 

was “vague, indefinite, slow-moving and indicative of an intent to stall further on 

public integration.” But what really triggered the wrath of the Marxists was an 

alteration to the plan that would have given White students the choice of attending 

a school that was not previously part of their assigned district.  

The NAACP filed another lawsuit in February of 1956. This lawsuit instigated the 

Little Rock School Crisis of 1957. Though the courts ruled against the NAACP’s 

appeal, the group did ultimately succeed in its legal attempts to force Little Rock to 

implement integration on its terms and its timetable. It was the confrontational 
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NAACP, not the local “extremists,” who initiated the heavy-handed tactics by 

way of legal harassment and the recruitment of nine Black student-pawns to force 

immediate, rather than phased-in integration. 

White protesters threatened to hold protests at Central High and physically block 

the black students -- who had been recruited and organized by the NAACP -- from 

entering the school. Governor Orval Faubus then deployed the Arkansas 

National Guard to thwart the NAACP’s staged event. The sight of a line of 

National Guardsmen blocking out the students made national headlines and 

polarized the nation. What people did not see was the unreasonable and relentless 

provocation of the Jewish-led NAACP. 

Woodrow Wilson Mann, the Democrat mayor of Little Rock, then asked 

President Eisenhower to send federal troops to enforce integration of the nine 

students. On September 24, the Tyrant-in-Chief ordered the 101st Airborne 

Division of the United States Army to Little Rock and federalized the entire 

10,000-member Arkansas National Guard, taking it out of the hands of Governor 

Faubus. That was the end of Little Rock’s reasonable plan for gradual integration.  

  

 

The NAACP and the media vilified Governor Faubus – who called out the 

Arkansas National Guard to thwart the NAACP’s stunt. Forced integration 

wasn’t enough. The Marxists wanted it to happen on their time table.  

* 
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The biggest story of 1957  
 

 

The act of military intervention on American soil was so extreme that Ike felt 

compelled to address the nation by misrepresenting the situation, omitting key 

details, vilifying the White “extremists” of Little Rock, and citing the Charter of 

the United Nations as the partial basis for his action!  

Some excerpts: 

“Good Evening, My Fellow Citizens: For a few minutes this evening I want to 

speak to you about the serious situation that has arisen in Little Rock. To make this 

talk I have come to the President’s office in the White House. I could have spoken 

from Rhode Island, where I have been staying recently, but I felt that, in speaking 

from the house of Lincoln, of Jackson and of Wilson, my words would better 

convey both the sadness I feel in the action I was compelled today to take and the 

firmness with which I intend to pursue this course until the orders of the Federal 

Court at Little Rock can be executed without unlawful interference.  

In that city, under the leadership of demagogic extremists, disorderly mobs have 

deliberately prevented the carrying out of proper orders from a Federal Court. 

Local authorities have not eliminated that violent opposition and, under the law, I 

yesterday issued a Proclamation calling upon the mob to disperse.  

This morning the mob again gathered in front of the Central High School of Little 

Rock, obviously for the purpose of again preventing the carrying out of the Court’s 

order relating to the admission of Negro children to that school.  
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… In accordance with that responsibility, I have today issued an Executive Order 

directing the use of troops under Federal authority to aid in the execution of 

Federal law at Little Rock, Arkansas. This became necessary when my 

Proclamation of yesterday was not observed.  

The tyrant Eisenhower thus became the first president since the US Civil War to 

deploy the military against his own people; and he did so in support of the 

trouble-making NAACP -- a front for domestic subversion. The deployment 

was as shocking as it was unnecessary. Why didn’t Eisenhower use his status, his 

popularity and his legendary charm to bring the parties around a White House table 

and work out a face-saving compromise solution for all? 

Eisenhower’s heavy-handed state intervention on behalf of Marxist-Black agitators 

established a dangerous precedent that would serve to make these groups even 

bolder in later years. 

 
1 & 2. Eisenhower reassures the nation after ordering the 101st Airborne division 

to brandish their bayonets in support of the Communist NAACP’s unnecessary 

demands. // 3. Governor Faubus holds up headline: "Guns Force Integration" 

* 
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Read: "I Don't Like Ike!"  
  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read a touching piece in the New York Times 

today from the daughter of the Times reporter who covered the 1950's 
desegregation of the public schools in Little Rock. 

 Boobus Americanus 2: It's hard to believe that we once barred students 
from attending certain schools on the basis of race.  
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Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' idiot! Affirmative Action race quotass prevent 
thousandss of White sstudents from being accepted into the sschools of 

their choice! 
  

Editor: And the communist universities even boast about it! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 
 

NY Times : Biden Is Preparing for 2020. Can He Overcome 

the Hill-Thomas Hearings? 
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
As Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1991, Creepy Joe Biden 

opposed the idea of having the FBI investigate the fake charges leveled at Supreme 

Court nominee Clarence Thomas by the wicked Anita Hill. In spite of the nasty 

slander aimed at the conservative Thomas, his nomination was voted "out of 

committee" and referred to the full Senate. Biden, along with most of the Demonrat 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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Party, then voted against Thomas, who was approved anyway by a very narrow 

vote of 51-48. 

By the time QFS 2020 (Quadrennial Freak Show) rolls around, libtarded / 

Marxist primary voters aren't really going to care about Biden's seeming reluctance 

to blindly believe Anita Hill three decades ago -- as this article suggests. If in fact 

he does run, he would have a very good chance at winning the Demonrat 

nomination -- and then, in the battle against Trump 2020, his skin-crawling sexual 

creepiness (and his stupidity) would surely come out and sink the Demonrats even 

further. Run Joe, run! 

  

When the Communist She-Devil Anita Hill falsely accused conservative nominee 

Clarence Thomas of "sexual harassment" ™, Judiciary Committee Chairman 

Biden remained neutral -- though he did ultimately vote against the Thomas 

nomination when it went before the full Senate. 

Some of "youse" millennials may not recall, but during QFS 1988, Creepy Joe was 

forced to drop out of the Demonrat primaries after several embarrassingly blatant 

incidents of plagiarism came to light. That wouldn't be an issue in 2020, of course, 

but in this age of universal Internet access and You Tube video, Creepy Joe has a 

much bigger skeleton in his closet that plagiarism. We are talking about an 

unmistakable pattern of behavior around very young girls, women (some married), 

and even old ladies which, if fully outed, would shame this sickening swine back 

into obscurity.  

From the "picture-is-worth-a-1000-words" archives, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial 

Board" of The Anti-New York Times, presents only a partial collection of Creepy 

Joe images which, when digested collectively, should indeed creep any decent 

person out of his skin: 
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Normal?  

  

 

Normal?   
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 Normal?   

  

 

Normal?   

  

  

. 
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Normal?   

 

Normal?   

In addition to the images above (and there are more!), there is also information 

about Creepy Joe's creepiness that comes from Secret Service agents who alleged 

that Biden liked to swim and parade around them (including female agents) in the 

nude. And there are numerous rumors about agents having to shield their wives 

and girlfriends from Biden at social gatherings; and one story about a jealous agent 

shoving Creepy Joe! Though we normally don't like to traffic in unsourced 

allegations, in light of the creepy images above ... well. 

  

Headline: US News & World Report (August 1, 2014):  
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Biden Swims Naked, Upsetting Female Secret Service Agents, 

Book Claims 

Yes. Please run in 2020, Creepy Joe. Please. 

 

Then-Senator Jeff Sessions swats away Creepy Joe's hand as 

trues to swoop-in on Sessions adopted grand-daughter. 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Joe 

Biden may run for President in 2020.  

 Boobus Americanus 2: I hate to say it, but unless the economy crashes, 
it will be very hard to beat Trump in 2020.  
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 Sugar: Boobuss, even if we crasshed into a frickin' depresssion, Creepy 

Joe'ss obviouss lusst for children will ssink him.  

 Editor: And don't think for one minute that Trump and his surrogates 

wouldn't use these images and videos against him! 
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OCTOBER, 2018 
 

 

NY Times: Elon Musk Steps Down as Chairman in Deal 

With S.E.C.  

NY Times: Pope Francis’ Once-Soaring Popularity Has 

Dropped Dramatically, New Poll Says 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Since the rise and rise of Donald Trump and his generals, one untouchable Deep 

State icon after another after another has either fallen completely, or had the 

glimmer of his red star greatly diminished. Hollyweird mogul Harvey Swinestein, 

Eric Schmidt of Google, PBS / CBS con artist Charlie Rose, NBC's Matt Lauer, 

Tavis Smiley of PBS, Senator John McStain, Speaker Paul Ryan, CBS boss Les 

Moonves, 60-Minutes Executive Producer Jeff Fager, and a whole bunch of other 

well known names from the interlocking worlds of politics, media and business are 

all finished -- caput!  

Fed Chair Janet Yenta Yellen resigned; and Senators Bob Corker and Jeff Flake 

are, for some strange reason, also retiring along with a bunch of other Congress 

creatures from both parties. Even stars like Mr. & Mr. Obongo, Mark 

Zuckerberg and Killary Clinton have lost their luster. Meanwhile, over in the 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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EUSSR, Golden Globalists like the Frumpy Frau of Germany and Boy Toy 

Macron of France are suddenly crashing in popularity too. What's going on here? 

 

Janet Yellen, Paul Ryan, Les Moonves -- just a few of the many chess pieces that 

have been removed from the board. 

  
The unexpected and rapid descent of the two sainted charlatans featured in the two 

Slimes articles which we selected here is something that we could not have 

foreseen as recently as six months ago. As far as artificially puffed-up Globalist 

operatives go, you'll not find a pair more one-worldly, more communistic and more 

over-rated than the Fake Scientist / Fake Inventor / Fake Businessman, Elon 

Muskrat -- and the Fake "Holy Man," Poop Frankie. 

  

Ironically, Sulzberger's Slimes, which played a big role in creating, out of whole 

cloth, both of these CIA imposters -- brings us a bit of good news about thus pair 

of seditious snakes. 

  

On Poop Frankie:  

  

"The survey results, which echo two other polls last month also showing steep 

declines, show that Francis’ reputation, which once seemed unassailable, has 

sustained considerable damage in the wake of the sex abuse scandal. Until 

recently, the pope appeared to be a rare public figure who attracted broad appeal 

among Americans." 

  

On Muskrat:   

  

"Elon Musk, under pressure from his lawyers and investors of Tesla, the company 

he co-founded, reached a deal with the Securities and Exchange Commission on 

Saturday to resolve securities fraud charges. The settlement will force Mr. Musk to 
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step aside as chairman for three years and pay a $20 million fine.... The whipsaw 

events of the past few days followed a series of self-inflicted wounds by Mr. Musk." 

  

Oh how the mighty icons of libtardom are falling! 

  

 
1. The secret war on pedo-monsters has taken a heavy toll of the Marxist / 

Global Warmist Poop Frankie the Fake. 2. The Con-Artist Musk (also an 

outspoken Global Warmist and an advocate of "Universal Basic Income") would 

be NOTHING without government handouts, government mandates and free 

media publicity.  

  
Pardon us for making yet another excursion to "Crazy Town," but the only 

plausible explanation for the shocking fall-from-grace of these two rotten swine is 

that there must be a power somewhere so pervasive and organized that it can now 

take down top tier evil doers like Musk & Frankie, at will. This is exactly what Q-

Anon has been forecasting for almost all of 2018. If "The Storm" is to be believed, 

the structure of The New World Order will be dismantled from the bottom up and 

the inside out. 

  

Does this mean that the "White Hats" are getting closer and closer to the top of the 

pyramid? We have been and will continue to be very cautious about spreading 

false hope about what is to come --- but at this point, let's just say that no 

reasonable person can still claim that this unmistakable pattern of elite take-downs 

and force-outs is coincidental. No way. 

  

Stay tuned. 
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In early 2018, at a time when Poop Frankie and Elon Muskrat seemed 

untouchable and were still riding high, Q specifically threatened both of them 

(EM = Elon Musk)  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Pope 
Francis and Elon Musk are both falling rapidly in popularity.  

 Boobus Americanus 2: Wow! Who could have ever predicted that?  
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Sugar: Q did, Boobuss! 

  
Editor: There's no denying that one. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 
 

  

NY Times: Bitter Tenor of Senate Reflects a Nation at Odds 

With Itself 

  
BY ALEXANDER BURNS 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Every hour, of every day, of every month for the past three years, the entirety of 

the Marxist Piranha Press, led by the seditious swine at Sulzberger's Slimes, have 

attacked candidate, then President Elect, then President  Donald Trump, his 

supporters and his policies in the most vicious, dishonest and dishonorable ways 

that the fiendish mind of Satan himself can devise. And now, the very same "usual 

suspects" (cough cough) who have injected so much venom into the drinking well 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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of public opinion in the first place, have the "chutzpah" (Jew-speak for shameless 

audacity) to piss and whine about how badly the nation is divided?  

Here's the kicker; in a display of classic Judaic "projection," they actually blame 

Trump for the division. From the article: 

"Historic grievances around race and gender are coming to a boil under the eye of 

a president who is dismissive of the concept of national unity." 

Cheese & crackers! It's enough to make a righteous man want to beat one of these 

Fake News sons-of-bitches over the head with a tire iron. 

* The ANYT does not advocate violence.  

   

It was Fake News that divided Americans, not Trump.  

Smell the fear and concern in these excerpts: 

"The great trend in American politics has been not toward muting political 

disagreements but rather toward confronting them — sometimes detonating them 

at deafening volume over social media. Mr. Trump, in turn, became president in 

large part by mastering the existing divisions at the heart of the country’s culture, 

exploiting fissures around identity, ethnicity, sex, religion and class to forge a 

ferociously loyal coalition that represents a minority of the country but votes with 

disproportionate power....  

"Beyond government, the country’s collective institutions — including the news 

media, the clergy and even professional sports and the entertainment industry — 

are in turmoil (due to Trump), with no obvious balm within reach."  

You see, the Demonrat Party and The Slimes aren't used to Republican'ts actually 

fighting back; and they don't know how to handle it. A Republican who does fight 

back against the Demonrat machine is derided for being "divisive" ™ and 
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contributing to "gridlock" ™. But the approval-seeking, virtue-signaling 

Republican't who gleefully bends over to pick up the soap for the Demonrats gets 

sainted by the Fake News as "bipartisan" ™. 

 The Piranha Press can't handle Trump's aggressiveness... 

  

 

Trump Tweet / 10 / 6: "You don’t hand matches to an arsonist, and you don’t 

give power to an angry left-wing mob. Democrats have become too EXTREME 

and TOO DANGEROUS to govern. Republicans believe in the rule of law - not 

the rule of the mob. VOTE REPUBLICAN!" (caps are his) 

 

But the Slimes just luuuuvs mealy-mouthed "bi-partisan" Republicant's who 

vote like the silly hags Collins (ME) and Murkowski (AK); and the recently 

deceased McStain (AZ). 

 

In the bigger scheme of things, unless and until the tragic day arrives when 

Marxists and Libtards outnumber the saner elements of the electorate, America's 

deep Left-Right divide still serves the interests of the PRC (Predatory Ruling 

Class) in another way. If the people can be trained to only point the finger of blame 

laterally, the scum at the top don't have to worry about "the masses" waking up 

from their slumber, closing ranks and pointing vertically. Globalist Georgetown 
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Professor and mentor to Bill Clinton Carroll Quigley once "let the cat out of the 

bag" on how this game is played. A quote from Quigley himself: 

  

“The argument that the two parties should represent opposed ideals and policies, 

one, perhaps, of the Right and the other of the Left, is a foolish idea acceptable 

only to doctrinaire and academic thinkers. Instead, the two parties should be 

almost identical, so that the American people can “throw the rascals out” at any 

election without leading to any profound or extensive shifts in policy.”   

 

Should the day ever come when united fingers of blame start to point upward, it 

will be lights out for the New World Order, and right quick too. But can the well-

meaning element of the "Left" (libtards) and the patriotic conservative "Right" 

ever figure out the game and unite out of self-interest? That's a very tall order. As 

far as we know, there is only one man who has ever accomplished such an 

educational repair job. We yield the balance of our time to Joseph Goebbels, 

Minister of Propaganda and Public Enlightenment under The Great One (that's 

Hitler for all you newbies and normies).  

  

"Germany will become free at that moment when the thirty millions on the left and 

the thirty millions on the right make common cause. Only one movement is capable 

of doing this: National Socialism, embodied in one Führer – Adolf Hitler." 

  

Tell it, Little Joe. Tell it!  
 

 
1. Carrol Quigley was a revered Globalist academic who revealed to his 

academic colleagues how the Left-Right con job works in America. 2. Joseph 

Goebbels and The Great One skillfully united the German Left and the German 

Right against the REAL enemies.  

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the 

country is more divided now that at anytime since the Civil War. 

 Boobus Americanus 2: Trump's tweets and incendiary rhetoric just keep 
adding fuel to the fire. 

  

  

Sugar: The term "incendiary rhetoric" is libtard-sspeak for telling the frickin' 
truth! 

  
Editor: He who dares not offend can never be fully truthful. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 

 
 

NY Times: Why New Jersey Democrats Are Suddenly 

Worried About the Menendez Race 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

As far as "blue states" (Demonrat) go, few are as blue as our home state -- the 

People's Republic of Jew Jersey. In fact, about a century ago, it was our Jerseyian 

fore-bearers who gave America the horrible Woodrow Wilson Warmonger of 

Princeton; who in turn brought "youse guys" the Federal Reserve, the Income Tax, 

entry into World War I, and darn near got us into The League of Nations. 

The Jersey Demonrats of today are kept solidly in power by a polar opposite pincer 

movement consisting of old-line, snobby Yankee blue-blood elites (think 

Princeton), filthy rich Jews, and "college educated" professional libtards all 

combining to provide the bulk of the money and connections from one end -- with 

the easily herded urban-dwelling "minorities" ™ and assorted Turd World riff-raff 

providing the bulk of the votes on the other. Every so often, hordes of angry 

middle class suburban White voters will finally show up and backlash against the 

Demonrats by electing a conservative-sounding "moderate" Republican't for 

Governor (Christine Whitman, Crispy Creme Christie). But no Republican't, even 

if he wanted to, would be able to change the state's downward direction due to the 

dominance of Demonrats in the State Legislature. New Jersey politics is a real 

freak show. 
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NOTABLE JERSEY DEMONRAT SCUM 

 

1. Senator Bill Bradley was an ultra-libtarded Globalist Oxford "Rhodes 

Scholar" who parlayed his pro-basketball career into a political career.  // 2. 

2004: NJ Governor Jim McGreevy was forced to resign when it was discovered 

that he (a married father of two) was being blackmailed by an Israeli 

homosexual he had "hooked up" with while visiting Israel (honey-trap) // 3. 

Newark Mayor (now US Senator) Corey Booker shamelessly stage-managed a 

dramatic "dog rescue" on a freezing night in 2013. After "tweeting" his 

intention to go and save the homeless dog, an associate alerted the media -- 

which was then able to film the fake hero in the act. One year earlier, he had 

pulled the same stunt with a woman and a fake "kitchen-fire." 

Twelve-year Demonrat incumbent Senator Robert Menendez is up for re-election 

in less than 30 days. Guys like him aren't supposed to lose. Therefore, after so 

many years of personal demoralization for us, it comes as a pleasant surprise 

shock  to read the following in Sulzberger's Slimes: 

"Democrats in New Jersey, one of the country’s bluest states, are growing anxious 

that the national party is not paying attention to warning signs that Senator Robert 

Menendez’s re-election prospects are shakier than expected. 

They point out that Mr. Menendez is saddled with high unfavorability ratings 

caused by ethics troubles; his Senate duties have kept him in Washington for days 

at a time; and his wealthy Republican opponent, Bob Hugin, has spent millions of 

dollars hammering Mr. Menendez with negative ads. 

Two recent polls had the two men essentially in a statistical dead heat." 

A Menendez defeat at the hands of unknown Bob Hugin would be earth-shattering 

for the Demonrats because no Republican has won a Senate race in New Jersey 

since 1972. Maybe this "Red Wave / Red Tsunami" that Q Anon has been 
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foretelling will be even more devastating for the Demonrats that had been 

imagined. Of course, in the case of Menendez, there are other factors at work 

which, apart from the national trend toward Republicans, may sink him anyway. 

  

    

Amazing! NJ Businessman Bob Hugin may actually have a shot at defeating 

Demonrat Menendez. 

You see, what The Slimes glosses over as "ethics problems" are actually more 

serious than that. Bob Menendez was actually indicted by a Grand Jury for 

accepting bribes. At final trial, he evaded conviction and possible prison time only 

because of a hung jury, not an acquittal. Republican Hugin's extremely hard-hitting 

TV ads have been running A LOT on Jersey's airwaves -- hammering Menedez 

over the embarrassing indictment. Evidently, Trump's testosterone had dripped 

down to many other Republicans. 

  

As bad as the bribery scandal smells, there is something else that Marxist 

Mendendez is alleged, by federal prosecutors, to have been involved with. And if 

Hugin can find a second ball to go along with the other one that he just recently 

found, he can easily sink this POS with a few attack-ads based solely upon already-

published headlines. 

  
Headline: New York Daily News (August 25, 2015) 

Sen. Robert Menendez May Have Had Sex with Underage Hookers in 

Dominican Republic: Prosecutors 

  

  

* 

 Headline: The Daily Caller (January 31, 2013) 

Dominican Prostitute: Senator Menendez "Likes the Youngest and Newest 

Girls" 
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 Come on, Mr, Hugin. You've come this far. Now press Marxist Menendez with 

the underage hookers scandal and finish him. 

  

.  

Hugin ad hits Menendez hard, but still misses something.   Menendez, now in his 

sixties, loves his teen-age Dominican hookers -- some believed to have been as 

young as 16. 
 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that 
Menendez is in trouble in New Jersey. 

 Boobus Americanus 2: That bribery indictment really hurt him. 
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Sugar: Red Wave incoming, Boobuss!  

  
Editor: I really hope this Hugin character doesn't let the teen-prostitute 

allegations go to waste. Had a Republican been linked to something like 
this, the Piranha Press would be screaming the house down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: New U.N. Climate Report Says Put a High Price 

on Carbon 

NY Times: Dire Climate Warning Lands With a Thud on 

Trump’s Desk 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Having closely monitored the Globalist "Global Warming" ™ power-grabbing 

scam almost since its modest inception in 1978, it is interesting to observe how the 

marketing of this 40-year-old Fake Science has been modified and repeatedly re-

modified in order to remain "credible" to the easily-misled. Originally and 
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ridiculously dubbed, "The Greenhouse Effect," ™ the label had to be changed to 

"Global Warming ™," and then again, because there was no "warming,"  to the 

catch-all term "Climate Change ™." And now that even the most libtarded of 

libtards really doesn't foresee the Statue of Liberty being drowned due to the 

melting of Antarctica's mile-thick ice cover, new horror stories -- with new 10-year 

timetables -- have been invented to replace the old ones. 

From the article: 

"While the United Nations warned of mass wildfires, food shortages and dying 

coral reefs as soon as 2040, Mr. Trump discussed his successful Supreme Court 

battle rather than how rising seawaters are already flooding Miami on sunny 

days." 

(palm to face, sighing, shaking head) 

 

1 & 2: Today's mis-educated milennials are too young to recall that the failed 

doomsday predictions of "Climate Change" were first peddled during the days 

when "disco" was all the rage!  Now that the submerged Statue of Liberty image 

no longer seems plausible, wildfires & hurricanes have become the new scare 

tactics. 

Of course, regular readers of The Anti-New York Times certainly don't need to be 

told what the real agenda behind the scam is; but for the benefit of any normies 

and newbies stumbling across this type of analysis for the first time, we'd like to 

point out the ghoulish game is actually revealed -- albeit inadvertently -- in this 

very article. The conspiratorial payload is highlighted / bold-lettered for you. 

"The United Nations report paints a far more dire picture of the immediate 

consequences of climate change than previously thought and says that avoiding the 
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damage requires transforming the world economy at a speed and scale that has 

“no documented historic precedent.” 

Translation: Totalitarian New World Order now! Thanks for the truth gem, 

Sulzberger. 

 

The "Greening of the Reds" has nothing to do with "saving the planet" ™ ... 

The scam has always been about world domination by the Globalists. // Climate 

Bogeyman (by yours truly) exposes the game.  

The article does reveal a promising development (positive from our perspective, 

not Sulzberger's) which also helps to explain the sudden rash of warmist scare 

tactics being pumped out by the Fake News and the UN. 

From the article: 

"Among climate-change scientists, there were increasing fears that Mr. Trump’s 

withdrawal from the Paris accord, which at first seemed a lonely act of defiance, 

may embolden other countries to leave it as well.  

In Brazil, voters are on track to elect a new president, Jair Bolsonaro, who has 

vowed to withdraw his country, the world’s seventh-largest emitter of greenhouse 

gases, from the pact. ....  to populists like Mr. Bolsonaro, Mr. Trump’s demands 

that the United States be given a better deal could prove appealing. 

“To the extent that we get these narrow-minded, so-called nationalist, populist 

leaders, we could have a big problem,” said John P. Holdren, who served as 

President Barack Obama’s chief science adviser."  

If a huge state like Brazil joins the U.S, in pulling out of the Paris scam, can others 

be far behind? It's a very positive development, BUT, we must caution -- unless 
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and until the scientific hoax is fully exposed; and the schools are forced to stop 

teaching this crap; and the perpetrators of the scam are arrested -- then "they" will 

surely continue to play this evil trick upon the world until "they" finally get what 

they want. In the long term, delaying actions and temporary nationalist spasms will 

not save the world from these Satanic Globalists and their elaborate deceptions. At 

some point, "they" must be completely and permanently eradicated --- or else the 

cancer will return even stronger in a few years. 

  

 

Obongo's "Presidential Science Advisor" John Holdren is 

worried that Bolsonaro might pull Brazil out of the Paris 

Climate Scam. 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump 

is ignoring the UN's new report on Climate Change.  

 Boobus Americanus 2: He doesn't understand the underlying science of 
the phenomenon. 
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Sugar: Sscience my asss, Boobuss! It's a frickin' communisst fairy tale -- 

nothing more. 

 Editor: It's hard to believe that the scam is now 40 years old. The decade 

before that "they" were warning us of a coming ice age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 
 

 

NY Times: The Hurricanes, and Climate-Change Questions, 

Keep Coming. Yes, They’re Linked.  

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Another week, and another "1000 year storm," caused by manmade CO2, of 

course. At least that's what the "scientists" (bow your head in solemn reverance as 

you say that word) are telling us. From the article -- mealy-mouthed qualifications 

in bold: 

https://www.amazon.com/Climate-Bogeyman-Criminal-Insanity-Warming/dp/1973984105
https://www.amazon.com/Climate-Bogeyman-Criminal-Insanity-Warming/dp/1973984105
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"Scientists are increasingly confident of the links between global warming and 

hurricanes. In a warming world, they say, hurricanes will be stronger, for a simple 

reason: Warmer water provides more energy that feeds them. 

Researchers cannot say, however, that global warming is to blame for the 

specifics of the latest storm, Hurricane Michael.... There are already tantalizing 

suggestions, however, that the warming caused by all those greenhouse-gas 

emissions has had an impact on Michael"  

As if Florida has never experienced powerful storms before. Newsflash libtards! 

Hurricanes happen, hence, the mascot for the University of Miami -- the Miami 

"Hurricanes." Duh. Nothing to see here.  

 

1. Hurricanes hitting Florida? No way! // 2. The University of Miami doesn't 
call its football team the "Hurricanes" for nothing. 

So, today's hurricanes are "stronger," eh? You want to see "stronger?" We'll show 

you something "stronger." Sugar, fire up the Time Machine and set the date for 

Labor Day of 1935 / Destination: Miami.  

Florida's Labor Day Hurricane of 1935 was the most powerful recorded hurricane 

ever to make landfall in the United States. The storm caused extreme damage in 

the Florida Keys, as a storm surge of about 20 feet swept over the low-lying 

islands. Winds of 185 mph combined with the massive surge destroyed hundreds 

of structures and completely obliterated the town of Islamorada. Portions of the 

Florida East Coast Railway were severely damaged or destroyed, and trains were 

knocked off their tracks. At a time when the area was far less densely populated 

than today, the storm claimed 423 lives, that we know of. Some of the victims 

were literally sand-blasted to death --- their clothes and flesh being ripped to shreds 

by grains of windswept sand. The monster hurricane also caused additional 

damage in northwest Florida, Georgia, and the Carolinas. How's that for 

"stronger?" 
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But 1935 was even more "strong" than that. Weeks earlier, a Category 2 (like Irma) 

had hit Bermuda and then made its way far up the Atlantic as a rare extra-tropical 

storm which stuck New Foundland (northen Canada!). Weeks after the Labor Day 

disaster, a Category 3 struck Cuba and again grazed Miami. And finally, a very 

rare November hurricane -- a Category 1 -- again struck Miami.  

 

1. 1935: A Monster Cat 5, a Cat 3, a tropical storm in northern Canada, and 
a November hurricane.  

3. Miami: Railroad workers housed near the beach were sandblasted to 
death and tracks were badly damaged.  

Can "youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural of "you") just imagine how the 

breathless Bolsheviks of Sulzberger's Slimes would react today if the city of Miami 

ever got hit with a Category 5, a Category 3 and a Category 1 November hurricane 

-- along with a tropical storm hitting as far north as New Foundland -- all in the 

same year? --- "You see! You see! Climate Change Denier! Climate Change 

Denier!" 

Our "thoughts and prayers" ™ go out to those who have indeed suffered property 

damage and lost loved ones due to Hurricane Michael; and we certainly do not 

mean to mock nor mitigate the situation. Just thank the God whom the Fake 

Scientists deny that it doesn't look like1935 will be repeating itself in Florida. 

TEN MOST POWERFUL RECORED HURRICANES IN U.S. HISTORY 

Michael the "Stronger" was no where even close to this list of 5's and 4's --- 

only 2 of which (Andrew & Charley) occurred in the modern "warming" era. 

  

Labor Day 1935 

Camille 1969 
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Andrew 1992 

Last Island 1856 

Indianola 1886 

Florida Keys 1919 

Freeport  1932 

Charley 2004 

Great Miami 1926 

Okeechobee 1928 

The Globalists are not going to let go of this Global Warming ™ / Climate Change 

™ hoax. That's for sure. On a separate note, thanks again to all of "youse guys" 

who helped us gather up more than 2,000 E-mails of High School Science teachers 

across the country. They have each received a very polite E-mail from a fictitious 

"fellow Science teacher" inviting them to have a look at the Amazon page for 

"Climate Bogeyman."  

Unfortunately, about 90% of the 60 or so reply E-mails that came in were 

hostile and even hateful, a few were neutral and only two were grateful for the 

information sent to them. We already knew that American High Schools were 

infested with warmist libtards masquerading as "Science" teachers. But even Sugar 

and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times was not expecting 

the level of nasty and juvenile reply hate-mail that arrived in the inbox from these 

distinguished "educators."   

"Liar" -- "Asshole" -- "Trump supporter" -- "Uneducated" -- "Climate Denial" -- 

"How dare you send this garbage when a hurricane is coming!" -- "There is 98% 

consensus" -- "I feel sorry for your students." --- blah blah blah.  

Goodness gracious! Youse guys with kids had better home-school them if you can. 
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The world gone mad! 

Stupid "scientists" and childish Neil DeGrasse Tyson worshippers now 

infest the faculties of America's colleges and High Schools --- and we now 

have the e-mails to prove it.  

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that 

scientists have linked stronger hurricanes to Global Warming. 

Boobus Americanus 2: There is definitely something different going on 
with the climate. Trump was foolish to pull us out of the Paris Accords. 

  

Sugar: Like there were never any frickin' hurricaness before the automotive 

revolution! Boobuss! Your sstupidity is sscary! 

Editor: If you think Boobus is dumb as dirt, wait until the current crop of 

High School / College "science" students comes of age. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 
 

 

NY Times: Migration and the Far Right Changed Europe. A 

German Vote Will Show How Much. 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

When Sulzberger's Slimes cautions about the rise of the "far right" ™ Alternative 

for Germany (AfD) Party, the reflexive sentiment of us "good guys" is one of 

hope for Germany. Then the cold reality of reason, born out of years of experience 

and observation, takes hold. You see, this is Marxified Germany we're talking 

about here -- where "center right" ™ means borderline Communist (pink, not red), 

and "far right" ™ means useless wishy-washy "moderation."  

It's such a pathetic spectacle. Not only is the "far right" ™ Afd fronted by key 

female leaders (including a lesbian); but even with the non-menacing female faces 

at the forefront, AfD is still deemed to be waaay too scary for most libtarded-

beyond-repair German voters. Afd's high-water mark is about 20%. Absent any 

potential coalition partners to work with in the screwy multi-party parliamentary 

system, the best this "far right" ™ band of weak old men hiding behind the 

pantsuits of lesbians and butchy-looking divorcees can ever hope to accomplish is 

to bring some watered-down whining about the Turd World invasion into 

parliament. 
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THE "FAR RIGHT" TO THE RESCUE?  

 

1. Alice Weidel -- Lesbian Leader of AfD in the Bundestag (Parliament) // 2.  . 

Beatrix von Storch - Deputy Party Leader 

 

I know, gentlemen. I know. 

Of course, even if AfD were possessed of the heroic manly fighting spirit of The 

Great One (that's Hitler for all you newbies and normies), Germany's brutally 

enforced "hate laws" would preclude it from ever properly defining the origin of 

and the motive behind the mass invasion of Germany. And if you are unable to 

define a problem, how are you ever going to solve it? Hmmmm? 

There is a line in Mein Kampf (1924) which concisely summed up the grand game 

long before most people could even have imagined such a thing. Speaking of 

France's post World War I importation of occupying troops from its French 

African colonies, The Great One dropped a truth-bomb which still applies: 

"Jews were responsible for bringing Negroes into the Rhineland, with the ultimate 

idea of bastardizing the white race which they hate and thus lowering its cultural 

and political level so that the Jew might dominate. 

Tell it Great One. Tell it! Indeed, the decade-long French / French-African 

occupation of the German Rhineland resulted in the phenomenon of "The 
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Rhineland Bastards." With so many young German men having been killed 

during the first world war, or rendered jobless during the post-war years of 

hyperinflation and economic chaos, a relatively high number of Rhineland women 

married soldiers from occupying France. Others had children by them out of 

wedlock. Estimates of the number of resulting children number from 150,000 to 

180,000, mostly with White French soldiers. The number of mixed race children 

sired by African men is generally estimated to be between five to seven hundred -- 

some of them probably the result of the rapes that were known to have occurred.  

   

The Jews' post-war gift to the Rhineland: Children of unmarried German 

mothers / French African fathers 

Today, it's not only the Rhineland. All of Germany is under invasion as the young 

women are encouraged both by materialistic feminist culture and by harsh 

economic realities to go childless --- or, if they must have children, to do so by 

blending out their German blood with that of foreign migrants. We refer to it as 

"The Kalergi Plan" -- and, like The Great One said, it is by design. But if 

hearing it from The Great One is too much for the delicate sensibilities of some, 

then take it straight from Count Richard Coudenhove Kalergi (half Austrian / 

half Japanese) -- an early 20th Century "intellectual" immortalized as a great 

visionary by European Unionists. 

In his book 'Praktischer Idealismus', Kalergi boldly declares that the citizens of 

the future "United States of Europe" will not be White people anymore. In his own 

words: 
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Kelergi was a front-man for the usual suspects.  

"The man of the future will be of mixed race. The races and classes of today will 

gradually disappear due to the elimination of space, time, and prejudice. The 

Eurasian-negroid race of the future, similar in appearance to the Ancient 

Egyptians, will replace the diversity of peoples with the diversity of individuals.  

Of course, Kalergi's chosenite paymasters will not be replaced or blended out by 

this "Eurasian-negroid race of the future". Writes the hired hack of his paymasters:  

"Instead of destroying European Judaism, Europe, against her will, refined and 

educated this people, driving them to their future status as a leading nation 

through this artificial evolutionary process. It's not surprising that the people that 

escaped from the Ghetto-Prison, became the spiritual nobility of Europe. Thus, 

the compassionate care given by Europe created a new breed of aristocrats. This 

happened when the European feudal aristocracy crashed because of the 

emancipation of the Jews." 

The Kalergi plan is the New World Order plan, and it's not just for Germany or 

Europe. White genocide is very real and is playing out exactly as Kalergi and his 

handlers envisioned it. But don't expect to ever hear such a sobering and necessary 

analysis from the de-balled "far right" ™ of the perma-minority Afd. Sleep well, 

Messrs. Soros, Rothschild and Sulzberger. Occupied Germany remains firmly 

under your control. 
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Kalergis' "Nobility": George Soros, "Sir" Evelyn & "Lord" Jacob de 

Rothschild, Arthur Ochs-Sulzberger 

In Kalergi's World, by his own admission, Whites are to be blended out of their 

own nations while the Jew becomes "the spiritual nobility." Is that not exactly 

what we are witnessing today? Ah, show us the shekels, Count K, show us the 

shekels!  

 *  

  

 

1. Virtue-signaling German supermodel Heidi Klum is oh-so-proud of 

permanently diluting the DNA passed down to her from her earliest ancestors. // 

2. Same for German tennis legend, Boris Becker //  3. October 14, 2018: Tens of 

thousands of suicidal Berlin libtards gather to protest "racism" ™. 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the far 
right is gaining ground in Germany. 

Boobus Americanus 2: That's really scary. Recall from history that the 
Nazis rose to power slowly and methodically over a 10-year period. 

  

Sugar: I can't with thesse two ass-clownss no more, daddy. I jusst can't. 

 Editor: I know, baby girl. I know. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 

 
 

NY Times: Trump Says ‘Rogue Killers’ May Be Involved in 

Saudi Journalist Case 

  

NY Times: In Trump’s Saudi Bargain, the Bottom Line 

Proudly Wins Out 
  

President Trump has resisted pressure to postpone or cancel arms sales to 

Saudi Arabia despite reports that a Saudi journalist was killed and 

dismembered.  

 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Since the alleged kidnapping-torture-murder of some Saudia Arabian journalist 

who contributes to the Washington Post; the Piranha Press has been buzzing with 

speculation that Trump might now cancel his massive 2017 arms deal with the 

Saudis. The Saudis have denied any involvement with the alleged murder (or 

staged disappearance) of Jamal Kashoggi -- said to have taken place at the Saudi 

consulate in Turkey. Trump has accepted the denial of the Saudi King and intends 

to work with both the Saudis and the Turks to "get to the bottom of this." 

Given the repeated linkages being made between this event and the 2017 arms 

deal, reason dictates that the real perpetrators of this murder or faked murder have 

an interest in derailing the U.S. Saudi deal. Let's follow this line of sound 

reasoning and see where the road may take us. 
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The Kashoggi show, with its "spontaneous" flash-mobs and instant signs, 

contains all the elements of a staged intelligence operation.  

  

SUSPECT #1: ISRAEL / MOSSAD 

Though the terrorist state of Israel's relations with Saudi Arabia have improved 

greatly over the past several years, the fact remains that Israel's strategic interests 

have always led its leaders and their US puppet Congressmen / Senators to stand in 

firm "bipartisan" ™ opposition to the arming up of any Arab state.  

Flashback:  

• New York Times: (June 25, 1981): Majority in Congress Urge Reagan 

Not To Sell AWACS to Saudi Arabia 

  

And six years later: 

• Los Angeles Times: (June 12, 1987): Saudi Arms Deal Is Off, Reagan 

Says : Planned Missile Sale Shelved Amid Broad Opposition 

  

But Reagan's capitulation to the Israel Lobby, on missiles, still wasn't enough to 

please those who can never be pleased. The Israelis wanted other deals scrapped as 

well. 

  

• New York Times: (September 29, 1987): 64 Senators Urge Reagan to 

Drop $1 Billion Sale of Arms to Saudis 
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Though these precedent-setting headlines are from many years ago, the Israeli 

policy towards arms sales to any Arab state still hasn't changed. More recent 

headlines: 

  

• Reuters: (May 22, 2017): Israeli Minister Expresses Concern Over U.S.-

Saudi Arms Deal 

• Jerusalem Post (May 27, 2017): Ministers Concerned Saudi Arms Deal 

Might Blunt Israel's Military Edge  

 

And these dishonest hate pieces from Haaretz of Israel: 

• (October 15, 2018) Saudi Arabia Discovers That Reform and Murder 

Don’t Go Well Together  

• (October 15, 2018) Trump's Weak Response to Missing Journalist Puts 

His Deep Saudis Ties Under Scrutiny  

  

Yes indeed, "the usual suspects" are definitely prime suspects in this farce that just 

played out in Turkey. 

  

 

1 &2. Reagan (shown above with Shimon Peres): ''It is not the business of other nations to make 

American foreign policy.'' (but he caved-in to the Israeli-owned Congress anyway) 
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SUSPECT #2: DEEP STATE GLOBALISTS (CIA) 

We don't profess to be experts on internal Saudi politics and intrigue. Not even 

close! What we do know, however, is that vicious power struggles have been 

playing out within Saudi Arabia over the past few years, and that Trump has 

established close relations with the new King / Prime Minister, Salman bin 

Abdulaziz Al Saud (enthroned, 2015). Could it be that Deep State Globalists are 

seeking to destabilize the Kingdom with the intention of installing someone they 

can control? The fact that Globo-Homo billionaire Richard Branson, without any 

evidence, just came out and accused the Saudis of the Kashoggi affair and 

"temporarily suspended" his space venture partnership with Saudi Arabia (here) is 

a strong indicator in support of a Deep State operation against Saudi Arabia and 

Trump. 

  

Of course, it is also possible that the Israeli faction and the sometimes rival 

Globalist faction are both, out of mutual interest, involved in this goofy little stunt 

-- just as they were with the attacks of 9/11. No doubt about it, boys and girls. 

Something smells very gefilte-fishy about this circus act. Congratulations to Trump 

for not allowing himself to be steam-rolled on this, though the same cannot be said 

for a group of"bipartisan" ™ US Senators: 

  

• Politico: (October 12, 2018) Senators Seeking Bipartisan Sanctions In 

Jamal Kashoggi Case  

* 

https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/world/2018-10-12-richard-branson-halts-1bn-saudi-space-deal-over-jamal-kashoggis-disappearance/
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump 
intends to move ahead with that Saudi arms deal -- even after they tortured 

and murdered that Washington Post journalist. 

Boobus Americanus 2: All Trump cares about is the bottom line. The lives 
of journalists mean nothing to him. 

  

  

  Sugar: Perssonally, Boobuss -- apart from this event being fake as can frickin' be 

-- I wouldn't mind sseeing more Fake News journalissts kidnapped, tortured and 

killed. 

  

Editor: (palm to face, deep breath, shaking head) 
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OCTOBER, 2018 
 

 

NY Times: What Is NPC, the Pro-Trump Internet's New 

Favorite Insult? 
 

Twitter has barred hundreds of right-wing accounts for posing as soulless, 

“nonplayable” liberal activists. 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

In recent days, during the course of our daily scouring of the "right wing" corners 

of the World Wide Web, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of the Anti-New 

York Times detected the term "NPC" popping-up more and more. We weren't 

curious enough to investigate the meaning, until we saw this unintentionally 

hilarious article in "the paper of record."  

It seems the use of the term and, more importantly, the cartoonish artwork 

associated with it, is driving the Marxists and their libtard dupes crazy with anger. 

This is some really funny stuff, and we thought "youse guys" could use a bit of 

comic relief as much as we do. 

 

Libtards -- who take themselves oh-so-seriously and think themselves to be oh-

so-"educated," are really getting triggered by the insulting term "NPC." 

 

From the article, a lengthy excerpt which sums up the NPC phenomenon very well. 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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***EXCERPT***  

What is an NPC? 

NPC means “nonplayable character” or “nonplayer character.” It’s a term, 

borrowed from the world of video games, for a character that is controlled by the 

computer rather than by a player. An NPC often advances the game’s plot by 

saying scripted lines, or assisting the playable characters in some way.  

What does this have to do with politics? 

Several months ago, users on 4chan and Reddit, the online message forums, 

started using the term NPC to refer to liberals. These people, they said, join the 

anti-Trump crowd not because they are led by independent thought or conscience 

to oppose President Trump’s policies, but because they’re brainwashed sheep who 

have been conditioned to parrot left-wing orthodoxy, in the manner of a scripted 

character. 

As a Reddit user, BasedMedicalDoctor, explains in a thread about the appeal of 

the meme, NPCs are “completely dependent on their programming, and can’t do 

or think on their own.” 

Is there more to the NPC meme? 

Sort of. There is NPC Wojak — a crudely drawn, gray cartoon avatar with a pointy 

nose and a blank face.  

.... Wojak has become a kind of collective mascot for the far-right commenters 

online. In recent weeks, users on 4chan and Reddit have made all kinds of memes 

featuring NPC Wojak.  

Here's one:" 
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***END OF EXCERPT***   

Further research reveals that the Left is really concerned about the use of this term 

of mockery, and the easy-to-make cartoons / memes, catching on -- and with good 

reason. You see, as The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies & normies) once 

observed, (paraphrasing here) the most effective propaganda is that which can 

reach even the simplest mind. The NPC phenomenon accomplishes exactly that, 

which is why Sulzberger's Slimes is attacking it and Twitter is banning it. Adding 

to their concern is the fact that NPC mockery was developed by and primarily 

spread by young people, described in this article as: "a group of young, extremely 

pro-Trump Internet trolls. 

Below are some of our favorite NPC "memes" which we just found. Enjoy the 

laugh, and do make and spread your own memes (Microsoft Paint will suffice). 

  

*  
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* 

 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that far right 
Internet trolls are viciously mocking liberals as NPC's -- as in 'non player 

characters' from video games.  

Boobus Americanus 2: Trump supporters are shamless in their lack of 
civility. 
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Sugar: Nazis ... Climate Change Denierss ...Racistss ... Income Inequality 

  

Editor: Sugar intends to be a libtard for Halloween this year. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 

 
 

NY Times: Thousands of Theodore Roosevelt’s Papers Are 

Now Online 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times have long 

said that there's no history like original source history. Think about it. If you really 

want to get inside of the minds of the men who made history; then why rely on an 

endless, repetitious circle-jerk of academic ass-clowns if you can access the actual 

writings and speeches of the history-makers themselves? Original source data is 

especially useful if the writing artifact is a private one. You see, communications 

intended for public consumption don't always reveal the true man and his beliefs. 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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But the stuff that a man inks for personal friends / co-conspirators or private diaries 

-- well, that reveals the true man.  

With that investigative maxim (a $10 word for a short statement expressing a 

general truth) always in mind, this story about the Library of Congress' recently 

added digital archive of many of Teddy Roosevelt's private papers and letters 

really got our investigative juices flowing. Just a few minutes into this article was 

all it took to learn something fascinating about Teddy Psycho that we -- in spite of 

having written a book on the Wretched Roosevelts - didn't know before. We 

thought we should share it with "youse guys." 

 

1. Fake historians only know how to follow each other in an endless circle-jerk 

of orthodox groupthink. // 2. True investigative historians search for original 

source material, and then analyze every line for clues and patterns. //  3. Time to 

amend "The Real Roosevelts" with this new information? 

Among the historical files is a 1915 private letter in which TR criticizes President 

Woodrow Wilson’s policy of "neutrality" regarding World War I. Of course, 

regular readers of the ANYT should all know by now that Wilson's early 

"pacifism" was fake. Evidently, ex-President Teddy did not know at the time that 

Wilson's handlers were waiting until after the back-room Zionist-British verbal 

deal to steal Palestine was made -- and after Wilson's November 1916 re-election 

was completed -- to join the European bloodbath. In the letter, TR also reveals his 

contempt for the millions of German-Americans who sympathized with Germany 

in its purely, 100% defensive war (started in August, 1914) against the aggressive 

British-French-Russian alliance. 

Excerpted from the February 12, 1915 letter, which the Slimes' web version linked 

us to: 
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"My dear Cecil. Do not feel too badly over things. I am bitterly humiliated over 

what this administration has done. I am not merely humiliated, but profoundly 

angered by the attitude of the professional German-Americans. But don't forget, 

there are lots of Americans of German descent who do not sympathize with these 

men..... who are emphatically against Germany in this fight and resent being called 

German-Americans. 

When a President misleads us as Wilson has done, some very good people tend to 

follow him."  

"Cecil" is Sir Cecil Arthur Spring Rice -- a diplomat who served as Britain's 

Ambassador to the United States from 1912 to 1918. We learn from Establishment 

historians that "Cecil," in that capacity, was responsible for British efforts to end 

American neutrality and bring America into the First World War. And, get this -- 

he was not just a close friend of Psycho Teddy, he had actually served as his best 

man at his second wedding (TR's first wife had died) way back in 1886 when few 

people had even heard of TR.   

 

1. Ambassador to the U.S. Cecil Rice --- He and his buddy TR were upset with 

Wilson (Image 2) for not warmongering against Germany. // 3. Little did they 

know that Wilson's handlers were actually planning to join the war after his 

1916 re-election -- a dishonest campaign which was based on Wilson's 

"achievement" of keeping America out of the war! 
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This letter constitutes clear evidence that ex-President TR -- who was still 

influential within American elite circles -- was already treasonously "colluding" 

with foreign agents, for the purpose of dragging the U.S. into the grand war for 

Globalism -- a full two years before the U.S. officially entered the war. To cover 

his ass, the sneaky bastard purposely left his name off of the envelope sent to 

"Cecil."  

From the very opening line of that same letter: 

"Dear Cecil, 

Your two letters have come. My letters to you will hereafter go in envelopes 

without my name on them, so as to attract as little attention as possible.") 

It doesn't get any more Deep Statish than that! Conspire much, Mr. President? 

But the real kicker for us was the date stamped on the letter -- February 12, 1915. 

That's three full months before Lord of the British Admiralty Winston Churchill 

set up the arms-smuggling Lusitania to be sunk by German U-boats. So, even 

before the phony pretext that served to turn public opinion away from Germany, 

TR and his crowd were already anti-German and pro-war. That's no surprise to us, 

of course, but oh what a powerful argument it makes in contradiction of the fake 

history which holds that the U.S. government was originally neutral. No. Both the 

open-warmonger Roosevelt and the closet warmonger Wilson wanted to join the 

war all along -- a war which, ironically, broke TR's heart and may have led to his 

sudden death soon after the war's end. For it is said that he never recovered after 

his youngest son's death in the very war that he had so passionately agitated for. 
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1. The letter to "Cecil" proves that even before the Lusitania tragedy and other 

"incidents," TR's crowd was already hostile toward Germany and angling for 

ways to join the war in Europe. 2. Psycho dad's wished-for war got his own son, 

Quentin, killed in aerial combat in July, 1918. TR was broken by the news, and 

died in his sleep just 8 months later, at age 61.  

   

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the 
Library of Congress is digitally publishing 1000's of documents and images 

from Teddy Roosevelt's collection.  

Boobus Americanus 2: Teddy Roosevelt was one of our most eloquent 
and intellectual presidents. 
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Sugar: Intellectual my asss! He wass a sspoiled rich brat who dropped out 

of law sschool. Every position he ever held wass handed to him by the 

usual ssusspectss. 

  

Editor: And he got to be president after a communist murdered McKinley in 

1901. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 

 

                                                                  
NY Times: Migrants Vow to Rebuild Caravan and Continue 

Trek to U.S. 

• NY Times: Trump Seizes On Migrant Caravan to Rev 

Up Republican Voters 

• NY Times: Did Democrats, or George Soros, Fund 

Migrant Caravan? Despite Republican Claims, No 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

By now, it's very clear that the traditional pre-election "October Surprise" is 

coming in the form of this fake-as-can-be Turd World "migrant caravan." By 

"fake," we don't mean to suggest that there is not a mob of invaders headed for the 

United States. No, the fakery lies in the ridiculous misconception that this is some 

sort of spontaneous gathering of desperate Honduran / Guatemalan marchers 

whose arrival is, coincidentally, projected to happen just before Election Day. 

  

"How conveeenient," as the "Church Lady" of old Saturday Night Live fame used 

to say. 
  

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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The crisis is timed to come to a head in late October / early November --- just 

before the big date of November 6th. --- How comveeenient! 

  
First of all, the land-route distance between Central America and the U.S. is about 

2,100 tough miles. It is self-evident dishonesty for the Fake News to continue -- 

both in print and in staged photos -- to portray this mob as "swimmers" and 

"marchers" and "trekkers." From the article:  

  

"About 2,000 Central American migrants who circumvented the Mexican police at 

a border bridge and swam, forded and floated across the river from Guatemala 

decided on Saturday to re-form their mass caravan and continue their trek toward 

the United States." 

Gathered at a park in the border city of Ciudad Hidalgo, the migrants voted by a 

show of hands and then marched to the bridge to urge those still there to cross the 

river and join them. 

“Let’s all walk together!” and “Yes, we can!” they cried, defying recent warnings 

from President Trump to turn back."  

  

How are women and children going to "trek" 2,100 miles, in 90 + degree heat, 

"swimming" and "rafting" across rivers along the way (rolling eyes), across rugged 

undeveloped and unprotected terrain, in just two weeks? Where and what will they 

eat? Where will they sleep? Where will they relieve themselves and wash-up? Why 

were the notorious bad-asses of the Mexican Federal Police (Los Federales) so 

easily overpowered as this mob disobediently crossed into Mexico on their way 

north? 

  

A bit of critical thinking quickly reveals that the images of long lines of marchers 

are staged for the boobs watching on TV. The mob only marches for a mile or so, 

before re-boarding air-conditioned buses destined for the next hotel stop.  
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With a land distance of nearly 2,100 miles between Central America and the 

U.S., the "marching" is obviously all just for show. The grand "trek" depends 

upon air-conditioned buses and hotels (#3 is an actual image of these invaders 

boarding buses).  

  
Knowing, with 100% certainty, that this unfolding event is being staged for the 

upcoming mid-term elections, the question remains: Who is behind this "October 

Surprise?" We see only two possibilities here: 

  

Theory # 1: Black Hats  

  

Soros and his evil minions may want to force Trump into making a strong move 

against "the women and children" ™. When that happens, out will come the vials 

of fake blood and cannisters of fake tear gas. There will be gut-wrenching tears and 

screams as the Fake News attacks the cruel "authoritarian" ™ and his "racist" ™ 

Republican supporters. The goal of this play, of course, would be to motivate 

"Hispanics" ™ and soft-hearted / soft-headed normies to get out and express their 

displeasure on Election Day. This is a very plausible scenario, notwithstanding the 

possibility that it could easily backfire and end up actually helping the 

Republicans. 

  

Theory # 2: White Hats 

  

Trump and the "White Hats" of the various Intelligence Agencies (military in 

particular) may be the ones behind the operation -- the objective being to blame 

the Demonrats for inviting the illegal invasion; and then contrasting that to a strong 

move by Trump. Illegal immigration is a winning issue for Trump and this 

"caravan" may end up being an electoral godsend for the Republicans -- by design? 

  

Either scenario makes sense, but we're leaning toward #2. What do "youse guys" 

think? 
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The "caravan" is definitely an "October Surprise" chess move. The question is: 

Who is behind this strategic operation? --- Soros (Image 1), or Trump? 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the 
caravan of migrants from Honduras is expected to arrive at the U.S. border 

just before election day. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Wow, what timing! 

  

  Sugar: All jusst a frickin' coincidence, eh Boobuss? 

  
Editor: This ought to make for some very interesting theater. Tell mommy 

to put on some popcorn. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 
 

NY Times: ‘Transgender’ Could Be Defined Out of 

Existence Under Trump Administration 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

This is one of those articles that require no rebuttal of its points because it serves as 

a satire of itself. Wethinks that even the Sulzbergers of the early-to-mid 20th 

Century, as rotten and as dishonest as they were, would never have expected "the 

paper of record" to come this far. (or maybe they did?) 

  

From the article (bold emphasis added):  

  

"The Trump administration is considering narrowly defining gender as a 

biological, immutable condition determined by genitalia at birth, the most drastic 

move yet in a government-wide effort to roll back recognition and protections of 

transgender people under federal civil rights law. 

A series of decisions by the Obama administration loosened the legal concept of 

gender in federal programs, including in education and health care, recognizing 

gender largely as an individual’s choice and not determined by the sex assigned 

at birth."  

These people (Marxists & Libtards) are not only evil, they are insane to boot. 
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Sorry "ladies" -- but "youse guys" are ... well ... GUYS! (Michael Obongo, 

Serena Gorilliams, Agnese Renzi (Italy's former First "Lady") 

To better appreciate the clinical insanity of the opening excerpt quoted above, let's 

reproduce it, with a few words substituted, to fit the fictional mental condition of 

"trans-species" -- as in a human who believes himself to be a dog. 

"The Trump administration is considering narrowly defining species as a 

biological, immutable condition determined at birth, the most drastic move yet in 

a government-wide effort to roll back recognition and protections of trans-species 

people under federal canine rights law. 

A series of decisions by the Obama administration loosened the legal concept of 

species in federal programs, including in education and veterinary care, 

recognizing species largely as an individual’s choice and not determined by the 

species assigned at birth."  

 

Sorry, "doggies" -- but you're still human.  ... Bats-in-the-belfry crazy, but still 

human. 

Though this tranny-nonsense always makes for a good laugh, let us never lose 

sight of the very unfunny and very deadly seriousness of this evil subversive 

movement to erase the God-given notion of sex/gender which forms the very basis 

of a healthy and happy society. As it is with the Marxist madness of "modern art" 
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or "theoretical science," this too serves an important purpose for the Globalist / 

Marxist Axis of Criminal Insanity. 

You see, not only are insane people easier to mislead and oppress; but the 

subversion of the natural male/female dynamic serves to implode the integrated 

structures of healthy relations between the sexes, strong nuclear & extended 

families, and stable societies. Furthermore, although actual tranny-freaks are only 

estimated to account for less than 1/2 of 1% of the population, the growing 

"tolerance" ™ for such manifest insanity may already afflict 25%- 30% of 

westerners (our best educated guess). That adds up to a whole lot of "tolerant" ™ 

people, some of them young parents, who really aren't all that less insane than the 

cross-dressers, and who have already been programmed to accept anything that 

"experts" sell them as being normal. 

And as for that tiny percentage of actual trannies; given what the 10-and-under 

crowd is being bombarded with 24/7 in the media and the communist schools; 

there is simply no telling how many kids -- their delicate minds having already 

been twisted with this relatively recent tranny mania -- will, when they hit puberty, 

"chose" to go down the homo / tranny pink-brick road themselves.  

Funny, yes. But also heart-breaking, and maddening when you see how they are 

targeting children. 

 

Thanks, Jews. 

  

* 
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The usual suspects were promoting this same demonic madness in 1920's Berlin, 

until The Great One came along in 1933 and cleaned it all up.  

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump 
is seeking to impose his own definition of gender on the federal 

government. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Trump is beholden to religious fanatics who want 
to take us backwards on LGBT issues. 
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Sugar: It'ss very ssimple, Boobus!!! If you got a ****, you're a boy! If you 
got a *****, you're a girl! End of frickin' discussion!!!  

  
Editor: Ah, the pure and simple wisdom of an animal -- uncorrupted by the 

modern-day "refined" intellect of man. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: A Holocaust Memorial Expands in Philadelphia 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
The song that never ends, about the event that never happened, during the war that 

should never have been fought, takes us to the Jew-heavy city of Filthydelphia, 

Pennsylvania. Hazmat suits, goggles and hip waders on, boys and girls. Join us for 

a line-by-line rebuttal of this thankfully brief piece of Holohoax propaganda we 

just found in the Arts Section of Sulzberger's cesspool near the Hudson. 

  

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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In the city where a bunch of  fearless Anglo-Saxons birthed Americanism on 

July 4, 1776, the "usual suspects" now rule. 

  
Slimes: A new downtown plaza built around the “Monument to Six Million 

Jewish Martyrs,” a Nathan Rapoport sculpture that has stood on the site since 

1964...  

  

Rebuttal: Your roving reporter (who once lived in south New Jersey) recalls 

stumbling across this Philadelphia monument eyesore sometime during the mid-

1990's. At a time when yours truly actually believed in the Holohoax (bowing head 

in shame), I still found it offensive for its ugliness --- thinking to myself: "Couldn't 

they make something more visually appealing to honor those poor six-million ™ 

Jews that Hitler murdered in the Holocaust ™?" 

Slimes: ... opened on Monday. The plaza adds to the memorial physical items from 

the Holocaust and uses technology to allow visitors to hear from survivors, some 

of them now residents of the Philadelphia area.  

Rebuttal: Wonderful. Now they have added a new plaza with new props to better 

induce the easily-impressed to weeping and wailing on command. 

Slimes: The new surroundings include three sections of train track from the 

Treblinka camp in Nazi-occupied Poland, which are 4 to 6 feet long and have been 

embedded in the pavement.  

Rebuttal: Sections of train tracks, eh? -- Which prove, at most, that trains pulled 

up to the Treblinka internment camps. So what? Unfortunately, the teary-eyed 

boobs who see these tracks will, because of the original logical sin of existential 

fallacy (flawed underlying assumption), swallow it as further confirmation of the 

Holohoax. "But, but, but ... we saw the actual train tracks on display in 

Philadelphia!" 
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Slimes: There, users of a free app — downloadable at the site — can hear 

testimonies about people’s experiences being deported by train to concentration 

camps. 

Rebuttal: Which proves, at most, that some of the internees who were taken to 

Treblinka by train "survived" the "death camp" and are still alive to tell of their 

train rides. So what? "But, but, but ... we heard testimonies about the trains on a 

downloadable app!" 

Slimes: The plaza also features a sapling from a silver maple tree that was planted 

and cared for by children in the Theresienstadt camp in the former Czechoslovakia 

before many of them were killed at Auschwitz. 

Rebuttal: Which proves, at most, that the big bad "Nazis" ™ allowed the 

"children" ™ to plant and care for trees. So what? "But, but, but... we saw a 

sapling taken from a maple tree that the Jewish children planted." 

Slimes: “You will be able to access the testimony of a lady who was there as a 

child and remembers the story of the tree,” said Eszter Kutas, acting director of the 

Philadelphia Holocaust Remembrance Foundation.... 

Rebuttal: Who gives a f*** about some old yenta's fake "testimony?!"  

Slimes: ... which built the new space and created an endowment for its 

maintenance at a total cost of $13 million. 

Rebuttal: Aha! Thirteen million bucks, eh? Ah, show us the shekels, Eszter. Show 

us the shekels!  

You know, the beautiful thing about Holohoaxery (from (((their))) perspective, 

that is) is that it's a "two-fer" -- a two-for-one deal. (((They))) generate lots of 

undeserved sympathy for the self-chosenites and rake in lots of cash for their shady 

operations at the same time. 
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Ghastly eyesores like the one in Filthydelphia induce tears and raise cash. 

There's no business like "Shoah" business! 

Slimes: ...The installation also aims to highlight the dangers of totalitarianism and 

how it can be prevented in America by the Constitution, the foundation said in a 

statement. 

Rebuttal: The "dangers of totalitarianism," eh? This coming from the same bunch 

whose parents openly extolled the wonders of the "worker's paradise" of the 

monstrous tyrant, Joe Stalin, during the 1930's and 40's -- and whose grand-parents 

literally danced in the streets of New York, Philadelphia, Warsaw, Budapest, 

Vienna, Berlin and other cities when news of the Russian Tsar's abdication to the 

Socialist / Bolshevik coalition in 1917 reached their ears. What frickin' hypocrites!  

Slimes: ... David Adelman, the foundation’s chairman, said that the foundation 

was warning about any possible drift toward autocracy.  

Rebuttal: "Drift toward autocracy ™," eh? Wethinks we know where Adelman is 

going with this. 

Slimes: “What we’re trying to say here is that lessons of the past are easily 

repeated if people don’t pay attention,” Mr. Adelman said. “For us, this is about 

hate and signs of hatred and what that can lead to.” 

Jewspeak-to-English Translation: Trump, the recently self-proclaimed 

"Nationalist" and "anti-Globalist" is the new Hitler. 

Sugar and me, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times, truly wish 

that would turn out be so; but we'll gladly settle for even just a half-a-Hitler. 
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The cliched warnings about "authoritarianism" ™ and the frequent "Trump is 

Hitler" allegations stink of Marxist Judaism. 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the arts section of The New York Times 
that a Holocaust memorial in Philadelphia just added a plaza space with 

historical artifacts for visitors. 

Boobus Americanus 2: I'd like to drive down to Philly and see that. 

  

Sugar: No need to drive down to Filthydelphia, Boobuss!!! I snapped a 
picture of it for ya! 

 
Editor: (palm to face, deep breath, shaking head) ---- I must admit, the 

similarity is striking. 
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OCTOBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: Robert Faurisson, Holocaust Denier Prosecuted 

by French, Dies at 89 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

 

But on one man's soul it hath broken,  

A light that doth not depart;  

And his look, or a word he hath spoken,  

Wrought flame in another man's heart. 

- Arthur O'Shaughnessy / 19th Century English / Irish Poet 

Because of the Fake News and Fake Academia which we have all been deeply 

steeped in since early childhood, all of us World War II truthers were, at one time, 

"normies" on the subject. We therefore all owe a debt of gratitude to the 

researchers and writers whose "light that doth not depart" .... "wrought flame" in 

our hearts.  

According to the touching testimonials of many of "youse guys," Sugar and I, er, 

"The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times and authors of "The Bad 

War" kindled that flame for you. It has truly been our pleasure and honor. But we 

too were once normies, and would still be so were it not for our own fire-starters. 
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These brave and "broken" (though not in spirit) writer-warriors who served as 

personal instructors and motivators include The Great One, Little Joey 

Goebbels, Willis Carto, William Pierce, Leon DeGrelle, David Irving, Ernst 

Zundel and Valhalla's newest arrival, the recently-departed Robert Faurisson of 

France --- whose highly unflattering obituary in "the paper of record" only serves 

to confirm the unerring nature of his scholarship as well as the heroic content of his 

noble character. 

 

Were it not for men like Monsieur Faurisson passing the torch of enlightenment 

in this dark world of insanity, highly-effective truth tools such as 

TomatoBubble.com and the "The Bad War" would never have been created.  

The Slimes unloads its filth right out of the gate: 

"Robert Faurisson, a former literature professor turned anti-Semitic propagandist 

whose denial of the Holocaust earned him multiple prosecutions, died on Sunday 

at his home in Vichy, France. He was 89." 

As a "Holocaust Denier" ™, Faurisson distinguished himself by breaking through 

the barriers of the mainstream media of France when he managed to get an article 

published in Le Monde -- the most "respected" newspaper in all of France -- in 

1978. Titled “The Problem of the Gas Chambers, or the Rumor of Auschwitz,” 

the article brought immediate and intense Jew heat down upon the newspaper. The 

controversy had the unintended effect of launching the obscure professor of French 

Literature from the University of Lyon to "rock-star" status among "anti-Semites" 

™. 
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In addition to demolishing the myth of "zee gas chambers" ™, Faurisson also 

wrote a book dispelling the authenticity of "The Diary of Anne Frank" ™.  

  

In 1989, the very small Faurisson was severely beaten in a park near his home by a 

cowardly band of thugs calling itself "Sons of Jewish Memory." In 1990, he 

became the first person in France to be convicted under a law that criminalized 

"Holocaust Denial ™." 

Undaunted, the fearless Frenchmen's bold assertions continued to draw attention in 

a French press which was evidently far more freer back then that it is today. 

Growing older and under constant threat of heavy fines, Faurisson faded from view 

over the last decade -- but not totally. The most recent judgment against him came 

in November 2016, when a French court fined him 10,000 euros ($11,400 dollars) 

for propounding “negationism” in interviews published on the Internet. 

Scorned and persecuted at home, in 2012, Faurisson was welcomed and lauded in 

Iran, where he received a prize for his excellent research from then-President, the 

feisty Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. The much-maligned David Duke, another of our 

personal flame-kindlers and a highly under-rated scholar in his own right, was also 

welcomed at that "Holocaust Denial" ™ conference. 

Mr. Faurisson is survived by his wife, Anne-Marie, two sons and a daughter. Au 

revoir, adieu and merci; grand homme. What you did in life, will echo long after 

you've departed, right here in the cyber-pages of the ANYT -- in spite of what the 

filthy slandering vermin at Sulzberger's Slimes have to say about you. 
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1. Brave Jew thugs beat up the diminutive professor (about 5' 4") pretty badly.  

2. Pariahs in their own "free" countries, Messrs Faurisson and Duke were 

welcomed to speak in Iran. 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that some 
French Holocaust Denier just died. 

Boobus Americanus 2: What type of individual would deny the 
Holocaust? 
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Sugar: A critical thinker with enough courage and curioussity to merely 

look at the frickin' factss  -- that'ss who! 
  

Editor: Hiss it, Conspiracy Cat --- hiss it! 
 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 

  

NY Times: Outspoken Trump Supporter in Florida Charged 

in Attempted Bombing Spree 

NY Times: Living in a Van Plastered With Hate, Bombing 

Suspect Was Filled With Right-Wing Rage 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
Surprise, surprise surprise --- the casted actor playing the part of mad mail-bomber 

of some of the deepest of Deep-Staters turns out to be a rabid, MAGA-hat-wearing 

Trump supporter. Only one possessed of the gift of prophecy could possibly have 

foreseen this surprise twist ending, eh? (rolling eyes sarcastically)  
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From the article: 

"The suspect, Cesar Altieri Sayoc Jr., 56, was arrested outside an auto parts store 

near Fort Lauderdale after a fast-moving investigation in which the authorities 

said they were able to pull a fingerprint from one of the bomb packages and collect 

Mr. Sayoc’s DNA from two others. 

Mr. Sayoc, who seemed to be living out of a van in Aventura, Fla., was taken into 

custody on a day when four more explosive packages were found, including two 

intended for United States senators, both Democrats." 

 

The homeless, jobless "MAGA-BOMBER" lived in a shiny van whose windows 

were illegally obstructed with shiny new in pro-Trump, anti-media stickers. How 

did he get the home addresses of people like Soros, Clinton or the former CIA 

Director?  

At least 14 "explosive" packages were addressed to: Killary Clinton, Joe Biden, 

The Obongos, George Soros, Tom Steyer, Robert DiNiro, John Brennan, 

James Clapper, Eric Holder, Kamala Harris, Maxine Waters (2 places), 

James Clapper, Corey Booker -- and just before a major election as Trump and 

his Republicans were gaining momentum. How conveeenient! 

This false-flag stunt could have been problematic for Trump. Had he been forced 

to "tone it down" and become more "civil" ™, (as the planners had expected) it 

would have watered down Republican enthusiasm just 10 days before a HUGE 

election. But Trump isn't your ordinary Republican't. He fights! Rather than be 

cowed into "civility" ™, Trump doubled-down and turned the tables on the Fake 

News -- tweeting the following in the immediate aftermath of the scam: 
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By blaming the media for the "mail bombs," Trump took the lemons of the Fake 

News and made lemonade! 

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times was a bit 

concerned that this latest CIA stunt (hatched in the same Florida county (Miami-

Dade) in which the fake shooting at Parkland High School occurred earlier this 

year) was going to neuter Trump, a least a little. That's clearly not going to happen 

because Trump understands what Napoleon Bonaparte (The Great One of the 

19th Century) preached about warfare: "The purely defensive is doomed to 

defeat." General George Patton, a favorite of Trump's, quoting a French proverb, 

advised the following: "Audacity, audacity, always audacity!" 

On another positive note, the Deep State is getting so sloppy (a sign of panic) that 

wethinks even many normies aren't buying this bomber story. If we may share an 

unscientific anecdotal observation,  a retired non-political normie who hangs out a 

local bagel shop here in "Joisey" -- in which CNN is always playing in the 

background - was heard to remark, "this looks like a set-up." Seizing upon this 

"teachable moment" ™, your roving reporter easily persuaded this real-life Boobus 

that his hunch was correct. 
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Successful field generals understand that defensiveness, and playing the game 

according to the rules demanded by your adversary, are sure formulas for losers.  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the mail 

bomber is a rabid Trump supporter. 

Boobus Americanus 2: I can't quite put my finger on it, but there's 
something fishy about this story. 
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Sugar: You got the 2 and the 2, Boobuss. All ya gotta do now is jusst 
frickin' add them up! Come on dumb-asss, you can do it! 

  
Editor: If only Boobus knew what wonders that even the simplest of brains 

is capable of -- but only if it's exercised in thought on a daily basis.  
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OCTOBER, 2016 

 

Crisis actresses embrace // Pittsburgh Steeeler football fans honor the imaginary 

dead Jews with a clever and "spontaneously" altered logo.  

  

NY Times: 11 Killed in Synagogue Massacre; Suspect 

Charged With 29 Counts 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
Another day, another pre-election false flag hoax. As was the case with the Sandy 

Hook Hoax, the Orlando Fag Club Hoax, the Chareleston Church Hoax, the 

Parkland High School Hoax etc, we see no bodies, no blood, no gurneys but lots of 

bad acting, breathless reporting, and the fake Leftist arguments about "gun control" 

™ and "extremism" ™. Notice how the Slimes, in an indirect way, links the attack 

to their favorite bogeyman, Donald Trump: 

"The assault on the synagogue unfolded on a quiet, drizzly morning, and came 

amid a bitter, vitriolic midterm election season and against the backdrop of what 

appears to be a surge in hate-related speech and crimes across America. It also 

took place in the wake of the arrest Friday morning of a man who ... sent more 

than a dozen pipe bombs to critics of Mr. Trump, including several high-profile 

Democrats" 
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"Oy vey! Oy vey! Not again!" ---- But as it was with the Holohoax, we again 

ask: Where are the frickin' bodies???  

This fake false-flag -- said to have been carried out by an anti-migrant madman 

who (correctly) blames the chosenites and "Globalists" for the mass Turd World 

invasion of the West -- is actually a two-fer (a two for one deal). Yes, it can be 

indirectly linked to Trump (though ineffectively due to Trump's converted Jew 

daughter and grandkids); but we believe that another motive is even more 

significant. You see, now that Trump and his Internet army have normalized the 

term "Globalist" and the name "Soros" (cough cough) for the public discourse, the 

men behind the curtain are very concerned. It's time to bust out the "Anti-

Semitism" ™ card, and drop it on anybody who uses terms such as "Globalist" or 

"America First" with it. 

The planners want to create a situation where, in the public mind, criticism of 

Globalists becomes reflexively equated with the actions of Mr. Bowers -- the mass 

killer of Jews in Pittsburgh. This excerpt from the article attempts to do just that: 

"Before it was deleted Saturday morning, a social media account believed to 

belong to him was filled with anti-Jewish slurs and references to anti-Jewish 

conspiracy theories." 

Parallel to this, Republican't Congressional leader Kevin McCarthy, who, much 

like sodomite Senator Lindsey Graham, has suddenly acquired an impressive 

amount of pro-Trumpian testosterone, just kicked-up a mini-storm with a tweet 

warning about Jews George Soros, Tom Steyer and Mike Bloomberg trying to 

buy the coming elections. He didn't use the word "Jews," of course, but the media 

backlash was still immediate and intense -- so much so that McCarthy's recently-

grown single ball quickly deflated and he deleted the tweet. 

 Headline: Huffington Post (October 28): Rep. Kevin McCarthy Deletes Tweet 

Singling Out 3 Jews Helping Bankroll Democrats 
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• Headline: CNN (October 28): Steyer: McCarthy Tweet An Anti-Semitic 

Move  

 

McCarthy's bold tweet (with an image of Soros!) outed three big Globalist Jews 

funding the Demonrats; but his testosterone could not withstand the media 

counter-attack, so he deleted the tweet. Definite progress, but time for a higher 

dosage!  

On a cautiously optimistic note, these sorts of reactions and tactics amount to a 

clear indication that the Globalists are getting worried about the increasing 

exposure of the Global Mafia. Stunts such as this are a double-edged sword for 

them. On one hand, many boobs will indeed begin to equate opponents of 

Globalism with "that nut who shot up a synagogue." However, other boobs, for the 

first time ever, are being introduced to the idea of international Jewish money 

powers and the "One-World" conspiracy. Of course, the dumb-as-dirt boobs will 

stay asleep. But for those with at least a few functioning brain cells and an ounce 

of curiosity remaining, a very deep rabbit-hole of life-changing understanding 

awaits them. 

And we'll be here to hold the hands of any newbie or normie willing to take that 

first scary step out of the darkness. Death to The New World Order! 
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For those confused normies in your life who are starting to ask questions, hit 

em' with the gift of "Planet Rothschild" --    

 * 

ADDENDUM: WASHINGTON POST / OCTOBER 28 

 

Trump Mocks Democratic Megadonor Tom Steyer, the Target of a Pipe 

Bomb, as ‘Stumbling Lunatic’ 

“President Trump on Sunday lashed out at billionaire Democratic activist Tom 

Steyer, ridiculing him as a “stumbling lunatic” days after Steyer was targeted by 

one of more than a dozen pipe bombs sent to prominent critics of the president. 

'Just watched Wacky Tom Steyer, who I have not seen in action before, be 

interviewed by @jaketapper,' Trump said in the tweet. “He comes off as a crazed 

& stumbling lunatic who should be running out of money pretty soon."  
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the 
attack on that synogogue, though not directly linked to Trump, is a 

symptom of the overall divisive discourse afflicting our country's politics. 

Boobus Americanus 2: What are these anti-Semitic conspiracy theories 
about anyway? 

  

 

Sugar: Read Planet Rothschild, Boobuss! 

Editor: This ghoulish game has been going on for about 250 years. 

They aren't about to go away without a nasty fight -- which we may 

not win. 
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OCTOBER, 2016 

  

NY Times: Trump’s Attacks on the News Media Are 

Working 
BY JIM RUTENBERG  

 

  
REBUTTAL BY  

 
More so than any other institution, the true power of The New World Order 

crime gang depends upon its wholly-owned CIA Fake News -- with Sulzberger's 

Slimes being first and foremost among the illusion makers. The press serves as the 

blindfold and the earplugs which keep scores of millions of normies deaf, dumb 

and blind to the sad reality of their own oppression. Take away Fake News 

(remove the blindfold), and the whole structure will, in due time, collapse of its 

own weight. Like the good book says: "The truth shall set you free."  

  

It is therefore with great pleasure and satisfaction that we read this concerned 

admission coming from Jim Rutenberg (cough cough) of the Jew York Slimes. 

He writes: 

  

"Increasingly, the president’s almost daily attacks (on the press) seem to be 

delivering the desired effect, ....It’s as if President Trump has hit the journalism 

industry with a denial-of-service attack. The president has succeeded in casting 

journalists as the prim foils on his never-ending reality show, much to the delight 

of those who cheer him on at rallies." 
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1. Libtard geek Jim Rutenberg, and many other journalists, are now admitting 

that Trump's relentless attacks are badly damaging the media's credibility. //  2. 

The term "Fake News" was originally invented to attack Internet activists who 

were exposing the Demonrat child-sex-torture-murder scandal known as 

"Pizzagate." Trump, in a classic martial arts move, has taken the power of the 

phrase and redirected it back at the "mainstream media," over and over and 

over again. 

  

  
Trump's repeated attacks involve much more strategy than even most of his 

supporters might suspect. It's clear not only to Sugar and me, er, "The Editorial 

Board" of The Anti-New York Times, but also to Rottenberg that Trump has been 

deliberately inviting the Piranha Press to attack him in order to not only make 

himself immune to such attacks, but also to get the normies to thinking, "The 

media is attacking Trump yet again." Rutenberg explains the deviously delightful 

dynamic: 

  

"By engaging with his ceaseless attacks and baseless claims, are journalists 

falling into a trap? That’s the view of Steven Pinker, a Harvard professor of 

cognitive science, ... With its saturation coverage of the pipe bombs, Mr. Pinker 

argued on Twitter, “The press gets gamed again.” 

In a telephone interview, he said the news media had read too much into the acts of 

one disturbed person. ... He conceded, though, that the news media cannot ignore 

Mr. Trump. And there’s the conundrum. This president “speaks a lot and tweets a 

lot without his material being vigorously vetted, and there are many more factual 

inaccuracies ... But by so often putting his words under a microscope, journalists 

may give the impression to Mr. Trump’s supporters and even some undecided 

voters that they are out to get him."  (emphasis added) 

A conundrum indeed! If the Fake News fights back, they confirm that they are 

biased. If the jackals don't return Trump's fire, then he'll just keep pummeling them 

anyway without getting hit back. This is getting to be fun to watch! 
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Trump is making journalists lose their minds. If they keep attacking him -- even 

over a legitimate misstatement of fact -- it confirms Trump's claims of media 

bias. If they stop attacking him, he will gain popularity. 

If "The Red Wave" (Republican) materializes one week from now, the Fake News 

(which is currently still selling the coming Blue Wave, at least in the House) will 

be further discredited. At that point, there's no telling what Trump and his re-balled 

Republican majorities can accomplish in 2019 and beyond. Trump has already 

stated that he'd like to tackle the dangerous accumulation of public debt; invite 

Putin to the White House (oh the Globalist butt-hurt!); make a new trade deal with 

China; finish a peace deal with North Korea; and address (perhaps audit?) the 

Federal Reserve. And God only knows what bombs Attorney General Jeff 

Sessions and Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller (both working for Trump) are 

preparing to drop on The Deep State. 

Though there is cause for cautious optimism about the declining influence of the 

Fake News, there is still one institution which, if not repaired and reformed soon, 

may render all the other good works useless in the long run -- and that's the 

educational system, from kindergarten through university. The Communist 

teachers' unions and Communist college professors are corrupting the minds and 

souls of our young people and mass-producing stupid, weak and morally 

degenerate libtards at an alarming rate. If Academia's Satanic sons-of-bitches aren't 

crushed into dust and scattered to the winds, then the cancer will only come back 

in due time. 

We're getting ahead of ourselves. Let's first see if Q-Anon's predicted "Red 

Tsunami" actually happens next week. 
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A Red Wave on November 6th will further discredit the Marxist Media which has 

been predicting a Democrat House takeover.  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump's 
relentless attacks on the media are having their intended effect. 

Boobus Americanus 2: By attacking the free press, Trump is undermining 
the very foundations of our democracy. 
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Sugar: Boobuss, you sstupid platitude-sspouting cretin! Trump isn't attacking a 

free presss. He'ss jusst calling thesse Marxisst m-effers out as the liarss that they 

are!  

  

Editor: A deceitful press, owned by the usual suspects, can in no way be 

considered "free."   
 

 

 

 

 

 

OCTOBER, 2018 

 NY Times: ‘There Is Still So Much Evil’: Growing Anti-

Semitism Stuns American Jews 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Well, if that sin of sins known as "Anti-Semitism" ™ can be described as the 

growing awareness that the usual suspects are behind much of the trouble and 

suffering in this country and in this world; then yes, it is definitely "growing." 

However, in spite of the increasing awareness of "The International Jew" that The 

Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies & normies), Little Joey Goebbels, 

Father Coughlin and Henry Ford all warned us about, the reality remains that the 
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normies outnumber the "woke" and the partially "woke" by a factor of at least ten 

to one. 

Even the odiously despicable Holohoaxer Deborah Lipstadt (cough cough, 

phlegm phlegm) agrees with our basic "good news / bad news" assessment, though 

obviously from a different perspective. From the article:  

"I’m not a Chicken Little who’s always yelling, ‘It’s worse than it’s ever been!’ But 

now I think it’s worse than it’s ever been,” said Deborah E. Lipstadt, a professor 

of Holocaust history at Emory University in Atlanta and the author of an upcoming 

book on anti-Semitism. 

Ms. Lipstadt said she did not wish to be seen as alarmist, because in some ways 

“things have never been better” for Jews in America." 

  

 

From Hitler's Final Testament (Suicide Letter):  Centuries will pass away, 
but out of the ruins of our towns and monuments the hatred against those 
finally responsible whom we have to thank for everything, international 

Jewry and its helpers, will grow.  

From the Slimes article: (Deborah) Lipstadt likened anti-Semitism to a herpes 

infection that lies dormant and re-emerges at times of stress. It does not go away, 

no matter how “acculturated” Jews have become in America, because “it’s a 

conspiracy theory.”   
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What Sugar and I, er "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times would 

like to specifically address in today's rebuttal is the use of the word "stuns" in the 

headline -- "Growing Anti-Semitism Stuns American Jews." And we truly do 

believe that many of the self-chosenites are indeed "stunned." You see, thousands 

of years of victim mentality -- instilled in the minds of the rank & file Jews by the 

Jewish elites, rabbis and community leaders -- has blinded members of the 

"persecuted" ™ flock to the idea that there might actually be a logical reason why, 

in every age, "Anti-Semitism" rises. Now the really rotten ones know damn well 

what they are doing, and know damn well why some of us get pissed-off about it. 

But for many of their "lesser brethren" (a term from the Protocols of Zion), a finger 

of blame pointing their way actually "stuns" them.  

Let us "unstun" them, with some powerful images:  

 

Jews, by their own admission, control the media and Hollywood. 

*  

 

Jews, by their own admission, were at the forefront of the effort to influence 

America into fighting wars for Jewish interests.  

*   
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 *   

Jews, by their own admission, are at the forefront of the effort to flood the West 

with Turd World immigration. 

 
Jews, by their own admission, are at the forefront of the effort to normalize 

homosexuality and cross-dressing among the gentiles.  

 

Jews, by their own admission, are at the forefront of the effort to influence 

America's foreign policy in favor of Israel and against its Muslim neighbors.  
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Jews, by their own admission, are at the forefront of the effort to promote 

vulgarity, anti-Christianity and pornography.  

*  

 

Jews, by their own admission, are at the forefront of the effort to water down the 

single holiday of Christmas by making it part of "Happy Holidays" (plural to 

include the 8 days of Hanukkah)  

*** 

So you see, dear self-chosenites, nobody gives a flying flip about what religion you 

practice (most "reform" Jews are atheists anyway) or what traditions you keep. 

And nor is anybody "jealous" of the success and wealth that most of you have 

legitimately (some not so legitimately!) achieved. And the idea that Christians, 

Catholics in particular, are carrying a 2000 year old grudge against Jews because 

the ancient Pharisees railroaded Jesus is utterly preposterous! 
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No. It is all about, and only about, the behavior toward your host nations and 

neighbors. The facts set forth in the above presentation represent the absolute truth 

about the true and eternal causes of "Anti-Semitism ™." And believe us when we 

say that there is still sooo much more to tell -- both in print and in pictures -- about 

banking, about anti-White racism, about book publishing and censorship, about the 

"music" industry, about the "modern art" industry, about organized crime, about 

false-flag terrorism, about feminism, about fake science, about widespread lawsuit 

extortion, about psychiatric drugs, about abortion, about the arrests of "Holocaust 

Deniers" ™ and 95-year old SS Waffen heroes, about Wall Street stock-rigging, 

about commodity market rigging, about etc., etc., etc.   

The only thing that is really "stunning" is the fact that after all these centuries, 

some of "youse guys" ("lesser brethren") who aren't "in the know" about the big 

picture,  cannot, or will not, see it. 

 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that anti-

Semitism is on the rise in America. 

Boobus Americanus 2: And Donald Trump, using dog whistles, is inciting 
the White Nationalists. 
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Sugar: Boobuss, you braindead moron. Ya don't need a cat or dog's 
abilities to see or hear what'ss right in your sstupid frickin' face! 

  
Editor: Amazing how these normies never think to ask, why does Anti-

Semitism never go away? 
 
 
 
 
 

NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

 

NY Times: Trump’s Birthright Citizenship Proposal Is at 

Odds With Legal Consensus 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

It's always amusing to watch slippery slimy scheming Marxists and their libtarded 

dupes suddenly turn on a dime and become strict constructionists of the United 
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States Constitution, ain't it? Whatever happened to all that "living document" ™ 

talk, eh?  

In this particular piece of Sulzbergerian Slime, Fake News combines with Fake 

Scholarship to completely misrepresent the context and original intent of the 14th 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution -- the objective being to claim that Trump 

cannot unilaterally end the abominable practice of pregnant Turd World 

invaderettes pumping out their bastard "anchor babies" in a U.S. hospital, thus 

gaining for them full "rights" of citizenship and all the free stuff that comes with it. 

 

"I like to leeev in A-mer-ic-a.... everyting free in A-mer-ic-a!"  

  

The imbecilic article is infected, from headline to opening to finish, with the 

annoying logical fallacies of Argumentum ad Populum (arguing to consensus) 

and Argumentum ad  Verecundiam (arguing to authority). Take a whiff: 

  

"The words of the 14th Amendment are plain, and the scholarly and judicial 

consensus about what they mean is nearly uniform: Children born in the United 

States automatically become citizens of the United States." 

  

One academic ass-clown after another after another is quoted in support of this 

erroneous position. And just like that, millions of Boobuses will shut their minds 

down and outsource their thinking to the "consensus" of "scholars." Ugh! It's so 

maddening. Particularly so because any lay person with 8th grade reading and 

research skills ought to be able to discover, on his own, that the 14th Amendment 

was never intended for the purpose of facilitating the invasion of the United States 

by illegal aliens.  

  

For the sake of argument, let us put aside the fact that the post civil-war 

"Reconstruction Amendments" (13th, 14th & 15th) were imposed upon the 

defeated southern states under extreme duress. But even if we accept their 
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legitimacy long after the fact -- the 14th Amendment of 1868, which grants 

birthright citizenship, was clearly intended to apply to freed black slaves only -- 

not to criminal border jumpers! 

  

Here's the language of the clause in question: 

  

"All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the 

jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they 

reside." 

  

You see, invaders are not subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. They are 

subject to the jurisdictions of the countries they came from. The only thing they 

and their broods are "entitled" to from us is a red, white and blue jack-boot up their 

asses and a one way ticket back to their country of origin -- whose jurisdiction they 

remain under. 

  

  

 
 1. Argumentum ad Verecundiam: A single diploma-decorated dick-head says it 

is so.  // 2. Argumentum ad Populum: A whole panel of diploma-decorated dick-

heads say it is so. // 3. Sound Socratic Logic: A single simple man seeks out 

original source data and objectively figures it out for himself.   

  
Should there remain any lingering doubt as to the original intent of the language, 

let us consult one of the actual authors of the 14th, Senator Jacob M. Howard of 

Michigan, for clarification. During the debate over the first clause of amendment, 

Howard argued for including the phrase "and subject to the jurisdiction thereof." 

He stated: 

  

"Every person born within the limits of the United State, and subject to their 

jurisdiction, is by virtue of natural law and national law a citizen of the United 

States. This will not, of course, include persons born in the United States who are 
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foreigners, aliens, who belong to the families of ambassadors or foreign ministers 

accredited to the government of the United States, but will include every other 

class of person."  

  

That quote can be found, and well-sourced to original documents, right at 

Wikipedia. So why the frickety-frack do we need "judicial scholars" to spoon feed 

us? Sadly, Trump's threatened Executive Order would surely be challenged, and 

likely overturned, by the Ivy League geniuses in black robes that we are all 

supposed to worship. 

  
 Who understands the 14th better? 

  

 
Globalist Speaker Paul Ryan: “You cannot end birthright citizenship with an 

executive order. You know, as a conservative, I’m a believer in following the 

plain text of the Constitution, and I think in this case the 14th Amendment is 

pretty clear, and that would involve a very, very lengthy constitutional process.” 

Amendment co-author Howard: "This will not, of course, include persons born 

in the United States who are foreigners, aliens.." 
 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the 
consensus among legal scholars is that Trump cannot undo the 14th 

Amendment with an Executive Order. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Trump displays a shockingly authoritarian 
disegard for the rule of law. 

  

 
   
Sugar: Wrong as ussual, Boobuss! It'ss the frickin' Turd World hordess and 

their Demonrat protectorss who are the lawless oness! 
  

Editor: The Left always projects their evil and folly onto others. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: Trump’s Nationalism Is Breaking Point for Some 

Suburban Voters, Risking G.O.P. Coalition 

  
Tuesday’s House election may turn on a generational break with the 

Republican Party among educated, wealthier whites — especially women. 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
With an election of enormous significance just days away, Sulzberger's Slimes, in 

addition to playing its daily R-Card (Race), today plays the E-Card (Education) in 

conjunction with the W-Card (Women) prominently on its front page. From the 

article: 

  

"It is easy to see which demographic could shift most fundamentally on Election 

Day: college-educated white women."   

The E-Card is a manufactured self-fulfilling prophecy constantly played over the 

airwaves and printed pages of the Piranha Press. We are told, repeatedly, that the 

majority of "college educated voters" ™ do not support Donald Trump. Just 

Google the term "college educated voters" and behold the full extent of the left-

wing slant.  

The more that this moronic mantra is repeated, the more that conceited "college 

educated voters" ™ (forever wanting to be part of the "in crowd") will either move 

away from Trump and the Republicans, or keep their pro-Trump leanings in the 

closet. Putting aside the critical fact that college campuses have, for the past 40 

years, been infested with Marxist professors whose unholy mission is the 

brainwashing of their gullible young students, let us address the snobbish use of 

this term "college educated" ™ and why it should hold no weight in deciding how 

one should vote. 
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"The media says that college-educated women are voting Democrat. I'm 
college-educated. Therefore, I will vote Democrat." 

As a 1987 graduate of what is considered a "reputable" eastern University 

(Rutgers, NJ), your humble reporter here can assure you that upon graduating, 

when compared to the wisdom since acquired, I knew jack-diddly-squat about life, 

the world in general, and how it all works. I made good (not 

great) grades; demonstrated the capacity to retain many bits of data -- most of 

which were forgotten just weeks after the exam; and certainly thought that I knew 

it all. So, what did that make yours truly upon graduation? Answer: Nothing more 

than an unemployed 21 year-old boy in a man's body who could guzzle beer, 

charm chicks, solve a few math equations and recite a few disjointed factoids about 

this or that subject. Big frickin' deal! If, by the age of 30, or 40, or 50, that "college 

education" ™ is all that you have to brag about, then brother, you have got a 

serious case of arrested intellectual development.  

The word "education" derives from "educe" -- to draw out of, to develop the 

potential of. You see, the art of thinking is already within you -- programmed into 

your brain by the same Creator which many of these "college educated" ™ ass-

clowns deny even exists. The role of an "educator" therefore is to help bring your 

potential out of you so that you can stand and figure things out on your own two 

feet. This is the exact opposite of what has been taking place at our "institutions of 

higher learning" ™ for so many years. Far from "educing," when it comes to 

matters pertaining to politics, culture, philosophy, history, economics etc, today's 

commie and libtarded professors know only how to indoctrinate -- meaning, to 

take information (all of it false) and implant it, from the outside, into the minds of a 

soon-to-be "college educated" ™ know-nothing. 
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1. True "higher education" is akin to the making of a sculpture. The end-

product is already in there, just waiting to be "educed" out by the Socratic 

Method. // 2. How many of these silly, puffed-up "college educated" ™ women 

voters actually understand the wisdom of humility described by Socrates? 

True lasting "education" comes from things like work experience, the raising of a 

family, and constant self-introspection. And even those forms of "education" are 

only limited to one's personal life experiences. In my case, a sound understanding 

of philosophy, history, culture, world affairs, business, politics and economics was 

not acquired until after age 30 -- thanks mostly to years of Internet based self-study 

and some seriously deep thinking.  

So, as a "college educated" suburbanite who attended a "good school," trust me, 

repeat, trust me when I say that a "college education" ™, at best,  only proves that 

one has the memory capacity and personal discipline required to retain information 

and then obediently regurgitate it for an exam. Apart from useful subjects such as 

engineering and applied science, if the major field of study was a joke and the 

grades were just barely enough to pass, the "college education" ™ was an absolute 

waste of time and money. And if you think that your post-graduate "education" has 

been enhanced by reading the New York Slimes, The Wall Street Urinal or the 

Washington Compost, or watching and parroting the talking eggheads of PBS, 

DeFace the Nation, Meet the Depressed, This Geek or 60 Wasted Minutes, 

boy-oh-boy are you lost! 

In the final analysis, putting aside political ideologies, there is nothing "educated" 

about voting for Demonrat (or Globalist Republican) candidates who, 

unanimously: 

  

• Support confrontation with nuclear-armed Russia and China   

• Support tax hikes and regulation as the way out of our economic decline  

• Support the economic and medical disaster that is ObongoCare 
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• Support windmills and solar panels in order to "save the planet" from non-

existent "Global Warming" ™ 

• Support ending the United States and rolling it up into a global political 

system  

• Support wide open borders and generous welfare for illegal aliens  

• Support job-killing trade deals 

  

"Oh, but Donald Trump does not act presidential." -- squeal some of the oh-so 

"educated" dumbass p-words with a degree. Waaaa waaaa! Grow up, grow a pair, 

and give us a break! All that being said, we suspect that Demonrats may not do as 

well among "educated" white women as Sulzberer's scribblers expect. We shall 

know soon enough. 

  

  

 
Hey Suburban Suzie Soccer Mom! What is so bloody damn "educated" about 

supporting open borders, degenerate Marxism and confrontation with Russia 

and China?  
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the Wall Street Journal that Trump is 
turning off college-educated women voters to the Republican Party.   

Boobus Americanus 2: Trump's appeal is mainly to ignorant blue-collar 
rural types who didn't go to college. No true intellectual person would have 

anything to do with him. 

  

     

Sugar: Thosse blue-collar typess were smart enough to ssmell Hillary's 
communisst bullshit -- which is more than I can ssay for you, college boy.  

The Great One: "It was not the intellectuals who gave me the courage to 
undertake this task, I found the courage because I've encountered two 

sorts of people in my lifetime, the German worker, and the German farmer."  

Editor: Preach it Sugar and Hitler, preach it! 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: The Faces of Change in the Midterm Elections 
K.K. Rebecca Lai, Denise Lu, Lisa Lerer and Troy Griggs  

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
As regular readers of The Anti-New York Times well know, the reason why 

Sulzberger's Slimes loves "diversity" ™ so much is because it's a code word for 

anti-White-heterosexual-male. The slogan, "Diversity is our greatest strength" is 

actually an inside joke among that hateful envious crowd (cough cough). You see, 

"diversity"  really is their greatest strength. Get it?  

  

The self-chosenites figure that once Whitey (who built this frickin' country from 

scratch!) gets knocked off of his lofty perch; the mixed and rootless masses can be 

easily controlled by the Globalist elites. To that end, with Satanic glee, this Slimes 

piece -- put together by two Asians, a Black and a Jew -- informs us that this years' 

Congressional and Gubernatorial races feature an unusual degree of "diversity" ™ 

-- the majority of it on the Demonrat side. And when you consider that many of the 

"White guys" running as Demonrats are Jews, with some probably closeted queers 

thrown in, the anti-straight-White-male "diversity" ™ is even more pronounced 

and puke-worthy. 
 

 

There is nothing to celebrate about artificially marginalizing the very White men 

who built western civilization. This effort will end badly for all but the ruling 

Globalist-Jewish elite and their loyal henchmen.... but that's the whole point, 

isn't it? 
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From the article / online visual presentation: 

  

"The candidates in the midterm elections are among the most diverse set to run in 

the history of the United States." 

  

The unwritten corollary: "The candidates in the midterm elections are among the 

least white male set to run in the history of the United States." 

  

The irony of this "diversity" ™ is that most of these diversniks, certainly those on 

the extremely "diverse" ™ Demonrat side, aren't really "diverse" ™ at all. The 

propaganda piece features Marxist Black candidates, Marxist bi-racial candidates, 

Marxist Asian candidates, Marxist Hispanic candidates, a Marxist Somali 

candidate, a Marxist "Native American" candidate, Marxist sodomite candidates, 

Marxist dyke candidates, and even a Marxist "bi-sexual" candidate. What 

"diversity" ™ are they talking about? Certainly not philosophical! 

  

Members of this mixed mob don't self-identify as Marxists, of course, but we all 

know that today's Demonrat's are a pathetically predictable monolithic bunch of 

group-thinkers and group-voters. 

  

 
Most disturbing is the shocking amount of deluded and angry females seeking 

office. Image 1: Senate candidate Kyrsten Sinema, (D-AZ) is a proud "bi-

sexual" who mocks stay-at-home mothers as "leeches." // 3. Queen Victoria 

foresaw this dangerous trend as far back as the 1800's, when she warned: 

  
"I am most anxious to enlist everyone who can speak or write to join in checking 

this mad, wicked folly of "Women's Rights", with all its attendant horrors, on 

which her poor feeble sex is bent, forgetting every sense of womanly feelings and 

propriety. Feminists ought to get a good whipping. Were woman to "unsex" 

themselves by claiming equality with men, they would become the most hateful, 

heathen and disgusting of beings and would surely perish without male 

protection. I love peace and quiet, I hate politics and turmoil. We women are not 
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made for governing, and if we are good women, we must dislike these masculine 

occupations." 

  
Tell it, Queenie. Tell it!  

  

And we can safely assume that the Queen would have felt the same way about the 

queers and trannies now seeking political office all across America and Europe. 

Unfortunately, Victoria herself, as sovereign head of Parliament, was asleep at the 

wheel as the Rothschilds and their evil agent Benjamin Disraeli consolidated the 

gradual theft of Britain (begun under King George III) right from under her royal 

nose --- but we digress.  
  

  
The eternal schemer's plot to agitate and then "empower" women should have 

been nipped-in-the-bud 100 years ago with a good spanking of the deluded ladies 

who drank his "progressive" poison.  
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that a record 
number of women and minorities are running for office this year.   

Boobus Americanus 2:  We White men have had a good long run. It's 
time to give others a chance. 

  

     

Sugar: Now that'ss jusst great, Boobuss! Insstead of corrupt Jew-owned 
White men lording over uss, we will ssoon be controlled by corrupt Jew-

owned "minoritiess."  

Editor: They won't even allow us the appearance of White-male rule 
because the end game is to blend us out completely --- even the Marxist 

White males! 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

 
House Speaker-Elect Nancy Pelosi 

The Evil Empire Strikes Back! 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
The combination of Deep State treachery, Piranha Press propaganda, and the 

appalling immorality and retard-level stupidity of scores of millions of our 

degenerate "fellow Americans" ™ has slowed down The Trump Train as Repubs 

gained seats in the Senate, but lost their important House majority. The coming 

conflict and obstructionism will block much of the Trump agenda and may, should 

the economy falter, position the Communist Demonrats to knock him out of The 

White House in 2020. 

Meet just a few of the malicious incoming chairmen of powerful House 

Committees that will be setting the legislative agenda --- each one dumber, and 

angrier, and nastier than the other: 
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1. Maxi-Pad Waters: Financial Services Committee // 2. Suspected rapist of 

kidnapped Haitian toddlers, Adam Schiff (cough cough): House Intelligence 

Committee // 3. Elijah Cummings: Oversight and Government Reform 

As we projected yesterday, massive voter fraud occurred in the predominately 

Black / Hispanic Demonrat precincts. If nothing is done about it this time -- then 

stick a fork in America. We're finished. But if Trump is indeed the historical hero 

that his hard-core devotees believe him to be, then there is no excuse now for him 

and AG Sessions not to drop the hammer on this massive fraud that has been going 

on for a long, long time -- especially with the emergence of damning "Project 

Veritas" undercover videos taken at polling places in Texas and New Jersey just 

yesterday. See the shocking video clips below. We'll wait here for ya. 

The evidence is now in your hands and the next chess move is yours, Mr. 

President. You had promised to respond with the full force of your office to the 

voter fraud which you evidently knew would be committed on Election Day, and 

indeed it has been. How you and your generals respond to this blatant commission 

of federal crimes (which we all know was happening nationwide) will tell us if you 

truly have the stuff of an Andrew Jackson or a Joe McCarthy; or if you're only 

just a slightly ballsier version of Ronald Reagan. Perhaps Trump will show us, in 

due time, that he and Sessions set a trap for the Communist scum, and that they 

took the bait? Perhaps, but don't hold your breath on that theory. In any case, we 

shall know soon enough. 

  

Gotta cut this one short, boys and girls -- between the monitoring of results and the 

aftermath of too much coffee, we were up very late last night. 
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What will Trump actually do about the voter fraud?  

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: We won the House!!! 

Boobus Americanus 2: That's awesome. This will tie Trump's hands and prevent 

further authoritarianism. 

  

   
Sugar: Zzzzzz .... Zzzzzzz  

  
Editor: Sugar is not taking last night's results very well.  
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: Jeff Sessions Is Forced Out as Attorney General 

as Trump Installs Loyalist 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Before we get into the body of today's rebuttal, let's correct the headline: 

Stealthy Jeff Sessions Completes His Assigned Role for Trump, Will Return to 

Alabama to Win Back His Old Senate Seat from Demonrat in 2020 

There --- fixed it!  

 

The Chess Master and his "stealth bomber." --- Mission Accomplished! 
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As regular readers of The Anti-New York Times all know, we have maintained, 

and continue to maintain, that the whole "Trump-is-mad-at-Sessions-for-being-so-

weak-and-ineffective" routine was all make-believe -- the purpose being to conceal 

the important work that Attorney General Sessions Justice Department was doing 

"beneath the radar." Apart altogether from any criminal case material surely 

gathered but which we do not yet know about; a review of the list of high-level 

DOJ & FBI criminals whose heads have rolled under Sessions reign at the DOJ 

(which also oversees the FBI) is truly impressive. Someone once dubbed him "the 

silent assassin," and indeed he was.  

Have a look at Q-Anon's reassuring post from October 9, and appreciate the 

effectiveness of "hit man" Stealthy Jeff.  

***** 

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI   

Oct 9 2018 20:42:13 (EST) General Statement: 

We understand that there is extreme fatigue and frustration re: the wheels of justice 

[slow].  

Exclude emotion and personal desire, instead use logic and critical thinking based 

on situational awareness [undo a lifetime of evil & corruption [infestation] in the 

span of less than 2 years w/ a corrupt DOJ & FBI in place?]. 

[Process & Planning – Law and Order] 
[Military OP] 

How can you make arrests [non military] prior to first fully cleaning out corrupt 

elements [at the top] of those departments [FBI][DOJ] that oversee ‘investigation 

& prosecution’ in the United States [they [themselves] are the very ones engaged 

in the illegal treasonous acts]? 

James Comey, Director – FIRED 

Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director - FIRED 

Jim Rybicki, Chief of Staff and Senior Counselor – FIRED 

James Baker, General Counsel – FIRED 

Bill Priestap, Director of Counterintelligence (Strzok’s boss) – Cooperating 

witness [power removed] 

Peter Strzok, Deputy Assistant Director of Counterintelligence – FIRED 

Lisa Page, Office of General Counsel – FIRED/FORCED 
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Mike Kortan, Assistant Director for Public Affairs – FIRED 

Josh Campbell, Special Assistant to Comey – FIRED 

David Laufman, Chief of the Justice Department’s Counterintelligence and Export 

Control Section [NAT SEC - HRC email invest] - FIRED/FORCE 

John Carlin, Assistant Attorney General – Head of DOJ’s National Security 

Division - FIRED/FORCED 

Sally Yates, Deputy Attorney General & Acting Attorney General - FIRED 

Mary McCord, Acting Assistant Attorney General – Acting Head of DOJ’s 

National Security Division - FIRED/FORCED 

Bruce Ohr, Associate Deputy Attorney General – Demoted 2x - cooperating 

witness [power removed] - TERMINATION IMMINENT 

Rachel Brand, Associate Attorney General – No. 3 official behind Deputy AG 

Rosenstein - FIRED/FORCED 

[Batter’s Box] 

Michael Steinbach 

John Glacalone 

Randy Coleman 

Trisha Anderson 

Kevin Clinesmith 

Tashina Gauhar 

Sally Moyer 

How do you navigate around installed corrupt [FBI][DOJ]? 

USE A STEALTH BOMBER   

  

Few understand how Sessions' invisible ax has taken out a whole nest of high-

level swamp-dwellers. Nice work, Stealthy Jeff. Now go get that Alabama Senate 

seat back! 
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Already, the buzz down in Alabama is that Sessions is planning to run for his old 

Senate seat, which he was forced to vacate upon accepting Trump's appointment 

for Attorney General. The open seat was won in a 2017 freak special election by 

the Communist Doug Jones, who will be highly vulnerable in 2020. Essentially, 

the seat will, with 100% certainty, belong to Sessions again -- if he wants it. 

Now, as for Matthew Whitaker, the new Acting Attorney General and "Trump 

Loyalist" who will replace Stealthy Sessions (at least for now), look at what Sugar 

sniffed out from cyberspace: 

• Headline USA Today (July 5, 2016): I would indict Hillary Clinton 

By Matthew Whitaker  

That's a real good sign. Here's an even better one, just hours old: 

• Headline The Hill (November 7, 2016): Schumer: Acting AG should 

recuse himself from Mueller probe 

What Q Anon is saying and what Trump's moves are indicating (and Trump & Q 

are definitely connected!) is that Whitaker will be the "bad ass" who finishes up the 

important and valuable work that "incompetent" and "weak" Sessions started, as 

the Alabama assassin quietly slips back into his old Senate seat in 2020. 

   

1. All of Libtardom is suddenly squealing about big bad Matt Whittaker --- the 

"Trump Loyalist" named as Acting Attorney General. // 2. The Demonrat 

Leader Chuck Schumer (cough cough) is clearly afraid of Whittaker. // 3. 

Theory: Marxist Doug Jones was allowed to win Sessions seat in 2017 -- by 

massive and carefully documented voter fraud -- because Sessions intended to 

reclaim it in 2020.    
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As always, we caution against too much euphoria --- especially in light of the 

Demonrat victories in the House. But the more powerful Senate majority not only 

gained four more Trump Republicans for Trump; in addition, two GOP anti-

Trumpers (Corker & Flake) will be leaving due to forced (according to Q) 

retirement, another GOP anti-Trumper (McStain) was, (according to Q), secretly 

executed for high treason, and still another has been flipped over to a scared-

shitless Trump-loving and loudly barking puppy-dog (Graham). This is Trump's 

Senate now. 

If  "the plan" which Q-Anon has been revealing to us (and remember, it has been 

proven that Trump & Q are definitely working together) -- then the Demonrat 

House will be powerless to stop the coming power plays. Perhaps that's why both 

Q and Trump are shrugging off the loss of the House as "not a big deal?" 

Heads up, boys and girls. There is still hope.... Stay tuned. 

*****  

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: ebc49e No.3783761   

Nov 7 2018 13:10:14 (EST) 

We are at war.  

Think logically. 

Why was winning the House majority the primary goal for them? 

To this point, what chamber is currently directing the DOJ/FBI investigations? 

To this point, what chamber do they feel most threatened by?  

While the focus was on the House for them (due to above), our underlying focus 

was adding PRO_POTUS members to the Senate and safely securing a 

PRO_MAJORITY. 

THE SENATE IS WORTH SO MUCH MORE. 

THE SENATE CONTROLS JUDGES & CABINET POSITIONS W/O HOUSE 

APPROVAL. 

THE SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE HAS DIRECT OVERSIGHT OVER 

THE DOJ&FBI [MORE POWER THAN THE HOUSE]. 

While we had a senate majority on paper, in reality, we never did, nor could we 

count on bringing investigations to that body until it was safely in our full control. 

THE SENATE WAS ALWAYS THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE. 

Moves & countermoves.  

We defied history by picking up Senate seats. 
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***** 

 

Trump's top three Globalist Republican enemies in the Senate (Flake, McStain 

& Corker) are gone, and the 4th (Graham) is now his barking pet dog. 

Coincidence? .... No way! 

.  

 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that 
Trump fired Jeff Sessions. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Trump only wants loyal hacks working for 
him. Sessions refused to do what Trump wanted. 

     

Sugar: Oh yeah, Boobusss? Is that why he cleaned out a whole 

frickin' rat'ss nesst at DOJ / FBI?  

Editor: That, plus all of Trump's Federal court appointments, were 

part of the necessary prep work for the coming "Storm"  that Trump & 

Q have told us to prepare for. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

A Trifecta of Trickery 

Voter Fraud, Genital Fraud, Mass-Shooting Fraud 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Fakery -- fakery -- fakery everywhere! So much hoaxing to debunk, so many 

dumb-as-dirt normies to awaken -- and so little time to do it all. But we carry on. 

There was actually so much juicy material to address in today's issue of 

Sulzberger's Slimes that Sugar and me, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New 

York Times decided to publish three mini-responses instead of the usual single-

story rebuttal. Let's dive in. 

          

NY Times: Rick Scott Cites Rampant Fraud in Florida, as Senate 

and Governor Races Tighten 

Something unprecedented in American history is happening in the state of Florida. 

No silly, we're not talking about the blatant, in-your-face, Demonrat voter fraud. 

That's actually very "normal" in American elections. What's encouragingly new 

here is that, for the first time ever, both a sitting Republican Governor (Rick Scott) 

and a sitting Republican President, (Trump) are screaming "Fraud!" from the 

rooftops.  
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For nearly 60 years now -- dating back to the out-going President Dwight 

Eisenhower's 1960 behind-the-scenes restraining of an angry Vice President / 

GOP Candidate Richard Nixon's desire to challenge the Chicago voter fraud 

which swung the election to John F Kennedy -- the standard Republican't 

reaction to inner city voter fraud has always been, out of fear of being labelled 

"racist" ™, to stand down and allow the rigged results of fraudulent election after 

fraudulent election after fraudulent election to go unchallenged. 

The early indications here are that Trump's Republicans, will no longer tolerate 

this evil corruption. Let us hope that the legal actions will live up to the tough, 

capitalized rhetoric contained in his recent tweet about the ongoing fraud down in 

Florida: 

@realDonaldTrump 

Following Following @realDonaldTrump 

More 

As soon as Democrats sent their best Election stealing lawyer, Marc Elias, to 

Broward County they miraculously started finding Democrat votes. Don’t 

worry, Florida - I am sending much better lawyers to expose the FRAUD! 

  

 

. Both in "Tweets" and on camera, Trump, in unprecedented fashion, has come 

out swinging hard on the issue of voter fraud. 
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NY Times: Michelle Obama Had Miscarriage, Used IVF to 

Conceive Girls 

Well, well, well! Look at who just admitted to having had to conceive "her" 

embryonic daughters "in vitro" ("test tube babies"). Add yet another piece of 

compelling data to the "M" column of the "Is-it-a-male-or-a-female?" debate over 

the true sex ("gender") of former First Tranny, Mike Obongo. In her 

upcoming memoir (for which she, he, it received a $30 million advance!) the 

Bolshevik beasts tells of the difficulty of getting pregnant. From the article ("youse 

guys" have to read between the lines here): 

Michelle Obama says she felt alone after a miscarriage 20 years ago and she and 

Barack Obama underwent fertility treatments to conceive their two daughters...... 

"We were trying to get pregnant and it wasn't going well," (ya think?) Mrs. 

Obama, 54, writes in "Becoming," set for release Tuesday. .... "We had one 

pregnancy test come back positive, which caused us both to forget every worry and 

swoon with joy, but a couple of weeks later I had a miscarriage, which left me 

physically uncomfortable and cratered any optimism we felt." 

The Obamas opted for IVF, one form of assisted reproduction that typically 

involves removing eggs from a woman, fertilizing them with sperm in a lab, and 

implanting the resulting embryo. ... 

Mrs. Obama writes of being alone to administer herself shots to help hasten the 

process. Her "sweet, attentive husband" was at the state legislature, "leaving me 

largely on my own to manipulate my reproductive system into peak efficiency," she 

said." 

Translation: Barack and Mike are both dudes. So, in order to present an image of a 

normal American family, they adopted (or had fertilzed using a surrogate?) two 

daughters.  

The famously vulgar and very libtarded comedienne Joan Rivers (cough cough) -- 

just weeks before her sudden and mysterious death -- was right when she quite 

seriously and without malice declared (and later doubled-down in spite of the 

media attacks against her) that "Michelle is a tranny." Maybe that's what Mike 
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Obongo is telling the more astute among us with her, his, its book title, 

"Becoming" -- as in, becoming a fake woman. Get it? 

  

Joan Rivers: "You know Michelle is a tranny. ... We all know." (video) --- Six 

weeks later, she died in a freak medical mishap! //  2 & 3. The former First Beast 

has had and continues to have more than a few penile mishaps. 

*  

NY Times: A Year Apart, Some Country Music Fans Face 2 Mass 

Shootings 

 

With so many phony mass shootings, the "Deep State" must be running out of 

crisis-actors. How else to explain this "coincidence" of numerous "survivors" from 

last year's "Route 91" fake mass shooting in Las Vegas being shot at, and in one 

case "killed," at the recent fake event at the Borderline Club in Thousand Oaks, 

California? From the article -- a tale so bloody damn absurd that no debunking 

rebuttal is even necessary. 

"Barely a year after surviving a massacre at a country music festival in Las Vegas, 

Brendan Kelly found himself in a terrifyingly familiar scene. 

Kelly, 22, said he was dancing with friends at a bar in suburban Los Angeles on 

Wednesday night when the bullets began flying. When the gunfire was over, 12 

people were dead, including a Navy veteran who had lived through the deadliest 

mass shooting in modern U.S. history a year ago. 

"I already didn't wish it on anybody to begin with for the first time," Kelly said 

outside his home in Thousand Oaks. "The second time around doesn't get any 

easier."  
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The mother of the 27-year-old man killed in the latest attack, Telemachus "Tel" 

Orfanos, said her son survived Vegas only to die inside Borderline, less than 10 

minutes from his home. 

"Here are my words: I want gun control," said Susan Schmidt-Orfanos, her voice 

shaking with grief and rage. "I don't want prayers. I don't want thoughts." 

She said she wanted Congress "to pass gun control so no one else has a child that 

doesn't come home."  

Is there no limit to what make-believe tales that the normies of America will 

swallow? 

  

 

 

1 & 2: After again "surviving," Crisis-actor  "Brendan Kelly" was very eager to 

show off his tattoo commemorating his presence at last year's Route 91 fake 

massacre.  // 3. Fake victim Telemachus "Tel" Orfanos wasn't so "lucky" this 

time around. Like Kelly, he too "survived" Route 91, but was "killed" this time 

around in California! (The hot dog in the background is a child sex rape symbol, 

by the way.) 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that there 
were a bunch of survivors from last year's mass shooting present at the 

shooting in California. One even died this time. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Wow! What are the odds of that! I'm sure the 
conspiracy theorist nuts are losing their minds over that. 

 

Sugar: Boobuss, you credulouss cretin! You losst your frickin' mind as far 

back as elementary sschool! 

Editor: Boobus has been mind-raped so badly and for so long, that the 

illusion-makers don't even bother to create realistic-looking fiction anymore. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: Macron Hopes WWI Ceremonies Warn of 

Nationalism’s Dangers. Is Anyone Listening? 

NY Times: Trump’s Nationalism Rebuked at World War I 

Commemoration  

NY Times: Excerpts of French, German Speeches 

Commemorating WWI's End  

REBUTTAL BY  

 

 

The worldwide Piranha Press is buzzing over the pre-meditated and classless 

denunciation of "nationalism" which Globalist traitor Emmanuel Maricon 

(deliberate typo, Spanish for ?) delivered before the assembled "world leaders" ™ 

at the 100-year commemoration of the end of World War I in Paris. The dastardly 

purpose, of course, was to specifically humiliate two of his guests -- mainly, the 

recently self-proclaimed "nationalist," Donald Trump, but also Vladimir Putin.  

  

Not to be outdone by the French Faggot who currently misleads France, the 

equally classless Frumpy Frau of Germany also delivered scripted cheap shots 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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aimed at Trump's "isolationism" ™ -- all as the President of the United States was 

compelled to just sit there quietly and soak in the public abuse. Let's have a look at 

just a few of the ridiculous remarks vomited out by these two EU-loving traitors, 

and correct the really bad Fake History upon which those statements were based. 

  

 

1. Females and Fags rule de-balled Western Europe.  Trump (thought bubble): 

"Why is this fag touching my thigh?"  // 3. Trump & Putin exchanged warm 

greetings. 

 

MARICON'S MANURE 

Maricon: Nationalism is a betrayal of patriotism. In saying 'our interests first, 

whatever happens to the others,' you erase the most precious thing a nation can 

have, that which makes it lives, that which causes it to be great and that which is 

most important: Its moral values. 

Rebuttal: No. The true definition of nationalism, in the context of today's times, is 

the refusal to sacrifice the nation's independence and liberty to an all-powerful and 

unaccountable world body. Therefore, it is Globalism which is "a betrayal of 

patriotism." 

Maricon: I know, the old demons are resurging, ready to finish off their work of 

chaos and death. ... Sometimes, history threatens to retake its tragic course and 

threaten our heritage of peace that we believed we had definitively settled with our 

ancestors' blood. 

Rebuttal: Boy Emmanuel has it exactly backwards. The demons of chaos and 

death are the Globalists, not the nationalists. They were the ones who unleashed 
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World War I, and their political heirs are behind all the wars of today. The ones 

working ceaselessly to end wars and maintain the peace are Trump and Putin -- 

both nationalists! 

Maricon: For four years, Europe almost committed suicide. Humanity had sunk 

into a hideous labyrinth of merciless battles, in a hell that engulfed all fighters, 

whichever side they were on, whatever nationality they had ... 10 million dead, 6 

million injured and mutilated, 3 million widows, 6 million orphans, millions of 

civilian victims. 

Rebuttal: Yes. It was a horrific war which diminished and wiped out a whole lot 

of good European DNA. But it was not caused by "nationalism." To the total 

contrary, "The Great War" was engineered, decades in advance, by Globalist and 

Zionist agents working on both sides -- the dual purpose being to set the stage for 

an embryonic world government (The League of Nations) and also for the British-

Zionist theft of Palestine from Ottoman Turks and local Arabs. But in order to get 

the boobs to fighting, killing and dying, the Globalists, through their wholly-owned 

press, whipped up a phony nationalist fervor. 

 

Nationalists??? --- Zionist / Globalist moguls and puppet masters - Bernard 

Baruch (USA), Jacob Schiff (USA) and "Baron" Lionel Walter Rothschild (UK) 

all worked hard to start "The Great War" in Europe, and then drag the United 

States into it. 

 MERKEL's MADNESS 

Merkel: This war, with its senseless bloodshed, showed where national arrogance 

and military hubris can lead. And it made clear what disastrous consequences a 

lack of compromise in politics and diplomacy can have. 
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Rebuttal: Yes, indeed "national arrogance and military hubris" were essential 

elements of that tragedy; but again, symptoms are being mistaken for the true 

cause. Without the Globalist / Jewish "arrogance and hubris" of the ultimate string-

pullers, the "arrogance and hubris" of opportunistic politicians and glory-seeking 

military leaders would never have surfaced. 

Merkel: It's anything but self-evident" that Germany and France should have such 

friendship now, especially after the suffering that Germans caused to their 

neighbor, to Europe and the world in two world wars. 

Rebuttal: (palm to face, shaking head, sighing): Vile traitorous swine! Even 

Establishment historians have, for a long time now, been permitted to write that 

World War I was "everybody's fault." Yet here's Angie Kasner (cough cough?), on 

foreign soil, blaming Germany for both World Wars?  

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" is so sick and tired of refuting this 

"Germany-started-two-world-wars" crap   -- best to let some old newspaper 

headlines refute the rubbish spewed forth by this horrible Marxist hag: 

FRANCE & UK WERE THE AGGRESSORS IN BOTH WARS, AS 

WELL AS THE 1920's! 

 

 1914: Before Germany invaded puppet-Belgium to get to France, the French 

had invaded Germany. // 1923: "Germans Killed in Ruhr (Germany)" --- When 

looted-out Germany struggled to make its post-war extortion payments, French 

& Belgian troops marched in to confiscate resources of the German Ruhr region 

by force. Germans who protested were abused or even murdered.  //  1939: 

"French Invade Reich" --- a full 9 months before Germany invaded France! 
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Merkel: The First World War showed us what kind of ruin isolationism can lead 

us into. And if seclusion wasn't a solution 100 years ago, how could it be so today? 

Rebuttal: In the ass-backwards code-language of Globalists like Mamma Merkel, 

"isolationism" ™ and "seclusion" are propaganda terms intended to smear those of 

us who hate war and respect the independence of all nations. And by the way, now 

that the peace-loving presidents of the U.S. and Russia are friendly and openly 

"colluding," what is this new threat of a European war that Maricon & Merkel are 

warning us about anyway? Who are the potential adversaries? We're confused 

here. 

***** 

Sifting through the goofy worn-out platitudes of Globalist agent-scum such as 

Maricon and Merkel reminds us not of the imaginary dangers of "nationalism" and 

"isolationism" ™, but rather, of the importance of correcting the Fake History of 

both World Wars -- a task skillfully accomplished (bowing) in "The Bad War" -- 

which would make a very nice Christmas present for the bewildered normies in 

your life (hint hint). 

  

 

* 

http://tomatobubble.com/worldwarii.html
http://tomatobubble.com/worldwarii.html
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Macron 
and Merkel, speaking at a centennial ceremony in memory of World War I, 

really schooled Trump on the dangers of nationalism. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Good for them! As we all learned in High School, 
nationalism is what caused that senseless war. 

     

Sugar: Boobuss, you deluded dipsshit! Globalisstss, Zionists and their 

international freemason agentss began the prep-work for that war 20 yearss in 

advance! That'ss a frickin' fact! 

Editor: The Bad War covers that as well. So does Planet Rothschild. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

   

Let the People Vote 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

As if the Demonrat re-capture of the House of Whores and the blatant nationwide 

voter fraud weren't frustrating and depressing enough, we now come to learn of the 

success of multiple mobocracy referendums that will make the Republic even more 

"democratic" ™ and more fraudulent. From the article: 

"Last week, ballot initiatives to improve the functioning of democracy fared very 

well. In Florida — more than 64 percent of voters approved restoring the franchise 

to 1.4 million people with felony convictions. In Colorado, Michigan and 

Missouri, measures to reduce gerrymandering passed. In Maryland, Michigan and 

Nevada, measures to simplify voter registration passed. “In red states as well as 

blue states,” Chiraag Bains of the think tank Demos says, “voters overwhelmingly 

sent the message: We’re taking our democracy back.” 

• Felons voting = more Demonrat votes  

• Reducing Republican "gerrymandering" (majority White districting) = more 

Demonrat Congressmen   

• Simplified voter registration = more bums and dead people signed up as 

Demonrats  

And the sad irony of it all is that many dumb-as-dirt Republican voters allowed 

themselves to be conned into voting for this commie crap. 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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1. Karl Marx advocated "democracy" ™ as a tool for Communist takeover 

through legal means. // 2. Yo esse, we be voters when we gets out. // 3. Clueless 

crowds line-up to determine the very course of humanity. What a spectacle! 

There was a time, before the Communists captured the colleges and schools of 

America, when every child in the land understood that such unlimited democracy 

was a danger to a free society; and that what the nations' founders had established 

was not a "democracy" ™, (rule of the manipulated majority) but rather, a 

constitutional REPUBLIC (rule of law enforced by elected representatives and 

state-appointed U.S. Senators.) The gradual transformation of the United States 

into a "democracy" ™ means that every uninformed or even brain-dead Tom, Dick 

and Harry gets to have a say in determining the present and future course of the 

nation and indeed, mankind as a whole!  

Of course, Tom, Dick and Harry -- and also Juan, Margarita y Pedro who just got 

here from across the Rio Grande -- aren't really expressing their own opinions. 

Though they may fancy themselves as "informed," their votes are based mainly 

upon what the Electronic Idiot Box is beating them over the head with night after 

night after night -- and regular readers of The Anti-New York Times all know 

who is playing the role of "Wizard of Oz" behind the TV screen, right? (cough 

cough). 
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1. America's founders -- did not advocate "democracy" ™. So-called "voting 

rights" ™ were restricted to men and property owners, and U.S. Senators were 

appointed by state legislatures, not elected by the mob. // 2. The usual suspects 

love unlimited "democracy" ™ because their wholly-owned media can easily 

guide the malleable minds (and votes) of the moron masses. 

 

DEMOCRACY AT 40,000 FEET 

Imagine yourself a passenger on a commercial airplane cruising along at an 

altitude of 40,000 feet. During the flight, the pilot suffers a heart attack and dies at 

the controls. Upon seeing his long-time friend and colleague expire right before his 

eyes, the grief-stricken co-pilot suffers a debilitating stroke.  

As the plane safely cruises while on auto-pilot, the stewardess calmly informs the 

187 passengers plus crew of what has just happened; and asks if there is anyone on 

board who can safely land the plane when it approaches its destination. A 

decorated U.S. Air Force "top gun" pilot who has also flown massive bombers just 

happens to be one of the passengers. He calmly steps forward and reassures the 

frightened crowd, "Don't worry, I got this."  

At that moment, a neurotic middle-aged woman presents herself, "I once drove a 

school bus. I think I can handle this. Let's put it to a democratic vote! You all do 

believe in majority rule, don't you?" To the shock of the veteran pilot, a mini-

campaign ensues, during which the Air Force ace calmly tells of his 14 years of 

flying experience, numerous aerial combat exploits and countless awards received. 

But it is the ex-bus driver who really steals the show! Finger wagging furiously in 

the air while screaming at the top of her lungs, she shrieks: "Free drinks and 

movies for all when I'm elected! And for all you oppressed passengers in the back, 

you'll have a chance to rotate places with the greedy millionaires and billionaires 

in first class!" The incompetent bus driver wins the election by just a single vote.  
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And the winner is --- Barbara Busdriver from Kalamazoo! -- Sorry Maverick, 

but in a "democracy," ability and honor don't count for shit! 

About an hour into the ridiculous reign of the new pilot, the plane begins to rapidly 

descend in a most erratic manner. By that time, most of the passengers are too 

drunk to even notice. "Get out of that chair you silly fool! Let me have the 

controls!" shouts the Air Force vet as he storms the cabin. The crazy captainette 

responds, "Shut up, you authoritarian fascist! The people have spoken! Security, 

remove this Nazi from my cabin!" As our would-be hero is escorted away, the 

captainette's deluded groupies spit at him and mock him with their hate-filled 

chants: "Racist, Nazi, anti-gay, Air-Force fascist go away! Racist, Nazi, anti-gay, 

Air-Force fascist go away!... Racist, Nazi ...." ---- The plane then crashes, killing 

all on board. 

That's "democracy" ™ for ya, boys and girls. The only difference between that 

allegorical scenario and the real life lesson is that in the former, only the lives of a 

couple hundred people were put at risk, and ultimately destroyed. But in the real 

world, the lives and happiness of billions -- plus billions more yet born -- hang in 

the balance. Think about it. 

 
Tell it, Mr. Madison, Tell it!  --- Founder and 4th U.S. president James Madison 

is the principle author of the anti-democracy Constitution. 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that many 
states voted in favor of referendums to expand democracy. 

Boobus Americanus 2: That's good. If we don't all participate in 
democracy, we will eventually lose it. 

  

  Sugar: Hey Boobuss, if 51% of our readerss vote to kick your frickin' ass 

and knock ssome ssense into your empty head, would you be OK with it? 

  
Editor: I think that such a referendum would be unanimous on that one. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

These Races Have Yet to Be Called.When Will We Know 

Who Won? 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

We all have cognitive biases which can distort the overall context of sound 

thinking. The philosopher's trick is, first, to be aware of how this subconscious 

phenomenon can creep up on even the best of us, and then, to keep it under control 

through constant monitoring of external data and deep internal reflection done 

independently of the bias.  

  

With regard to the ongoing, audacious, in-your-face, shocking (even to us!) 

criminal boldness with which the Communist Demonrats have, days after the 

actual election, already stolen a Senate seat in Arizona and a bunch of House seats 

across the country -- and are threatening to steal even more House seats, additional 

Senate seats in Florida and Mississippi, as well as the Governorships of Florida 

and Georgia -- there are two opposing cognitive biases to guard against if we are to 

critically interpret these events correctly. One is habitual pessimism, and the other 

is false hope. In this case, one of the biases will, in due time, prove to an accurate 

bias nonetheless. Our purpose here is present the two competing theories born out 

of each -- without making a final judgement because we're not sure ourselves. 

  

 
1. Mammie from 'Gone With the Wind' -- er, Stacey Abrams -- conceded the 

Georgia Governor's race, but has since "unconceded" as new votes are being 

discovered." // 2. Proud "bi-sexual" (palm to face, shaking head, sighing) 

Kyrsten Sinema overcame a substantial deficit after election day and won a 

Senate seat in Arizona.   
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THE HABITUAL PESSIMISM BIAS 

  
Let's face it, boys and girls, ever since the Globalists robbed candidate Robert 

Taft at the 1952 GOP Convention (before murdering him (we believe) in 1953); 

and then de-fanged Joseph McCarthy in 1954 (before murdering him (we know!) 

in 1957), we the good have been getting our asses kicked up and down the football 

field year after year, decade after decade. Every so often a Barry Goldwater, or a 

Ronald Reagan, or a Pat Buchanan, or a Ross Perot, or a Ron Paul would make 

a ripple, get us all excited -- and then get steam-rolled or co-opted by the Empire. 

And in the case of patriot JFK -- much worse than that. Damn it! We.Always. 

Frickin'.Lose! 

  

So, of course, it is only natural that in the face of this historic voter fraud that 

cognitive bias would lead us to throw our hands up in despair and think to 

ourselves: "It's over. Trump did his best but the Empire is too strong. And because 

he is evidently powerless to stop this bare-faced Communist coup, it will only get 

worse by 2020 as the vindictive Demonrats permanently take back the White 

House and both houses of Congress. Get out of America while you can." 

  

Sad to say, this plausible sentiment, in spite of the negative bias encompassing it, 

may end up being a logical conclusion. But there is another possibility.  

  

  

 
1. Broward County, FL: Mystery boxes full of ballots loaded into trucks after the 

deadline. // 2. Election Commissioner Brenda Snipes (no comment needed) // 3. 

Florida Republican voters protest the theft. 
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THE FALSE HOPE BIAS 

  
It's not easy to accept the prospect of the United States of America being on the 

brink of Communist takeover and extinction. Clinging to any driftwood of hope is 

natural, and many good things have happened since 2017. One operating under 

such a bias would therefore automatically say: "Trump, Q-Anon and the generals / 

admirals won't allow it. They got this far and remain in full control. Trump was 

fully prepared for all this. The unprecedented boldness of the election theft that 

Trump is allowing to take means that this is a sting operation which will soon lead 

to mass arrests and the devasatation of the Demonrat Party." 

  

Hmmmm. This scenario also seems plausible, does it not? Indeed, Q's most recent 

post was a simple "53-47" --- which was an exact repost of the "53-47" he posted 

on October 2rd. The score of 53-47 is where the Senate will be now ---- which 

means that Q knew that GOP would lose close races AZ, WV, MT, MI, NJ etc. 

 

According to this theory, with military precision, the goal was to win ONLY 

enough seats to have a solid pro-Trump cushion in the event those Fake 

Republican libtard hags Collins or Murkowski act crazy from time to time -- and to 

induce (and document) as much fraud (and losses) as possible in the other lost 

Senate races and the House. The power-mad Demonrats swallowed the bait and are 

in deep trouble now. 

    

  

1. Q's "53-47" post from October 2 confused his followers -- but now that he has 

reposted it after the election, it's clear that Q had foreknowledge of how the 

Senate races would turn out -- 53-47. // 2. Q's posts about the ongoing election 

fraud indicate that a sting operation is in the works, and that justice will be done. 

We shall see. 

  

 Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times, though 

100% convinced that Q Anon is indeed real, we remain 50-50 as to whether or not 

Trump and friends can actually deliver all of the goods that Q is promising. The 
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White Hats are strong --- but so is the Evil Empire. We simply can't say with 

certainty where this is all headed. Stay tuned.  

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a bunch 
of races are still undetermined. 

Boobus Americanus 2: That's really weird. I've never seen an election in 
which so many races were still undecided after 8 days. 

  

 
   

Sugar: Wake up Boobusss! It'ss a frickin' ssteal! 
  

Editor: It has NEVER been this obvious. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

 

NY Times: What Started the California Fires? Experts 

Track the Blazes’ Origins 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Due to their frequency, inexplicably mysterious burning patterns, and astonishing 

level of devastation, the rash of California wildfires which we have witnessed over 

the past two years defy all explanations, except for one. Sugar, tell it please: 

 

It's a frickin' conspiracy! 

And like all monster plots, this too is accompanied by ridiculous "official" 

explanations, such as this line from this Slimes article: 

"As investigators try to determine what started the most devastating wildfire in 

California history, which killed at least 56 people, the beginning premise is that 

human beings — through their mistakes, or their toys, tools and technologies — 

were probably behind it." (emphasis added) 

You see that? The "experts" have already ruled out deliberate arson, thus 

establishing an existential fallacy upon which data will be manipulated or 

ignored (consciously or subconsciously) to fit the "careless human" accident 
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theory.  Detective Holmes, please school these ass-clowns on the basic logic of 

sound investigation: 

 

  

Now, let's hop aboard the "Crazy Train" and follow the hard data to where it leads 

us -- specifically, to the horrible reality that these hellish infernos are the product 

of deliberate "Deep State" arson. And we ain't talking about operatives with 

gasoline cans and lighters setting trees ablaze in the middle of the night. No. These 

fires manifest laser-like burn patterns because, well, they were initiated, guided 

and intensified by, well, lasers -- Directed Energy Weapons (DEWs).  

These DEW's are no longer the stuff of science-fiction or "conspiracy theory" ™. 

Even the mainstream media has reported on this technology and actual military 

demonstrations can be seen on You Tube videos. The means to engineer such 

strange fires from high-altitude planes or even from outer space exists.  

 

"Star Trek" type, undetectable DEW weapons are NOT science-fiction. 

We use the term "strange" because the blazes ignite from the inside-out --- 

reducing homes to total ash and molten metal, while leaving nearby trees and trash 

cans completely intact. Similar oddities were observable at the scene of the Twin 
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Towers destruction on 9/11. Scoff if you will, but the following images speak for 

themselves, and one needn't be an "expert" to see the hidden hand of some sinister 

technology at work. 

  

 

Entire neighborhoods reduced to ash while nearby trees remain unscarred? 

 

Impossible burn patterns  
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Cars melted -- trees not even singed.  

  

There's no doubt about this one, boys and girls. California neighborhoods are being 

blasted from above. Having established the "means," let us move on to the question 

of motive. 

  

POSSIBLE SUSPECTS AND MOTIVES 

  

 

The intense media-hype of Elon Musk ™ is a sure indicator of a conspiracy 

afoot. 

It has been observed that the statewide pattern of the fires which have displaced so 

many tens of thousands of California suburbanites resembles, "coincidentally," the 

proposed route for the much-anticipated Los Angeles to San Fagsicko 
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"Hyperloop." Hyperloop is a form of ground / underground transportation 

currently in development by several companies.  The concept involves floating 

pods within low-pressure tubes that would transport passengers at airliner speeds.  

One of leading competitors to build the LA-SF Hyperloop is the Boring Company 

-- headed by the shady CIA front-man Elon Musk, of the even 

shadier SpaceX. For the LA-SF loop, "The Amazing Musk,"  -- who also runs 

Tesla Motors, Solar City and Nueralink --  estimates a price tag of about $6 

Billion for a system that would provide a 30 minute ride between the two major 

cities.  

Could these DEW fires be a form of "Eminent Domain" --- an "Agenda 21" 

clearing-out of large inhabited areas (mainly by Republicans) to clear the way for 

Musk's Hyperloop? Are DEW's being fired from Musk's enormous and fast-

growing fleet of government-approved / government-funded satellites -- some of 

them known to have some "secret" purpose? Is this why Trump, much to the 

amusement of the late-night commie comics, added a Space Force to the military? 

If so, when will they act to blow up the space weapons of these mass killers out of 

space? Or is already too late to stop them?  

   

The respective routes for the proposed Hyperloop and the depopulating DEW 

fires from space match up very closely. Coincidence?  

  

It will be interesting to see if, in the coming months and years, a Musk Hyperloop 

system is established along the route of these fires. Or, will "Sir" Richard 

Branson -- whose "Virgin Hyperloop" is also in the running for the LA-SF 

project -- be the chosen one. And Branson's "Virgin Galactic" also has Pentagon-

funded satellites in space!   
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If either (or both?) of these two Globalist arch-villains -- who both have assets in 

space and who both have hyperloop companies -- end up building a system where 

these homes once stood, you can be 100% certain that it was planned that way. 

Scary stuff. 

   

Globalists Musk and Branson --- both founded space rocket / satellite 

companies, both founded hyperloop companies with a keen interest in the LA-SF 

project, both are connected to "The Deep State," and both were favorites of the 

demon Obongo (Branson, frolicking above with Bathhouse Barry, is rumored to 

be "bi-sexual").  

  

Forbes Magazine (December 16, 2013)  

Elon Musk And Jeff Bezos' Not-So-Secret Land Grab 

"With the Hyperloop in place, SF-to-LA ... the entire center of the state (possibly) 

becomes gutted in the center, as big city living becomes accessible to any and 

all.... And one way or another it’s coming. Or something very much like it. 

 "With drone delivery (Amazon), rural residents can get what they need far faster 

than they can drive into town. So what do you think this means for the future of 

most small towns?" 
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Like Musk and Branson, Jeff Bezos (Amazon, Washington Post) also founded a 

space company (Blue Origin), and, with drone delivery of packages, also 

envisions an end to general stores in small and medium-sized towns.   

   

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that 
investigators now believe that the California fires are the result of human 

error. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Probably some careless knuckle-head with a 
cigarette. 
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Sugar: Cigarette my asss, Boobusss! Those commie creepss Musk & 

Bransson are frying California with ssecret sspace-laserss, I tell ya! 

Editor: Well, we don't know that for sure; but they and their handlers 

certainly would have the motive, the means and the opportunity. Let's just 

say that we regard them as "persons of interest." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

People wearing yellow vests, a symbol of a French drivers’ protest against higher 

fuel prices, block the motorway in Antibes, France, on Saturday. 

NY Times: Hundreds of Thousands in France Protest Taxes 

by Blocking Roads 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

"Sacre bleu! Evidently, there are still a number of men left in Communist France 

who, unlike their fellow EUSSR inmates of the completely de-balled Nordic states, 

have still got a few drops of testosterone left in them. Though it's probably too late 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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for that over-taxed, aging, infertile, and rapidly darkening nation to ever reclaim its 

former glory, our "hopes and prayers" ™ go out to our tax-protesting European 

brothers and sisters of La France Africain. 

  

From the article:  

  

"More than a quarter-million people across France joined protests on Saturday 

against planned hikes in gas taxes. Drivers blocked roundabouts, highway access 

roads and intersections. The demonstrations have harnessed a broader discontent 

with high taxes and, for some, with the policies of President Emmanuel Macron. 

Most of the 2,000 demonstrations were in the suburbs, exurbs and rural areas of 

France where people rely on their cars to go to work, visit the doctor and do their 

grocery shopping. Some protesters also blocked access to border crossings. ...  

'We are not political people; we are citizens,' said Didier Lacombe, a retiree who 

lives on a fixed income. 'The taxes are rising on everything. They put taxes on top 

of taxes,' said Mr. Lacombe."  

  

 

1. Boy Maricon (not a typo) -- a traitor to France -- makes a clownish, 

undignified spectacle of himself cheering France to victory in this year's World 

Cup of Football (Soccer) // 2. "Macron, resign!" -- But will these steam-blowing 

protests ever make any difference? 

Since the days of the inglorious Jacobin (Communist) French Revolution, through 

the two decades of on again / off again  Rothschild-funded "Coalition Wars" to put 

down Napoleon Bonaparte (France's version of "The Great One"), through the 

recurring revolutionary tumult of the 1800's -- which saw France flip back and 

forth from a Rothschild-owned Monarchy to a Rothschild-owned Republic to a 

Rothschild-owned Monarchy and back again to a Rothschild-owned Republic 
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(while having to wage the unnecessary Crimean and Prussian Wars in between) -- 

through the horrors of "The Great War" (WW1) for Globalism, through the vicious 

Allied bombardment of northern France during World War 2, through the post-war 

dismantling of its empire and its stature, through its total capitulation to the carbon 

tax and open borders policy of EU Globalism, and finally, through to the current 

day reign of ruin under Rothschild stooge and sodomite Emmanuel Maricon (not 

a typo) -- France has had it almost as bad as Germany, though spread out over a 

much longer period of history.  

Even after 150 years of subversion (1789-1939), it still didn't have to be this way 

for France. Oh if only the French would taken hold of the olive branch and sincere 

hand of neighborly friendship that the peace-loving Great One of Germany 

(that's Hitler for you newbies and normies) was desperately extending prior to the 

outbreak and even during the early months of World War II. Had that war been 

avoided, the French Left could never have risen so far and so fast, and the 

Communist EU would never have been born. The French would be living in 

freedom and security today.  

 

The Rothschild Globalists have been inflicting revolution, Marxism, war, 

insanity and never-ending instability upon France for more than 200 years now! 

Hear some of Hitler's pleas which France (under Rothschild's influence) turned 

down cold: 

August, 1939 (pre-war):   
  

"My dear Minister President (Daladier of France): 
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I understand the misgiving to which you give expression. I, too, have never 

overlooked the grave responsibilities which are imposed upon those who are in 

charge of the fate of nations. As an old front line fighter, I, like yourself, know the 

horrors of war. Guided by this attitude and experience, I have tried to remove all 

matters that might cause conflict between our two peoples.  

 

As you could judge for yourself during your last visit here, the German people, in 

the knowledge of its own behavior held and holds no ill feelings, much less hatred, 

for its one-time brave opponent. On the contrary, the pacification of our western 

frontier led to an increasing sympathy. Certainly as far as the German people are 

concerned, a sympathy which, on many occasions, showed itself in a really 

demonstrative way." 

  

Daladier (left) meeting with Hitler in 1938 to peacefully diffuse the Sudetenland 

controversy. 

  

October, 1939: "I have always expressed to France my desire to bury forever our 

ancient enmity and bring together these two nations, both of which have such 

glorious pasts.  ... Why should this war in the West be fought?”  

But France (along with Britain) went ahead and waged war in the Western theater 

anyway. By the time that World War II and its aftermath had passed, the proud 

French had been reduced to vassal status under the United States "Deep State" --- 

itself a tool of The New World Order. The ensuing libtard cancer has since 

spread to the point where a homosexual Generation-X freak and his demented 65-

year-old whore of "First Lady" (Maricon's High School drama teacher!) could rise 

to the pinnacle of French politics -- albeit with the help of massive voter fraud. 
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Such a tragic fate for such a once-great people -- engineered by the usual suspects 

(cough cough). Sacre blue, indeed!  

 

 

Maricon's preference for the pink team is pretty much an open secret in 

Frafrica. // I know, Monsieur Bonaparte, I know.  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about large 
gas-tax protests taking place all across France.  

Boobus Americanus 2: It's crazy. In New Jersey we just got screwed with 
a .23 per gallon tax-hike last year! There's only so much that people will 

tolerate before they take to the streets. 
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Sugar: Boobusss, you double-thinking retard! You complain about high gass 

taxess; but then you right on keep on voting for the ssame frickin' crookss who 

imposse them on you! 

  

Editor: The reactionary mind of a Boobus is incapable of making connections and 

discerning patterns. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: In a Walmart Lot, a Rough Refuge for California 

Wildfire Evacuees 

 

NY Times: Bloomberg Gives $1.8 Billion to Johns Hopkins 

for Student Aid 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

These two stories form a very telling juxtaposition (a $10 word for placing two 

things together for contrast) which exposes the soul-less, insensitive, elitist 

mindset of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class). As hundreds of thousands of 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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traumatized Americans continue to suffer from the devastating after-effects of 

various mega-disasters (both natural and technologically engineered) of recent 

years, the billionaire "philanthropist" class is, for the most part, nowhere to be 

found.  

You see; immediate, direct and substantial aid for the forgotten shelter-dwelling 

refugees of Hurricane Harvey, Hurricane Florence and the never-ending California 

"wildfires" would only earn the Mike Bloombergs (cough cough) of this world the 

ever-lasting gratitude of countless everyday Joes and Janes. Who the hell cares 

about them? But dump a few million -- or in this case, $1.8 Billion -- into already 

over-funded and wasteful institutions such as "modern art" museums, large 

hospitals, UN-affiliated health agencies, and elite universities -- well now, that will 

win you the adoring accolades of "the great and the good" who think only of their 

status and their interests. 

These ego-maniacal, sick and evil "elites" really are like a separate species unto 

themselves. The poor burned-out families in California , many of whom fled with 

just the clothes on their back, mean as little to "philanthropic" titans like 

Bloomberg, Warren Buffoon, Bill Gates, Ted Turner, Davis Geffen, Mark 

Zuckerberg, George Soros et al as the suffering of thousands of cockroaches 

being sprayed does to the Terminex man. What would it take for the top 100 

members of the Billionaire Boys Club (Trump included, to be fair -- although he 

has given up lots of money-making opportunities by being president) to swoop in 

after one of these mega-disasters and cut some checks for the true hardship cases 

described in the other featured article? But no, Bloomturd's legendary "generosity" 

is only for the lesser members of his own elite class  -- those "poor" grasping 

multi-millionaires who fall short of the billion dollar net worth milestone. 

    

1. Ted Turner: "Look at me, everybody! I just wasted $1 Billion on the America-

hating UN!" // 2. Mike Bloomberg: "Look at me, everybody! I just gave $1.8 

billion to Johns Hopkins!" // 3. Bill & Melinda Gates: Look at us, everybody! 

We're funding child vaccinations in Turd World nations!"   
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*  

   

1. Mark Zuckerberg: "Look at me, everybody! I just dumped $100 million into 

the failing and wasteful Newark, NJ school system!" // 2. David Geffen: "Look 

at me, everybody! I just pissed away $50 million for the House of Horrors, er, 

Museum of Modern Art in New York!" // 3. Warren Buffoon: "Look at me, 

everybody! I got ya all beat! I'm giving it ALL away .... after I die, of course." 

  

Meanwhile, back in the Realville, USA --- from the article: 

"After Jarrad Winter escaped on foot from the wildfire that destroyed his home in 

Magalia, Calif., and then caught a hair-raising ride with a neighbor through the 

flames and out of the hills to safety in Chico, he was at wits’ end. Like dozens of 

other survivors, he found refuge in the field by the local Walmart. 

'I never thought I’d live in a tent city,” said Mr. Winter, 39, a Marine Corps 

veteran and software developer who had recently emerged from a stretch of 

homelessness, only to lose everything he owned in the devastating Camp Fire, the 

deadliest California wildfire on record. “I mean, this is America; we’re not 

supposed to live this way. But here we are, man, the new normal.” 

More: 

"Some who fled from Magalia, Paradise and other burned towns in the forested 

Sierra Nevada foothills of eastern Butte County are staying in the tent city at the 

Chico Walmart. Others sleep in their cars over at the Target parking lot. Then 

there are those who are relying on the kindness of strangers, or going from one 

shelter to the next.  
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'We were always a paycheck-to-paycheck kind of town,” said Anjeanette Ramey, 

30, who was unemployed when the fire hit. 'All I made it out with were the clothes 

on my back,' she said on Sunday morning, gazing at the Walmart tent city, where 

she has stayed for several days. “My house, my car, gone. No money, no job. I 

have no idea what happens next.'" 

 Still more: 

"Some of the tent people say they have not gone to shelters because they find 

security in numbers at the Walmart; others say they like being near friends and 

neighbors who also lost their houses. 

'This is my home now,” said James Reed, 65, a retired tow-truck driver, pointing 

to his 1968 Chevrolet El Camino. His house in Magalia, bought two years ago, 

was destroyed, he said, and “being here, in this parking lot, I’m reminded I’m not 

the only one.” 

Countless more sad stories like this from California (where as many as 1,300 

people are still missing!) and still many more broken lives from all other disasters 

of recent years. Apart from the absent 400 billionaires of America, Sugar and I, er, 

"The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times would like to ask:  Where 

the frickety-frack does all that federal "disaster relief" money go?  

*(Greek: philo = love of  ///  thropos = mankind)  

BUT NO LOVE, TEARS OR BIG MONEY FOR BURNED-OUT 

MIDDLE CLASS AND POOR FOLK ACROSS AMERICA 

    

1. Jarrad Winter escaped on foot from the wildfire that destroyed his home in 

Magalia, Calif. // 2. Anjeanette Ramey is staying at a Walmart tent city. “My 

house, my car, gone,” she said. “No money, no job. I have no idea what happens 

next.” // 3. “Being here, in this parking lot, I’m reminded I’m not the only one,” 

said James Reed, whose house was destroyed. 

  

It's bad enough that  a wretched narcissistic fiend like Mike Bloomturd won't lift a 

finger to easily alleviate the suffering of a thousand or so of these mostly White 
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families. And by the way, we are not in any way advocating that he be forced to do 

so because, after all, billionaires do pay a shit-load in taxes which should be going 

to aid these folks in a direct and efficient manner. Rather, it is the spectacle of 

seeing this putrid little Marxist swine bask in the glory of showering money upon 

Johns Hopkins -- as Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press sing his 

praises while this level of sudden homelessness and suffering is going on in chilly 

northern California -- that we find to be truly revolting. 

The Prince of Peace, in condemning the shameless, virtue-signalling grandstanding 

of the Bloombergs and the Zuckerbergs and the Geffens of his day, said it best, 

2000 years ago: 

 “Be careful! When you do good things, don’t do them in front of people to be seen 

by them. When you give to the poor, don’t be like the hypocrites. They blow 

trumpets in the synagogues and on the streets so that people will see them and 

honor them. I tell you the truth, those hypocrites already have their full reward. So 

when you give to the poor, don’t let anyone know what you are doing. Your giving 

should be done in secret. Your Father can see what is done in secret, and he will 

reward you." 

Tell it, Jesus. Tell it! Except in Bloomturd's case, he isn't "blowing trumpets" while 

"giving to the poor." He's tooting away while showering shekels mainly upon other 

monied elites who are just less rich than he is! 

   

Christ had these sleazy "philanthropic" glory-hounds all figured out a long time 

ago, and told them right to their faces in no uncertain terms --- which is why 

"Merry Christmas" has been bastardized into the jew-friendly "Happy 

Holidays." 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Mike 

Bloomberg just donated $1.8 Billion to Johns Hopkins University! 

Boobus Americanus 2: Awesome! You know, I have always admired the Jewish 

people for their generosity and public spiritedness in supporting our institutions 

of higher learning. 

  

   
Sugar: Bullsshit, Boobuss! All Bloomberg did was buy the frickin' curriculum 

and his name on another building! 

  

Editor: It's also a feather in his cap should he decide to run against Trump in 

2020, as some are speculating. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

   

NY Times: U.S. and Brazil Chose Similar Leaders. It May 

Lead to Smoother Relations. 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
In a piece published in the first year of The Anti-New York Times, way back in 

August if 2013, your intrepid reporter here laid out a clear and convincing case that 

the United States was engaged in a dirty war against Brazil. I closed that 

investigative expose (Sugar had not been hired yet) with this sentence: 

 "We wish Brazil all the best in the face of the coming Globalist-CIA-Mossad-

Snowden onslaught."  

By combining with the since-departed (poisoned?) Hugo Chavez of Venezuela, 

and also with Argentinian President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, to kill the 

Globalist's dream of establishing the FTAA (Free Trade Area of the Americas); 

then-Brazilian President Lula DaSilva and his hand-picked successor, Dilma 

Rousseff, became enemies of the Globalists.  

  

Adding insult to injury, the South American giant then joined Vladimir Putin's 

trade bloc, BRIC (now BRICS, Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa). Though 

Brazil had a left-wing government in those days, they were independent-minded 

leftists who were not obeying the dictates of the Council on Foreign Relations 

crowd. Relations between the U.S. and Brazil deteriorated to an all-time low.  

Indeed, many Brazilians were offended when President Dilma Rousseff was 

treated coldly during her 2012 visit to the White House. Obongo didn't even give 

her the customary State Dinner! (here) 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/04/06/usa-brazil-idUSL2E8F5AHR20120406
http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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1 & 2. Big Brazil (along with Venezuela and Argentina) killed the FTAA - a 

cherished Globalist project that was intended to grow into the Western 

Hemisphere's version of the European Union. // Dilma of Brazil and Chavez of 

Venezuela, were neo-Marxists. However, their watered-down brand of 

communism was independent in nature, and not Globalistic. 

   

 

 President Dilma Rousseff's involvement with Putin's BRICS trade bloc has 

incurred the wrath of the Globalists. During a White House visit, she was 

deliberately disrespected by Puppet-Boy Obongo. This did not go unnoticed in 

Brazil. 
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We've been of two minds is assessing Brazil's push-back against the CFR Mafia 

and its scheme to impose the skeletal structure of a regional government upon 

South America. On the one hand, the manner in which the commie-pinkos of 

Brazil's "Workers Party"(rolling eyes) -- and other assorted Latin American lefties 

-- stood firm in the face of the New World Order pressure was heroic. And yet, 

former presidents Rouseff and Lula (both later charged with corruption -- Rouseff 

impeached and Lula convicted) were still pinkos and crooks. The good news now 

is that Brazil's new President, Jair Bolsonaro, is, like his predecessors, a Brazilian 

nationalist. However, unlike them, he is a fiery right-wing nationalist and moral / 

cultural traditionalist who has been dubbed by friend and foe alike as, "The Trump 

of Latin America."  

Good news from the article: 

"The United States and Brazil have been uneasy allies during the best of times. 

Brazilian voters may have put an end to that dynamic by electing as their next 

president Jair Bolsonaro, a far-right lawmaker who is unabashedly pro-American 

and strikingly similar to President Trump in temperament, tactics and style. 

'We might be on the verge of a golden era of relations,' said Fernando Cutz, a 

former senior White House official who worked on Latin America policy in the 

Obama and Trump administrations. 'Trump and Bolsonaro will really hit it off. 

Their personalities are almost identical and their policy views are very similar.' 

Nice! The Slimes article goes on to whine about Bolsonaro's pick for the important 

position of Foreign Minister, Ernesto Araújo -- another ballsy firebrand who 

correctly states that "Climate Change" ™ is a "Marxist plot."  
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1. President Elect Bolsanaro -- an ex-soldier and staunch anti-homosexual -- 

has promised to purge Brazil of Marxism and ban the spread of homosexual 

propaganda via its UNESCO programs. /// 2.  Foreign Minister Ernesto Araújo 

calls "Climate Change" a "Marxist hoax." // 3. Brazil's silent majority has had 

it with Marxism. 

Q Anon has been telling us for the past year now that the "awakening" would be 

global. Lo and behold, populist governments, in the face of intense Globalist 

opposition, have since risen to power in major states like Italy and Brazil. Globalist 

leaders such as Maricon (not a typo) of France, The Frumpy Frau of Germany, 

Mamma May of Britain are all teetering. Even the once untouchable Pinko Pope 

of Poofterdom has been so rattled by disclosure of sodomite scandals that he is 

now rumored to be contemplating resignation. With much of eastern Europe plus 

Russia and China already going nationalist, this trend may soon reach the tipping-

point where the mad idea of The New World Order itself may soon go the way of 

the defunct FTAA. 

Of course, in the long run, as the great Joe McCarthy warned, and as we have 

stated many times before, unless and until the UNESCO brain-washing of our 

school children is stopped and the brain-washers removed, the Globalists will 

eventually win the long game. For that reason, we find this whiny little gem from 

the Globo-Marxist Nation Magazine to be particularly delightful in regard to 

Brazil: 

  

Education is in the Crosshairs in Bolsonaro’s Brazil 

The president-elect seeks to ban from the classroom political opinions, debates, 

and any issues that could be construed as leftist. 

By Michael Fox / November 12, 2018 

"Ana Caroline Campagnolo is a 27-year-old high-school history teacher with 

thick-rimmed glasses and long, straight, dark hair, parted to one side. For several 

years she has waged a campaign to rid Brazil’s education system of what she 

believes to be deep-rooted “communist indoctrination.” This year, that activism 
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won her a seat in the Santa Catarina statehouse representing the Social Liberal 

Party of far-right president-elect Jair Bolsonaro.  

Just hours after the presidential election results rolled in, Campagnolo posted a 

message on her Facebook page calling on students to film and report teachers who 

express negative views about Bolsonaro’s victory. She set up a hotline where 

students could send the videos and complaints."    

Kids ratting out commie teachers. Love it!!!  

 

 Bolsanaro (an ex-soldier, Image 1) has huge support among anti-Marxist 

military men. 

*  

  

"Make Brazil Great Again!" 

  

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that this new 

Brazilian President-Elect is a pro-Trump right wing extremist. 

Boobus Americanus 2: South America has along and tragic history of fascism. 

So many innocent liberals and intellectuals suffered persecution under past 

military governments. 

  

   

Sugar: The military governments of Ssouth America sshoulda killed those 

frickin' Latin Lefties back when they had the chance! 

 Editor: Agreed. When it comes to opposing Marxists, it's either them or us. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

  

NY Times (Opinion): My New Vagina Won’t Make Me 

Happy, And it shouldn’t have to. 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Getting a new vagina installed, eh? That's great. (palm to face, shaking head, 

sighing) --- 

The Slimes' never-ending effort to normalize the abnormal reaches an all-time low 

with this guest editorial -- and that's really saying something. A time-traveler from 

even just 10 years ago would probably mistake this for a satirical comedy intended 

to spoof "trans-genderism"  -- but it's real. 

Just the madness contained in the opening paragraph alone is all you need to see: 

"Next Thursday, I will get a vagina. The procedure will last around six hours, and 

I will be in recovery for at least three months. Until the day I die, my body will 

regard the vagina as a wound; as a result, it will require regular, painful attention 

to maintain. This is what I want, but there is no guarantee it will make me happier. 

In fact, I don’t expect it to. That shouldn’t disqualify me from getting it." 

Lets' have a look at what "Ms." Long is about to do to the body that God gave him. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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MALE TO "FEMALE"  

   

1 & 2. The testicles are removed, and the sliced skin of the penis is inverted as a 

flap preserving blood and nerve supplies, to form a "vagina." A "clitoris" fully 

supplied with nerve endings can be formed from part of the penis. // 3. I know, 

grandma. I know. 

This is normal? Seriously? This is frickin' normal? Well, "Ms." Long -- in refuting 

what real doctors and everyday common sense tell us, sure seems to think so. More 

madness: 

  

"Many conservatives call this crazy. A popular right-wing narrative holds that 

gender dysphoria is a clinical delusion; hence, feeding that delusion with 

hormones and surgeries constitutes a violation of medical ethics."   

 

You see -- it's not the not the cross-dressing, hormone-injecting, breast-implanting, 

penis-mutilating lunatics who are crazy. No sir. It's us "right-wingers." So 

reporteth the "paper of record" -- which in so doing, is deliberately spreading the 

insanity. And what are we to make of these "doctors" who perform such genital 

abominations on these wretched souls? Would they give a man rabies and 

distemper shots if he "self-identified" as a dog? Why not? As the Pinko Pope of 

Poofterdom once controversially quipped about sodomites, "Who am I to judge?"  
 

 
1. Should a doctor be permitted to give shots to a man who thinks himself a dog? 

// 2. At least the former First Tranny kept her junk intact.  
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It's all well and good to enjoy a hearty laugh at these freaks and to shake our heads 

in dismay over the growing "tolerance" ™ of this demoniacally deviant 

derangement. But it's important that we go one step further by naming the culprits 

and defining the motive behind this mass madness currently sweeping through the 

culture and the schools. And that is what differentiates TomatoBubble.com from 

so many other half-truther sites.  

  

The driving economic, "educational," and cultural force behind the LGBT steam-

roller is that of the usual suspects, and for the usual motive; namely, Jewish-

Marxist Globalists working 24/7 to confuse, confound, stupefy, alienate, 

demoralize, degrade, destabilize and soften-up "the masses" ™ in preparation for 

the final and easy gathering up of the rotted fallen fruits of humanity by The New 

World Order crime syndicate. 

  

But don't just take our word for it. Hear it from Homo-Obongo's former Vice 

President, known sex pervert / pedo monster, and loyal Globalist operative, Joe 

Biden -- addressing a group of self-chosenite Demonrats in 2013: 
 

 
 

Biden: Jewish Leaders Helped Gay Marriage Succeed 

May 22, 2013 
 

"Jewish leaders in the media are in large part responsible for American 

acceptance of gay marriage, Vice President Biden said Tuesday night. 

“I believe what affects the movements in America, what affects our attitudes in 

America are as much the culture and the arts as anything else,” he said at a 

Democratic National Committee reception for Jewish American Heritage Month. 

He cited social media and the sitcom "Will and Grace," giving Jews a large part of 

the credit for both. 

“I bet you 85 percent of those changes, whether it’s in Hollywood or social media 

are a consequence of Jewish leaders in the industry," he said. "The influence is 

immense, the influence is immense. And, I might add, it is all to the good. ” 

* 
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In 2017, the same Joe Biden referred to "transgender equality" ™ as being the 

"civil rights issue of our time." And have no doubt, boys and girls-- the very same 

greasy bunch that agent Biden had openly thanked for making "same-sex-

marriage" possible are also the ones who have since accelerated the drive to 

normalize genital-mutilation. In short, "thanks, Jews!" (as always) 

 

Serial groper and filthy pedo-creep Joe Biden openly thanked the Jews of the 

media and Hollywood for changing public attitudes about sexual insanity. 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about a transgender 

is getting a new vagina next week. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Well ... It is his, or rather, her right to do so. 
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Sugar: You humanss are frickin' ssick, Boobuss! There iss no depth of depravity 

that you won't ssink to! 

  

Editor: Hard to argue wuth the crazed kitty on that one.... who, by the way, is 

doing surprisingly well after having been diagnosed with terminal cancer back in 

June. Very underweight, but not suffering and lots of life left in her.  
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: Five Countries Slow to Address Nazi-Looted Art, 

U.S. Expert Says 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Oy frickin' vey! 

The "gimme, gimme, gimme" act never ends with these ever-grasping people -- 

does it? This never-ending-song about "Nazi looted art" offers the usual suspects a 

money-getting opportunity by allowing them to make hard-to-verify claims against 

works of art that got shuffled about during and after the chaos of World War II. 

Before we reveal the main point of today's selected piece of Sulzbergerian 

excrement, let do a quick review and rebuttal of one of the most enduring -- and 

annoying -- myths about "The Bad War."  

  

 
The song that never ends will be countered by ANYT rebuttals that never end.  

During World War I, under Kaiser Wilhelm II, the highly cultured Germans had 

gone to great lengths to protect and preserve artworks located in combat zones. 

The German word to describe this principal of saving Europe's cultural and artistic 

treasures during wartime is "Kunstschutz" (art protection). At the end of World 

War I, rescued artworks were returned voluntarily. Unlike World War II, anti-

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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German propaganda actually faded away following World War I. As a result, 

Germany was later praised for "Kunstschutz" / art protection during "The Great 

War."   

 

1 & 2: Kaiser Wilhelm tried to avert the war which was forced upon Germany. 

Even while winning the war, the Kaiser held out an olive branch to the Allies, 

while his Kunstschutz units protected artworks belonging to enemy nations. // 3. 

World War I was very destructive. Thanks to Germany, many works of art 

located in Belgium and France were saved.    

A talented painter himself, Adolf Hitler has a great appreciation for art and culture. 

He saw Churchill and FDR as uncultured barbarians with merciless disregard for 

innocent life, architecture, and works of art. As the Germans had done during 

World War I, Hitler too ordered the protection of artworks throughout the combat 

theatres of Europe. The task of protecting the art was handed over to Air Force 

Marshal Hermann Goering.   

As Allied terror bombing ravaged Europe, thousands of paintings and sculptures 

from Italy, France, Belgium, Russia, Romania, and Poland were gathered and 

meticulously inventoried by the Germans. This process only began in the fall of 

1943. Had the Germans wanted to "loot" the art of Europe, they could easily 

have done so in 1940, 1941, 1942, and the first few months of 1943. It was only 

after Allied carpet bombardment was unleashed upon Italy (later on France), and 

the Soviets began advancing from the East, that the German began gathering up the 

artwork and evacuating cultural centers such as Athens, Rome and Florence so that 

no battles would take place in them. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/theroyalfamily/5062198/Succession-law-change-would-have-made-Kaiser-Wilhelm-King-of-England.html
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 As men of culture, Hitler and Goring placed high priority on art protection. 

Rescued from Naples: 'Danaë' by Titian (l) and "The Blind Leading The Blind" 

by Pieter Bruegel 

After the war, the American Art Looting Investigation Unit (ALIU) of the Office 

of Strategic Services (OSS) issued 13 reports on the German “looting” of 

artworks.  By the way, this is the same OSS (forerunner of the CIA / "Deep State" ) 

that also accused the Germans of using dead Jews to make “shrunken heads,” 

“lamp shades,” and “bars of soap” - allegations which are today universally 

acknowledged as false. In the decades following the war, endlessly repeated 

propaganda has elevated the OSS-CIA fable of “looted Nazi art” into a virtual 

reality in the minds of the brainwashed public.   

  

There is an important financial twist to this lie. See if you can detect the subtle 

clues in the following excerpts from the Slimes article. We'll even put the hints in 

bold for "youse guys": 

  

“We have made giant strides,” said Stuart E. Eizenstat (cough cough), an adviser 

to the State Department, “toward achieving the goals of identifying, publicizing, 

restituting and compensating for some of the looted art, cultural objects and books, 

and in so doing, providing some small measure of belated justice to some victims 

of the Holocaust or their heirs.” 

"Mr. Eizenstat, now a lawyer in private practice, said an estimated 600,000 

paintings had been stolen during the war and that 100,000 remain missing. Here 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pieter_Bruegel_the_Elder_(1568)_The_Blind_Leading_the_Blind.jpg
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is what he found objectionable about the responses over the decades by the five 

countries."  

(*Hungary, Poland, Italy, Spain, Russia -- all, interestingly enough, leaning 

populist / nationalist now) 

Translation: Like we said -- The Jews came and are still coming out of the 

woodwork to claim ownership of any valuable relocated piece with a unclear line 

of prior ownership. Case in point: The article mentions a work on display in a 

Spanish museum that "a family" has been claiming for 20 years now.  

  

Though the Slimes tells us nothing else of this "family," Sugar was able to sniff out 

the fact that the California-based heirs of a Jewess named Lilly Cassir have been 

seeking -- through the courts -- $40 million for the Pissaro painting which, they 

allege, their long-since-dead grandmother had to sell cheaply in order to raise 

enough money to flee Germany in 1939. 

Yeah, right. And my Italian-side ancestors once owned the original of Da Vinci's 

"Last Supper" until the Duke of Milan sent his boys to "loot" it from their home. 

Pay up, Italy! 

 

"Gimme, Gimme, Gimme" --  These money-grubbing shysters would lay 

ancestral ownership claims to the Eiffel Tower and the Roman Colosseum if they 

thought they could get away with it! 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that five European 

nations have been singled out for dragging their feet in finding Nazi-looted art.  

Boobus Americanus 2: That must be very frustrating for the heirs of the rightful 

owners. 

  

 
   

Sugar: Rightful ownerss my asss, Boobuss! The true ownerss are all frickin' 

dead! If the war didn't kill em', old age did a long time ago. 

  

Editor: After the war, the usual suspects would claim the homes and even the 

identities of dead Germans in a similar manner. 
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NOVEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Trump Administration’s Strategy on Climate: 

Try to Bury Its Own Scientific Report 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Unknown to 30-something Generation X-ers and late teen / 20-something 

millennials, forty long years have passed since the thankfully-deceased Stanford 

University Professor and international Global Warming ™ guru, Stephen 

Schneider, (cough cough) converted (in an instant!) from the ice-age-ism which 

was the "scientific consensus" ™ of its day, to "Greenhouse Effect" alarmism -- 

which soon became the new "scientific consensus" ™ of the day.  

An understanding of the sudden switch, along with the historical scope of the hoax, 

would cause the house of marked cards to collapse in an instant --- which is why 

Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press / Fake News have erased both 

the memory of the 1970's ice-age scare, and the 40-year record of failed doom and 

gloom "warming" predictions. 

But that's why The Anti-New York Times is here -- to give "youse guys" (New 

Jerseyese for the plural of "you") the hidden history that the Globalists have 

flushed down the memory hole. Correct the past, and the present will correct itself. 

 

1. Unearthed video from 1978: the famous Stephen Schneider (and other 

"climate experts") caught on an episode of "In Search Of" -- the title: "The 
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Coming Ice Age" // 2. Just one year later, 1979, Schneider had become a 

warmist alarmist!  

Only by concealing that bit of history from the non-inquisitive mind of Boobus 

Americanus can "the paper of record" and its cherry-picked, government-funded 

"scientists" get away with peddling the same old recycled garbage (with a new 

twist about "wildfires" now) year after year, decade after decade. Some oh-so-scary 

excerpts from the article (with a few personal observations in red italics): 

"The Trump White House, which has defined itself by a willingness to dismiss 

scientific findings (fake science) ... on Friday issued a scientific report that directly 

contradicts its own climate-change policies." 

"The 1,656-page (fallacy of verbosity & complexity) National Climate Assessment, 

which is required by Congress, is the most comprehensive scientific study to date 

detailing the effects of global warming on the United States economy, public 

health, coastlines and infrastructure. It describes in precise detail (the "precise" 

predictions have been wrong for 40 years!) how the warming planet (existential 

fallacy -- the planet isn't even warming at this time) will wreak hundreds of billions 

of dollars of damage in coming decades." (for four decades now, doomsday has 

always been projected for "the coming decades") 

"President Trump has often questioned or mocked the basic science of human-

caused climate change, and is now working aggressively to encourage the burning 

of coal and the increase of greenhouse gas pollution." (plant food is not 

"pollution") 

"Under a 1990 law, the federal government is required to issue the climate 

assessment every four years." (so of course, the kept "scientists" are going to 

publish what they were hired to publish!) 

 “I’m watching these arguments between politicians and scientists, but I’m on the 

ground with public works officials who say that argument’s irrelevant,” Mr. 

Chinowsky said. “People are going to get hurt and die if we don’t change the 

policy.” (Oh the bloody drama!) 
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1940: The Arctic was warming //  1970's: The Ice Age was coming // Today: 

They claim, falsely, that it is warming again 

There is simply no exaggerating the importance of the Global Warming TM / 

Climate Change TM hoax to The New World Order crowd. If the control freaks of 

the world ever get their system of international "carbon taxes" embedded into the 

cost of the goods and services which we peasants rely upon just to live even the 

most basic lifestyle; the mass misery and associated dependency could be ratcheted 

up, at will, by these sons of Satan. We're seeing it already with the cruel taxes be 

levied on fuel in Maricon's (not a typo) France. 

Had that Communist harridan (a $10 word for a bossy old hag) been elected 

president in 2016, we would already be experiencing the pain intended by the 

"Paris Climate Accords." With the machinery of voter fraud at her disposal, Killary 

would have pushed the agenda as hard and as far as she dared without any fear of 

an electoral backlash. Who among the Republican'ts would have opposed "the first 

woman president" in her demonic quest to impose carbon taxes? John McStain? 

Paul Ryan? Ha! 

Say what you will about Donald Trump -- but right now, he and his generals are 

the only thing standing between us and world government through carbon taxes 

based on a HOAX. 

  

THE GREENING OF THE REDS  
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Imagine Killary, The Frumpy Frau and the Faggy Frenchman working together 

to implement the Paris Climate Accords across the world.  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump's own 

scientists issued a very gloomy assessment on Climate Change. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Trump will just ignore the problem, just like he ignores 

the assessments of his own intelligence agencies. 
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Sugar: It'ss all Deep Sstate bullsshit, Boobuss --- and you're buyin' it! 

Editor: Most adults still doubt this stuff -- but it is the kids who have been 

coming  up through the schools that worry me. At some point, this international 

criminal hoax has got to be busted open. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: George Bush, 41st President, Dies at 94 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
*Because some of you have missed the humor in this piece and think we've gone 

soft, we wish to clarify that our "restraint" and "respect" for the deceased is 

purely sarcastic and satirical. Bush was clearly a wicked rat. Read between the 

lines, people! 

  
  

Boy oh boy -- what a rough crowd of loyal subscribers we have here at The Anti-

New York Times. Within hours of the convenient death or disappearance of 

George H W Bush (more on that later), several readers e-mailed us expressing 

their eagerness to read our brass-knuckled "eulogy" of what one fan referred to as 

"that evil old bastard." Sorry to disappoint "youse guys," but out of a basic respect 

for the dead and for the office of the presidency, it's way too early to do a negative 

expose of Bush 41 -- in spite of his record. Not today. Not today. 
 

 
A little weird --- George Bush, wife Barbara Bush, and Bush's heart-doctor, 

Mark Hausknecht, all dead within seven months of each other (Hausknecht was 

killed in a drive-by bicycle shooting)  
  

  
The appropriate time will come when we might note that Bush 41's snake of a 

father, Senator Prescott Bush (R-CT), was one of President Eisenhower's key 

hatchet men in the Senate that "Ike" used to degrade and finally take down the 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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great anti-Communist / anti-Globalist fighter, Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin. -- 

It's just not a fitting time to cite such hard truths. 

  

And someday in the near future, we might remind people that Bush, while at Yale, 

belonged to the notorious "Skull & Bones" -- an elitist secret society whose 

members are often associated with the New World Order conspiracy. But not 

today. 

  

And perhaps a few months from now, we might mention the fact that CIA agent 

Bush (39 at the time) was in Dallas on that fateful day that John F Kennedy was 

assassinated by the "Deep State" which the Bush clan has long served. But not 

now. It just ain't fittin'. 

  
  

 
1. Behind the scenes, Globalist Eisenhower conspired with Senator Prescott 

Bush (and others) to betray fellow Republican Joe McCarthy. Prescott Bush’s 

son and grandson will later become U.S. Presidents. // 2. Yale's elitist and super-

secretive Skull & Bones has groomed many a conspirator and traitor. (Bush is 

circled) //  3. It has been confirmed (by old newspapers of the day) that Bush was 

in Dallas on the day of JFK's murder. The image appears to show him standing 

in front of the infamous "Texas School Book Depository." 

  

  
We might one day mention that Bush headed the CIA at a time (late 1976-7's) 

when the agency was recruiting terrorists and other assorted mercenaries as part of 

the preliminary groundwork for staging a bloody, decade-long proxy war against 

the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. But not now. 

  

We might one day remind people of how, as a Republican primary candidate for 

president in 1980, Bush ridiculed fellow Republican Ronald Reagan's proposals 

for cutting tax rates as "voo doo economics" -- earning him the praise of 
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Sulzberger's Slimes and Keynesian Marxist "economists" everywhere. ---  But not 

now.   

  

And when we think the time is right, we might reveal the fact that the Bush Crime 

Family was directly linked to the Hinckley family which spawned John Hinckley 

Jr -- the almost-assassin (or patsy?) of President Ronald Reagan. Had Reagan 

died that day in 1981, CIA-VP Bush would have taken his place. But's it's waaay 

too soon to even mention such an explosive "conspiracy theory" ™. 

  

 
1. The bloody and protracted "Afghanistan Bear Trap" was engineered, years in 

advance, by Bush's CIA. // 2. The commie-pinko press LOVED IT when 

"Republican" Bush trashed Reagan's tax-cutting proposals as "voodoo 

economics." // 3. Bush came within inches of becoming President ---  Headline: 

"Bush's son was to dine with suspect's brother." 
 

  
And after a proper period of "national mourning" ™ has passed, we might bring up 

the multiple tax increases which Bush, as President, eagerly signed into law in 

1990. This was after having been elected in 1988 with the oft-repeated and 

shouted-out slogan, "Read my lips. No -- new-- taxes!"  --- It's just not a proper 

time. Decorum, ya know. 

  

In due time, we may talk about the very strange 1989 mini-war that first-year 

President Bush waged upon Panama for the purpose of shutting up Panamanian 

leader, Manuel Noriega. That mysterious adventure led to the aerial slaughter of 

several hundred Panamanian citizens, and the senseless deaths of 23 U.S. troops. -- 

But we won't bring up Panama today --- not good etiquette. 

  

And maybe one day we'll point out how it was President Bush 41 who -- in a break 

from the policy of his predecessor, Ronald Reagan -- gave the final kick to the 
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once prosperous and safe nation of South Africa -- thus helping to usher in the 

murderous, communist era of Nelson Mandela (one year after Bush left office) and 

his even worse successors. -- But not during the mourning period. OK? 

  

 
1. Bush's broken promise on tax-hikes caused conservatives to stay home in 1992 

as Bush lost his re-election bid to Demonrat challenger Bill Clinton. // 2. 

Senseless carnage in Panama --- probably to silence Noriega about CIA drug-

running. // Bush 41 accomplished what no Demonrat could have gotten away 

with. He cleaned up the reputation of the communist terrorist Nelson Mandela in 

preparation for Mandela's 1994 takeover -- and subsequent destruction -- of 

White ruled South Africa. 

  
And after observing a period of respect for the deceased, we could review all of 

Papa Bush's lies which led to the first Gulf War in Kuwait / Iraq -- a bloody event 

which was the origin of 30 years (and counting) of chaos, severe economic 

hardship and torrential bloodshed for the various Arab peoples of the region; and 

the cause of the deaths of thousands of dead U.S. servicemen and tens of thousands 

more maimed; and the cause of TRILLIONS of dollars in wasted tax-payer 

resources. ---- Maybe later. 

  

And finally (though there's plenty more still to talk about, like Bush's connection to 

the Rockefellers and his membership in the CFR & TriLateral Commission!), we 

may eventually cite Bush's back-stabbing of a disintegrated Soviet Union and the 

new Russian state. It was the Bush / Council on Foreign Relation gang that 

dispatched an army of economic hit men to begin the rape of Russia which would 

then intensify during the 8-year reign of Kill & Killary Clinton. -- But now is 

simply not the time to even bring up such matters. 
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1. "The Highway of Death" --- fleeing Iraqi troops and civilians were mass 

slaughtered in the most cowardly fashion. // 2. Working with the traitor 

Gorbachev, Bush laid the foundation for the coming rape of Russia -- a period of 

immense suffering and humiliation for Russia, in advance of what was supposed 

to be the final conquest of Eurasia for The New World Order. // 3. George Bush 

getting chummy with arch-Globalist gangster, David Rockefeller. The Bushes 

and the Rockefellers go back a long way.  

  
Apart from the points of the Bush record of "service," we would like to mention 

the very convenient timing of this death. December 5th has been declared a 

"National Day of Morning." The significance of that day -- often referred to, for 

many weeks now, by Q-Anon as "D5" -- is that it was supposed to be the day that 

the House was to hear testimony from John Huber, the prosecutor appointed by 

former Attorney General Jeff Sessions to probe criminal activity by the Clinton 

Foundation. That hearing will be postponed now because Trump is shutting down 

the government that day --- which is probably a smart move because we don't want 

Huber's potentially devastating testimony to be overshadowed by the usual media-

circus associated with a state funeral. 

  

Anyway, we hope "youse guys" aren't too disappointed that we, out of respect, 

chose not to even mention any of the many misdeeds of Papa Bush. Maybe next 

year. 
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September 11, 1990 / Speech before Congress 

 

"Once again, Americans have stepped forward to share a tearful good-bye with 

their families before leaving for a strange and distant shore. At this very 

moment, they serve together with Arabs, Europeans, Asians and Africans in 

defense of principle and the dream of a new world order. 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times, though a Democrat newspaper, 

spoke very highly of George Bush today. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Bush was a class act. Donald Trump could have learned 

a thing or two about civility and bipartisanship from the late President Bush. 
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   Sugar: "I'm glad that Globalisst sson-of-a-bitch is frickin' dead!" 

  

Editor: Dammit, Sugar! Couldn't you at least wait until the funeral was over? 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

Headlines From Recent Days & Months 

 

• NY Times: Spain’s Far Right Could Help Oust Socialists in 

Largest Region 

• NY Times: Macron Returns to Turmoil, as France Weighs 

State of Emergency 

• NY Times: How the Far Right Conquered Sweden 

• NY Times: Brazil Lurches to the Right  

• NY Times: In Italy Election, Anti-E.U. Views Pay Off for Far 

Right and Populists  

• NY Times: Can Germany’s Center Hold Against the Far 

Right? 

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

It's official, boys and girls -- Bolshevik bed-wetters in New York, DC, London, 

Brussels, Paris, Berlin etc. are all in panic mode. That's because -- all across 

Europe, Asia and Latin America -- the "far right" ™ is on a roll!  

But hold off on popping those champagne bottles just yet. For not only do the 

Globalists and their henchmen still control the vital institutions of media, culture, 

finance, social media, book publishing and education; but in the Globalese 

language, "far right" ™ can often mean weak, ever-compromising "centrist" P-

words who are no match for their aggressive counterparts on the "far left."  

Nonetheless, if the international "far right" ™ can succeed in breaking up or at 

least neutering the European Union, halting the Turd World "migrant" ™ invasion, 

making peace with Russia, and thwarting the nefarious goals of the Global 

Warming ™ Climate Change ™  hoaxsters -- all of which seem doable -- then at 
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least we can avoid the imminent hell-on-Earth that we had appeared to be heading 

towards during Killary Clinton's seemingly unstoppable drive for the White 

House in 2016.  

Thank you Jesus! 

   

 The "Yellow Vest" protests in France have grown so large and so intense that 

Le Fag Maricon now wants to sit down and talk with the opposition. 

  

Speaking of that nasty, murdering, money-grubbing, child-trafficking neo-Marxist 

harridan (a $10 word for a bossy old hag), her recent acknowledgement of the 

success of what Sulzberger's Slimes refers to as a European "lurch" to the right -- 

as well as her "solution" to the trend -- is particularly delightful. 

From the stinking hole in the Hildebeast's haggard face: 

"I think Europe needs to get a handle on migration because that is what lit the 

flame. ... I admire the very generous and compassionate approaches that were 

taken particularly by leaders like Angela Merkel, but I think it is fair to say Europe 

has done its part, and must send a very clear message — 'We are not going to be 

able to continue provide refuge and support' — because if we don't deal with the 

migration issue it will continue to roil the body politic." 

You see, it's not the demographic destruction of Europe that has got Killary so 

concerned. No. The only reason she wants to curb the migrant invasion is because 

it is pushing the "body politic" rightward. 
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 The rise of populist nationalists like Conti in Italy (#1) and Bolsonaro in Brazil 

(#2) has got the irrelevant Hildebeast worried. 

  

One final observation about something which we have suspected for a while now, 

but weren't 100% certain about -- until now. Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" 

of The Anti-New York Times is now convinced that there is a single hidden hand 

coordinating the populist uprisings throughout the world. The tell-tale signs are all 

there: the "spontaneity," the professional marketing, the "spread" of the 

demonstrations and now, a catchy gimmick / theme --- the yellow vests. 

From the article, about the large and violent protests taking place in Maricon's 

(not a typo) France: 

"After surveying the destruction, Mr. Macron ordered Prime Minister Édouard 

Philippe to meet with representatives of the “Yellow Vests” protest movement and 

with the leaders of the opposition political parties."  

Similar to the history-changing Globalist orchestrated uprisings of 1848, and 

completely in line with Q-Anon's year-old forecasts of a "worldwide" liberation 

movement,  anti-Establishment Yellow Vest protests are now "spreading" to 

Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. The international "White Hat" coalition -- 

headed by Trump and his generals -- have taken a page out of the CIA / NGO / 

George Soros book of  "color revolutions" -- and its got the seditious scum at 

Silzberger's Slimes sweating. 

The movement is real; but the question remains: Can the bruised but still mighty 

Evil Empire and its legions of libtards actually be defeated and routed out in the 

long term? We don't know. Stay tuned. 
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The orchestrated anti-Globalist "Yellow Vest" movement started in France, and 

has since "spreads" to Belgium, Netherlands, and Germany  

  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I have read many articles in recent weeks about the 

ascendancy of populist nationalist movements popping up spontaneously all over 

Europe and South America. 

Boobus Americanus 2: That's scary. People have already forgotten the history of 

the 1930's and what this populist nationalism nonsense will ultimately lead to. 
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  Sugar: Boobuss, you ignorant corn-ball! I hope it leadss to the day when we 

ssee all of thesse Globalisst m-efferss sstrung up by lampostss all across Europe! 

  

Editor: And America too. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

   

NY Times: Trump Urges Maximum Sentence for Lawyer 

Who Implicated Him 

   

Washinton Post: ‘Who is Scott Free?’ A search for meaning 

after Trump’s misuse of a medieval idiom.  

  

People Magazine: Trump’s Latest Misspelling Has Twitter 

Users Wondering: Who Is Scott Free?  
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

All of libtardom was once again giddy with hope over the possibility that Michael 

Cohen -- the Trump lawyer who arranged for the hush-money payoff to porn star 

"Stormy" Daniels --  would hang Trump with testimony given to Robert 

Mueller's team. We have believed all along, and continue to suspect that 

"Stormy," Cohen, Michael Avenatti (Stormy's big-mouth lawyer) and Mueller 

himself are all part of the stage-managed "storm" which Trump himself said was 

coming and Q-Anon has been describing.  

The object of the great sting operation is to have people like Cohen, Roger Stone, 

Jerome Corsi, General Mike Flynn, Paul Manafort and others -- under the 

pretext of being "investigated" -- serve as vessels for funneling illegally-obtained 

(NSA / WikiLeaks etc.) evidence into a legal investigation so that it can then be 

used in a court-of-law against REAL evil-doers. This trick is called, "washing the 

fruit of the poison tree." That's our call, and we're sticking to it with 75% certainty. 
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• CNN: December 5, 2018: (General) Flynn has Given 'Substantial 

Assistance' to the Special Counsel 

• ABC News, November 30, 2018: Cohen has spent more than 70 hours in 

interviews with Mueller's team.  

 

 

Supposed enemies of Trump, "Stormy" (get it?) Daniels and attorney Michael 

Avenatti (Image 1) both ended-up making fools of themselves while opening the 

door for Trump lawyer Michael Cohen (Image 2) to be summoned by Robert 

Mueller (Image 3) so that Cohen could give "70 hours of testimony." (washing 

the fruit of the poison tree?) -- How convenient.  

  

General Flynn was simultaneously the Director of the Defense Intelligence 

Agency, commander of the Joint Functional Component Command for 

Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance, and chairman of the Military 

Intelligence Board. After strongly opposing the idea of toppling Assad of Syria, he 

was fired by Obongo and smeared by the press. Flynn -- through extra-legal 

channels -- knows EVERYTHING about the pedo-monsters and their dirty works. 

His son has even tweeted about the "PizzaGate" pedo-monsters. And now, perhaps, 

ex-Marine Captain Mueller knows it all and has it all legally as well?  

As for those of you who still doubt the fact that it is Trump and his generals who 

are using Q-Anon to convey "crumbs" to followers of "The Storm," Trump's 

recent tweets have got to be the most obvious "in-your-face" clues of the many he 

has already given us. From the article: 
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"Mr. Trump’s latest Twitter fusillade came after Mr. Cohen pleaded guilty to lying 

to Congress about the duration of his work for the Trump Organization on a 

proposed, but never completed, Trump Tower project in Moscow. 

'Michael Cohen ... makes up stories to get a GREAT & ALREADY reduced deal for 

himself, and get his wife and father-in-law (who has the money?) off Scott Free. 

He lied for this outcome and should, in my opinion, serve a full and complete 

sentence." 

Immediately after that tweet, the libtardom blogosphere exploded with ridicule  

over "stupid" Trump's "mistaken" use of the term "Scott Free" (Caps are Trump's) 

-- which was taken as a misspelling of "scot free" -- an idiom from medieval 

Scotland used to now describe "getting away with something." Articles, bloggers 

and one snarky twitter poster after another mocked Trump by asking "Who is Scott 

Free?"   

  

Well, dear oh-so-intelligent libtards, the joke is on YOU! Trump, whose mother 

was from Scotland and spoke with a Scottish accent, surely knows the difference 

between "scot" and "Scott." And if you had followed Q-Anon's subsequent post 

explaining, in detail, what Trump had just done -- you all would have known that 

he was sending a signal. (here) 

 
 

 
1. Intell man Flynn "knows where all of the bodies are buried." // 2 &3. Silly 

libtards! Trump's mother (maiden name: Mary Anne MacLeod) came from 

Scotland at age 18. Don't you think he knows how to spell "scot" correctly? 

  

  

https://qanon.pub/#2543
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It turns out that "Scott Free Productions" (scottfree.com) is the name of brothers 

Tony and Ridley Scott's production company -- best known for the film 

Gladiator (2000). The "Scott Free" company had previously produced "The 

White Squall" (1996) --- a film about a  group of late-teen-agers training for 

manhood aboard a sail ship that is suddenly whacked by a severe storm. The motto 

of the ship's captain and his young passengers who must quickly come of age is: 

"Where we go one, we go all!"  -- the same motto and or acronym (WWG1WGA) 

which Q-Anon has posted about 100 times over the past year. Indeed, Q told us 

many months ago that the whole theme of "The Storm" was actually taken from 

this movie -- and even posted the trailer of the film which also includes the line, 

"The calm before the storm." (here) 

  

There's no doubt about this one, boys and girls. Trump, and his "mistake" about 

"Scott Free" is his latest way of telling us that he and Q-Anon are working 

together, and that "the plan" to crush the Globalists is proceeding along as 

scheduled. Whether they can pull it off or not is the only question that remains. As 

we have said many times before, the Evil Empire is still very strong, and very 

resilient. The saga continues. 

  

  

 

"Calm before the storm" --- a "Scott Free" production.  

 
 

http://scottfree.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM&feature=youtu.be
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Scott Free = The White Squall (Storm) = WWG1WGA  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: Did you see that Trump tweet in which he mis-spelled 

the scot in "scot-free." 

Boobus Americanus 2: What an idiot! He knows that he can't spell. So why 

doesn't he have someone check his crazy tweets before posting? 
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  Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' cretin! In due time you will realize that Trump iss 

"crazy" like a sly cat. 

  

Editor: Uh ... That's "crazy like a fox," sweetie. Not a cat. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: A Conservative Magazine May Pay a Price for 

Being Unfriendly to Trump 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

The "conservative" (ha ha ha ha) Weekly Standard was started in 1995 by 

William Kristol (cough cough), assisted by Fred Barnes and John Podhoretz 

(cough cough), with financing from mogul Rupert Murdoch of Faux News & Sky 

News fame, who later sold it to  Clarity Media, in 2009. Though the 23-year-old 

publication was never profitable -- losing as much as $1 million per year at times -- 

the WS served as the guiding psuedo-intellectual light for the aggressive "foreign 

policy" ™ of the Dickhead Cheney-John McStain "neo-conservative" wing of 

the Republican't Party.  

Though often strongly critical of the domestic policies of Presidents Clinton and 

Obongo, the real reason for the WS's attacks against "the Left" had to do with the 

fact that Kristol's crowd of "ex-Marxist" neo-cons always favored Israel Firstism 

and direct war (like Iraq) over the restrain-Israel policy  and "soft power" 

maneuvers / proxy wars (like Syria) preferred by most Demonrats and "moderate" 

Repubs.  

It is no exaggeration to say that during its heyday, for its leveraged ability to 

instruct and command key policy-makers, Kristol's low circulation / money-losing 

magazine wielded as much influence as any media organization in America. 
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1 & 2. William Kristol of the Weekly Standard was also the leading architect of 

the Project for the New American Century (PNAC) "thinktank" group which 

foretold -- 2 years in advance -- of the coming "New Pearl Harbor" which would 

dramatically change American foreign policy throughout Asia. This gang had 

advance knowledge of the false-flag attacks of 9-11-2001. // The "conservative" 

WS's hatred for Trump is as intense as anything coming out of Sulzberger's 

Slimes. 

Kristol was very proud of the hidden influence which his war-making propaganda 

pamphlet once wielded throughout DC. In 2003 -- the first year of the disastrous 

Bush-Cheney Iraq War -- although the magazine's circulation was only a puny 

55,000, guru Kristol boasted: 

"We have a funny relationship with the top tier of the (Bush) administration. They 

very much keep us at arm's length, but (Vice President) Dick Cheney does send 

over someone to pick up 30 copies of the magazine every Monday."  

That was then; but now, in the era of the "isolationist" ™ Trump, the future of the 

suddenly-irrelevant and viciously anti-Trump WS (under new editor in chief, 

Stephen F. Hayes) is in imminent danger of folding up. Useful gentile operative 

Hayes earned his honorary Star of David with the absurd 2004 book titled,  The 

Connection: How al-Qaeda’s Collaboration With Saddam Hussein Has 

Endangered America.   
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Hired hack and current WS Editor Stephen Hayes of the WS concocted a link 

between the falsely accused Osama Bin Laden and falsely accused  Saddam 

Hussein. He also authored a glowing book about the bloodthirsty political hero 

of the "neo-cons" -- Dickhead Cheney. 

  
Kristol, who wanted the U.S. to directly challenge Russia over the 2008 Georgia 

incident, remains a contributer to the WS and is as aggressive as ever. Just last 

month, the certifiably insane keyboard warrior, in a truly bizarre tweetstorm, called 

for "regime change" ™ in China. We kid you not: 

"Yesterday I asked "Shouldn’t an important U.S. foreign policy goal of the next 

couple of decades be regime change in China?" The question implies that I think 

the right answer is Yes. I gather there's been a bit of a reaction to this suggestion." 

"I'm glad to have stimulated some debate, and I hope some re-thinking. I'll put my 

position simply. The case for regime change shouldn't really be controversial. The 

U.S. at its best has always stood for the proposition that all people everywhere 

deserve to be free." 

  

Adding irony to idiocy and irresponsibility, in December, 2017, the fact-twisting 

"conservative" WS was named an official "fact-checking partner" for 

Marx Zuckerberg's Fakebook (which recently suspended our account!) Though 

Kristol / Hayes' subversive periodical will be gone soon, it is interesting to note 

who they are promoting for the 2020 QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) -- the 

former Republican't governette of South Carolina and recently "resigned" U.N. 

Ambassador, Nikki Haley.  

Good riddance to these literary lunatics! Thanks Trump. 
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In addition to hating Trump, the psychopaths at the WS hate Putin and hate Xi -

- but they love Nikki Haley -- the slutty, ambitious, back-stabbing mole who we 

believe was forced out by Trump.  

  

  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that an anti-Trump 

conservative magazine called the Weekly Standard may be going out of business 

soon. 

Boobus Americanus 2: The Weekly Standard? I never heard of it. 
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  Sugar: It'ss only for Republican't inssiderss to read and take insstructions 

from, Boobuss. 

  

Editor: Thank God that the deadly influence of this small clique has finally been 

broken. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Mourning Not Just George Bush’s Death, but the 

World Order He Helped Build 

  
BY MARK LANDLER  

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

So, CIA swamp creature George H W Bush helped to build a "World Order,"  

eh Landler (cough cough)? You sound like one of them there crazy "conspiracy 

theorists" ™ we're always hearing about. But maybe you're not so crazy. After all, 

did not Bush himself, on several occasions, while President, use that very term?  

Flashback:  
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When insiders like Bush and Landler use the term "New World Order," they are 

actually sending a signal to other elites "in the know" or on the periphery of the 

insiders' circle. Ironically, their use of the term and other insider talk has, over the 

years, provided us "conspiracy theorists" ™ with a ton of material to make a solid 

case against them for conspiring to take over the planet. It can no longer be called a 

"conspiracy theory" ™ when they admit to it!  

  

Following are just a few of the damning quotes, coming straight from "them," that 

ought to really help "youse guys" with the never-ending / often discouraging effort 

to wake the dumb-as-dirt normies in your life. 

  

Carroll Quigley (Georgetown professor, mentor to Bill Clinton): “The powers of 

financial capitalism had a far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world 

system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system 

of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be 

controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in 

concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences.”  

Richard Gardner: (CFR member, U.S. Ambassador to Italy and Spain): The New 

World Order will have to be built from the bottom up rather than from the top 

down...an end run around national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece, will 

accomplish much more than the old fashioned frontal assault. 

Strobe Talbott: (CFR, Oxford room-mate of Bill Clinton, Deputy Under-Secretary 

of State in Clinton administration): "Nationhood as we know it will be obsolete; all 

states will recognize a single global authority." 
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Quigley -- Talbott -- Gardner  

  

And some more:  

Walter Cronkite (CBS News Legend): "It seems to many of us that if we are to 

avoid the eventual catastrophic world conflict we must strengthen the United 

Nations as a first step toward a world government with a legislature, executive 

and judiciary, and police to enforce its international laws and keep the peace. ... 

We Americans are going to have to yield up some of our sovereignty. That's going 

to be to many a bitter pill." 

Killary Clinton: (following Cronkite's treasonous remarks): "Good evening and 

congratulations, Walter, on receiving the World Federalist Association's Global 

Governance Award.  

 

 

The logo of Cronkite's CBS depicts the same all-seeing eye as the logo for the 

"Novus Ordo Seclorum" (New World Order for the Ages) found on the back of a 

$1 dollar bill. 
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 * 

 

 Killary congratulates Comrade Cronkite via live video feed after he accepted his 

world government award...  

"For decades, you told us 'the way it is,' but tonight, we honor you for fighting 

for the way it could be." 

  

* 

  

There is a bright spot contained in Landler's article: 

"Mr. Trump has gleefully tried to dismantle the European and global institutions 

that Mr. Bush and his Cold War-vintage colleagues built.  

(Quoting 9/11 conspirator / cover up artist Philip D. Zelikow):  “Now here were 

are, as the system these leaders created is drifting into great jeopardy. “What 

exactly is the partnership that is managing this now?” he asked." 

When scum like Landler and Zelikow (cough cough) start lamenting about how 

Trump is putting "world order" in "great jeopardy," it means that the Evil Empire 

is worried that their One World slave state may not come to fruition -- at least not 

anytime soon. Let us all hope and pray that "their" wicked scheme to build a global 

ant farm never comes to pass. 
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Trump: “We will no longer surrender this country or its people to the false song of 

globalism.  My foreign policy will always put the interest of the American people 

and America security above all else. That will be the foundation of every single 

decision I will make.” 

 “America First will be the major and overriding theme of my administration,”  

 * 

Putin: "What is a unipolar world? However one might embellish this term, at the 

end of the day it refers to one type of situation, namely one centre of authority, one 

centre of force, one centre of decision-making.  

It is world in which there is one master, one sovereign. And at the end of the day 

this is pernicious not only for all those within this system, but also for the 

sovereign itself because it destroys itself from within....I consider that the unipolar 

model is not only unacceptable but also impossible in today's world. " 

  

So you see, as confirmed by the very words of many high and well-connected 

people, both pro and con, The New World Order "conspiracy theory" ™ is no 

longer a theory after all. It's a reality. And that, boys and girls, is why Trump and 

Putin are relentlessly attacked by the Fake News / Piranha Press.  

 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump in 

tearing down the World Order that George Bush 41 helped to build. 

Boobus Americanus 2: The world will become a much more dangerous place if 

that happens. 

  

  

  

  Sugar: Oh really, Boobuss brainless? Tell me, after 28 straight years of 

invasionss, bombingss and CIA proxy warss againsst multiple countriess, what 

nation has Trump waged war againsst? 

  

Editor: Good point. To the contrary, Trump has thawed the cold war with China 

and Russia, ended the proxy war in Syria, and deactivated the dangerous 

situation on the Korean peninsula. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

 
 

The centrist Christian Democratic Union elected Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer to 

succeed Angela Merkel as party leader. She is sometimes referred to as “Mini-

Merkel.” 
 

NY Times: Merkel’s Party Picks Successor in Her Image: 

Wry, Moderate and a Woman 
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

As The Frumpy Frau of Germany prepares to finally make her grand exit from 

"the world stage ™," she has successfully positioned an equally odious beast of a 

hyphenated "modern" female to succeed her as Party Leader. Dubbed by the 

German press as "Mini-Merkel," Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer makes Manly 

Mamma Merkel seem feminine by comparison. Already, the Bolshevik birds of the 

worldwide Piranha Press are singing the praises of "AKK" -- the presumptive next 

Chancellor of Germany.  

  

The article gushes:  

  

"She is a moderate centrist with a humble leadership style and wry sense of humor. 

She does not boast. But she has a track record of forging unlikely consensus — and 

winning elections. 
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"Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer, the new leader of Germany’s most powerful 

political party and likely future chancellor, sounds a lot like the current one.  

Ms. Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union announced its new leader on Friday 

after a closely watched vote by party delegates who chose from a list of three 

candidates: Ms. Kramp-Karrenbauer and two men who had vowed to take the 

party to the right. 

At a time when voters elsewhere in Europe and the world are clamoring for 

radical change and are turning to populist — and often male — leaders promising 

easy answers to complex global problems, Germany’s biggest party on Friday 

opted for the opposite: a woman succeeding another woman with a nuanced 

political program that above all represents continuity and stability." 

Oh barf! --- In short, meet the new boss-hag -- same as the old one. 

  

  

1 & 2. Stick a pair of bolts in this androgynous hag's neck and she's a ringer for 

another famous German monster of horror film fame. // 3. Deutschland's 

Douchebags: Merkel's treasonous and tyrannical legacy will live on through 

Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer -- her hand-picked "Mini-Me." 

  

As disturbing as the fact that yet another Marxist-Globalist-European Unionist, 

falsely advertising itself under the ridiculously deceitful banner of "center-right," 

may one day soon be holding the position that The Great One (that's Hitler for 

you newbies & normies -- sorry Tom ;) ) so capably and honorably held from 

1933-1945; Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times 

is equally troubled by the suicidal and growing trend of domineering, smothering, 

suicidally altruistic, illogical, spendaholic female nanny-staters serving in 
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unnatural positions of high political power over men -- albeit mostly useless, 

corrupt and de-balled men. 

It is not out of disrespect for women, but rather, to the contrary, out of the highest 

respect for them that we can only heap mockery upon this silly spectacle of 

political bosses in pant suits. A woman's place and her ultimate satisfaction in life 

is to be found not in the bloody, nasty, and intrinsically cunning worlds of politics 

or corporate board rooms; but rather in the "hearth and home" -- in sweet 

submission to a benevolent, strong, wise and protective husband whose last name 

she accepts without the frickin' hypen! 

Indeed, British Queen Victoria -- though she naively allowed the despicable 

Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli (cough cough) to undermine the long term 

interests of the Empire -- was spot-on correct when she looked into the future and 

warned about feminism and women in politics:  

  

 
 

"I am most anxious to enlist everyone who can speak or write to join in checking 

this mad, wicked folly of "Women's Rights", with all its attendant horrors, on 

which her poor feeble sex is bent, forgetting every sense of womanly feelings and 

propriety. Feminists ought to get a good whipping. Were woman to "unsex" 

themselves by claiming equality with men, they would become the most hateful, 

heathen and disgusting of beings and would surely perish without male 

protection. I love peace and quiet, I hate politics and turmoil. We women are not 

made for governing, and if we are good women, we must dislike these masculine 

occupations." 
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Tell it Queenie, tell it! And yet, we doubt that even Queen Victoria could have 

foreseen this idiotic modern feminist freak show that is still rapidly spreading all 

across the western world.  

.  

  

 YIKES! 

A few of the "hateful, heathen and disgusting" finger-waving maniacs 
that Queen Victoria accurately foresaw: Killary Rotten Clinton, Senator 
Elizabeth "Pocahontas" Warren, Congresswoman Maxi-Pad Waters. 

 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Merkel's 

choice to succeed her is very similar to her. She is a women and a moderate 

centrist.  

Boobus Americanus 2: Merkel has done a great job.  
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  Sugar: Yess, Boobuss! That Bolshevik bitch has done a GREAT job all right --- 

a great job of jailing real hisstorianss, hounding 95-year-old SS men to their 

deathss, running up debt, sspreading the homossexsual plague, and flooding 

Germany with wave after wave frickin' Turd World free-loaderss! 

  

Editor: As Merkel falls out of favor with many Germans, the usual suspects are 

grinning behind the rise of "AKK" -- who is no different.   ("For non-auto-

donors, it's time for semi-annual renewal. See below) 
 

 

 

 

 

\\\ 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Justin Trudeau’s Carbon Tax Push Finds Critics 

on All Sides 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
Like his butt-buddy Emmanuel Maricon (not a typo) over in La France, Prime 

Sinister Justine Trudeau of Canada is also facing some push-back over the 

Globalist scheme to impose a tax on harmless plant food, aka a "carbon tax." In 

addition to publishing a book on the Greenhouse Effect ™ / Global Warming ™ / 

Climate Change ™ SCAM, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-

New York Times has already posted many rebuttals -- some quite recently -- 

addressing the fallacies of the "science" and the real motive (world government) 

behind the elaborate 40-year-old hoax. So, let's give the "climate denial" ™ 

arguments a rest, at least for now. 

Instead of debunking the same old crap about "rising temperatures" and "melting 

ice-caps" and "intensifying hurricanes," we thought we would focus on another 

important aspect of this "debate" -- namely, the annoying and potentially fatal 

tactical error which the guys on "our side" continue to make. Can you guess what 

that is? 

  

 

1. Mademoiselles Maricon of France and Justine of Quebec look about ready to 

French-kiss. // 2. In entertaining and easy-to-understand language, Climate 

Bogeyman thoroughly debunks the junk-science and also exposes the motive of 

the great scam. // 3. But too many mealy-mouthed opponents of "carbon taxes" 

continue to make a fatal error of logic and debating. 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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Have you guessed yet as to what this fatal debating error which we speak of is? 

From the article (we'll even bold-red-letter it for "youse guys"):  

"Mainstream conservative politicians in Canada do not deny that climate change 

is a significant problem, or even a crisis. But they have pushed back hard against 

carbon pricing with, among other things, legal challenges to the federal 

government’s right to impose a carbon plan in their provinces." 

Idiots! To use a football metaphor, in admitting that man-made "climate change" is 

a "significant problem," de-balled pantie-wetting "cuckservatives," ever-fearful of 

being branded by the Piranha Press as "climate change deniers" ™ , have handed 

the ball to the Globalists deep in conservative territory. With the real science 

totally on our side, supported by numerous proven cases of data-rigging, it is we 

who should be charging them with scientific fraud, embezzlement of taxpayer 

dollars, corruption of school children and full-blown treason. Force them to have to 

explain away "ClimateGate" and the various whisteblowers who will attest to the 

great global fraud. 

Oh what a deep hole, within the shadow of their own goal post, "they" would be 

confined to if only more "cuckservatives" would grow a pair and stop allowing 

themselves to be placed on the debating defensive all the time! 

  

1. Napoleon Bonaparte (The Great One of the 19th Century): "The purely 

defensive is doomed to defeat." // 2. Trump -- who openly mocks the fake theory 

every chance he gets, understands Napoleon's advice. // 3. The scandalous 

hacked E-mails of East Anglia University -- reviewed in "ClimateGate" by 

author / meteorologist Brian Sussman are all that is necessary to instantly 

transform the entire debate from defensive to offensive, in a manner that even 

Boobus Americanus could understand. 
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There is a profound quote often attributed (some say mis-attributed) to St. 

Augustine. It goes like this: 

"The truth is like a lion; you don't have to defend it. Let it loose; it will defend 

itself." 

The usual suspects know this, which is why there is a direct correlation between 

the degree of truth spoken / written, and the level of hatred and attacks launched 

against the truther. As a crucifix is to Dracula, so is the truth to the Satanic agents 

of Globalism and their libtard legions of loons. Hit them hard with the statement -- 

backed-up by evidence -- that the Greenhouse Effect ™ / Global Warming ™ / 

Climate Change ™ scam is 100% "BULLSHIT," and watch them squeal in 

panicked agony: "Denier! Denier!"  

Conversely, concede the fact that GE/GW/CC is indeed a "significant problem," 

but that we should consider other alternatives to combating it while taking into 

account any adverse economic implications as part of a delicate balancing act blah 

blah blah --  and see how the Satanic vermin at Sulzberger's Slimes will 

respectfully publish such an opinion -- as was done in this piece about the 

"legitimate concerns" of "Canadian conservatives." That's because "they" know 

that the moment that their fearful opponents admit to the fact that there is a "crisis," 

they can steamroll them down the field, albeit in a "respectful" manner. 

"They" hate fighters. --- "They" love pussies.  

 
1. Regardless of who said it, it's a damn good quote! // 2. The "crucifix" of truth 

is the only thing that can stop them. Why water it down with unnecessary 

concessions? // 3. A clever modification found online. 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times that mainstream 

conservatives in Canada, though they accept the reality of Climate Change, have 

some concerns about the economic consequences of carbon taxes. 

Boobus Americanus 2: It's a very legitimate concern. We should proceed 

gradually with such taxes. 

  

  

  
  Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' dullard! It'ss a frickin' sscam.   

  

Editor: Had cuckservatives been shouting that 30 years ago, Boobus might have 

been saved as a child. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: Jewish, Too? 
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Well, it's official, boys and girls! Poised to become the youngest U.S. 

congresswoman ever in just a few weeks from now, the intensely hyped-up little 

29-year-old communist harlot from the Bronx has just announced her intention to 

rapidly climb the political ladder as far and as fast as age restrictions will allow her 

to (30 to become a senator, 35 for president).  

  

Now, don't misunderstand. Senorita Cortez didn't actually say that in words. But 

she may as well have. The article reveals her obvious game: 

"Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the self-described Puerto Rican “girl from the Bronx” 

.... added another layer to a complex personal story: She has Jewish heritage. 

Ms. Ocasio-Cortez, a New York Democrat, made the reveal on Sunday evening at 

a Jackson Heights synagogue in Queens, telling the crowd that “a very, very long 

time ago, generations and generations ago, my family consisted of Sephardic Jews. 

* Sephardic Jews -- not to be confused with the Ashkenazi converts of Central Asian origin, 

were the olive-skinned descendents of converts of North African origin. They were booted out 

of Spain in 1492 for the usual reasons. 

American founding father / philosopher / statesman /scientist / inventor Benjamin 

Franklin once observed that "cunning proceeds from want (lack) of capacity." 

And indeed it does. For as dumb and as incapable as this big-mouthed little girl 

may be, she certainly does not lack for cunning. The Bolshevik bitch knows damn 

well that by "revealing" her totally unverifiable microscopic "Jewish heritage" 

from 500 years ago, she has further ingratiated herself with that terrible Marxist 

Tribe which can make or break any ambitious politician.  

Clever girl! 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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1 & 2. Fed up with the usual suspects and their usual tricks, Queen Isabella was 

forced to crack down on the poor, innocent, ever-"persecuted" Jews. Many 

ended up in the New World (where they set up the slave trade). // 3. Taking a 

page out of Liz "Pocahontas" Warren's book, the ambitious and ridiculous 

Senorita proudly claims to have a droplet of blood passed down to her from some 

of these banished Sephardics of the 15th Century. 

The announcement delighted the assembled and flattered self-chosenites at the 

Queens synagogue celebrating Hanukkah. Amid smiles and laughter while 

standing in the shadow of a menorah, Senorita Cortez, after making her 

announcement, replied to someone in the crowd with that annoying "Valley Girl" / 

Millennial vernacular of hers: “He’s like: ‘I told you! I knew it! I sensed it!” News 

of her "Jewishness" has already spread across media outlets in America and Isra-

Hell. 

-- And we're "like," -- "Who gives a flying rat's ass?!" 

Senorita Cortez' reminds us of the cunning Jew worship of another dingbat female 

politician from the last decade -- the goof-ball Sarah Palin. While Governette of 

Alaska, Silly Sarah displayed a small Israeli flag on her office curtain -- very odd 

considering the fact that one could probably fit the entire Jewish population of 

Alaska into an igloo. But Sarah's Star of David did not go unnoticed by the "Neo-

Con" Republican't branch of the Judenpresse. It was William Kristol's soon-to-be-

defunct Weekly Standard that led the Palin for Vice President movement (here) 

which culminated in John McStain plucking this obscure nobody from nowhere 

and transforming her into an overnight sensation among conservatards / FOXtards 

-- and thus making her a multi-millionairess to boot! 

  

Clever girl!  

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2013/08/bill-kristol-doesnt-want-any-more-credit-sarah-palins-career/311984/
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The amazing rise of low IQ Sarah from the Governorship of sparsely populated 

Alaska to Vice Presidential nominee, began by flying a tiny Israeli flag (on 

curtain) as a signal to the Neo-Con bosses of the Republican't Party. After the 

2008 election, her political stardom soon fizzled, but not before she could cash in 

with million dollar book deals (one in 2009 and another in 2010) and $100,000-

a-pop teleprompter reading, er, "speaking" fees (here). --- Ah, show us the 

skekels Sarah, show us the shekels! 

The instant artificial manufacturing of this millennial Marxist moron is 

unprecedented in American history. By comparison, young Teddy Roosevelt, 

before being "rocketed" (his words!) onto the national stage, had his resume built-

up over a few years with a police commissioner job, an assistant naval secretary 

position, and a phony war record which enabled him to successfully run for 

Governor of New York, from which he was later placed as Vice President and 

finally, due to the convenient assassination of conservative William McKinley (at 

the hands of a Red), installed as President.  

Young Dwight Eisenhower had to be leap-frogged again and again over hundreds 

of senior officers before being named Supreme Allied Commander and then, after 

the war, handed the no-show presidency of Columbia University, from which he 

was installed into the White House.  

And years before his stunning CIA-assisted climb, Barack Obongo's resume had 

to be embellished with fake Ivy League degrees, a fake professorship at the 

University of Chicago, and a brief stint as a state legislator in Illinois -- and then a 

freshman U.S. Senator. 

But this Ocasio-Cortez babe bypassed all of that. She dead-ended after college 

(majored in "international relations" (rolling eyes)  -- working as a bartender, 

waitress, and teacher for a "Latino" non-profit before suddenly becoming an instant 

national phenomenon without even having been sworn in as Congressgirl yet! And 

https://www.politico.com/story/2010/01/tea-partiers-give-big-bucks-for-palin-031409
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if her performance at that synagogue the other night was any indication, bigger 

(much bigger!) positions will be handed to her --- once she is old enough.  

  

 

Communist Cortez -- one of 31 soon-to-be House Demonrats supporting a 

"Green New Deal" and an ad boycott of energy companies -- will be 35 years old 

in Election Year 2024. The Judenpresse seems to be grooming her for that year. 

Unless the Globalists are smashed to bits and pieces soon, there may very well be 

enough "minorities," moron milennials, and dead voters to make her president 

at that time. 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Ms. Ocasio-

Cortez is of Spanish Jewish lineage. 

Boobus Americanus 2: What an amazing young lady. I understand she has over 

1.5 million followers on Twitter already! 
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  Sugar: A million and a half moron milennial bed-wetterss! That's our frickin' 

future if Q-Anon and his boyss don't deal a knockout blow and end this 

communisst bullsshit ssoon! 

  

Editor: Indeed, the long term voting demographics are not looking good.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Tabloid Publisher’s Deal in Hush-Money Inquiry 

Adds to Trump’s Danger 
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

While all of loony Libtardia continues to gloat and salivate over the imminent 

demise of Donald Trump -- as many Trump supporters are starting to worry about 

all of Trump's former friends and associates ratting him out for this or that "crime" 

-- Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times stands 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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firm in its belief (about 80% certainty) that Special Counsel Robert Mueller's 

latest ensnared fish, David Pecker of National Enquirer fame, is just playing his 

role in the "sting" strategy for "washing the fruit of the poisoned tree" 

(funneling currently unusable or even illegally obtained evidence into a legal 

investigation).  And oh what bitter fruit that will turn out to be when Libtardia gets 

a taste of it! 

You see, boys and girls, though the pro-Trump National Enquirer may be a 

sensationalist gutter gossip rag that often publishes unsubstantiated claims, the fact 

is, Pecker's publication employs some top-notch snoop-investigators who have in 

the past accurately uncovered scandals which the Fake News media only later 

picked up on. In other words, Pecker, like Trump allies Flynn, Manafort, Cohen, 

Corsi, Stone and others before him, "knows where the bodies are buried." And 

soon, Marine Captain Mueller, who, we believe, works for Trump and his generals, 

will have Pecker's data in his hands -- legally. How convenient. 

  

The National Enquirer's investigators have lots of dirt on lots of people. 

  

 * 
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 * 

Far from getting weaker due to Mueller "closing in" on him, Trump and Q-Anon 

are growing bolder and downright boastful about the hammer that is preparing to 

drop. Recent Q posts have left zero doubt that Trump and Q-Anon are part of 

the same team. A Q-Anon post from December 12 again screamed it in our face -- 

more so than any other past clue -- while mocking the Fake News.  

Q posted a link to a brief video from Trump Hotels twitter page (here). The 

Christmas video shows a handful of stockings, with a single embroidered letter on 

them, hanging from a fireplace mantle. A "T" (Trump) stocking hangs right next to 

a "Q" stocking which a child in the video makes a point to calling attention to. 

Directly above the Q stocking there us a black figurine (the witch Killary?) in a 

closed jar Above the mantle is a painting of Santa Claus holding a hammer in his 

right hand. The artist's inscription at the bottom corner is "QA" (Q-Anon). 

The video is mainly narrated by a baker wearing a frog in her smock (Pepe the alt-

right frog) in which she describes how the giant gingerbread house at the Trump 

hotel in Chicago was baked "brick by brick" over a period of months (a metaphor 

for the constructed jail cells which will hold various deep-state criminals?) Could 

this mean that "Santa Claus" will be giving us the Christmas gift of "dropping the 

hammer?"  

    

Unmistakable hidden "Q" messages coming to us from Trump Hotels 

  

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/TrumpHotels/status/1072253507867152384
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Q posts in reference to the video:  

  

Confirmed. 
PEPE THE BAKER? 

Think POTUS Tweet re: PEPE 

Trolling the FAKE NEWS media IS SO MUCH FUN! 

Q 

Confirmed. 
'QA' > 'QAnon' > Hammer 

More to find over time. 
Happy Hunting! 

Q   

How many names start w/ a 'Q'?  

What are the odds of a 'Q' stocking? 

What are the odds of a 'Q' stocking next to a 'T' stocking? 

How many stockings in total? 

How many letters used? 

Logical thinking. 

A little Holiday Fun for the FAKE NEWS media. 

Think 'Elf on the Shelf'. 

Can you find the next one? 
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Anyone still doubting that that Trump and Q are working together, hence, making 

Q a real phenomenon, is simply not thinking logically. The clues are as numerous 

as they are obvious, and getting more and more "in-your-face" by the day. As we 

have been saying for some time now, the only question remaining is about whether 

or not the "White Hats" can actually pull off the great "sting" and not merely 

damage, but completely and irrevocably crush the Globalists with a "hammer" 

blow. To that end, other good signs are Q's posts, also from December 12, 

indicating that voter fraud will, in due time, be "brought to light" -- and that the 

Federal Reserve will be also be "destroyed." 

  

For someone who is supposedly, to use a boxing term, "on the ropes" as close 

associates and friends are supposedly "turning against him," Trump (through his 

known partner Q) has never spoken so confidently to us, while leading the arrogant 

asses of Libtardia to think it is they who have the advantage. This is totally 

consistent with the genius psych-war principles of Sun Tzu's "The Art of War." 

  

Stay tuned. 
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Tell it master, tell it!  

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that the publisher 

of the National Enquirer has come under scrutiny from Bob Mueller. 

Boobus Americanus 2: This may be the beginning of the end for Trump. 
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  Sugar: Oh thiss is sso terrible, Boobuss! That frickin' Deep State basstard 

Robert Mueller iss running a witch-hunt against Trump. Can't anybody sstop 

him from ruining the Pressident? 

  

Editor: Clever little Sugar is doing her small part to protect the deception.  
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DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Pastor Charged With ‘Inciting Subversion’ as 

China Cracks Down on Churches 
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 

Aaaaww, look. The atheistic Christ-hating Marxist Jews at Sulzberger's Slimes are 

sticking up for "persecuted" Christian pastors in China again. How touching! From 

the article: 

"An outspoken Chinese pastor and his wife face up to 15 years in prison after 

being charged with inciting to subvert state power, a sign that Chinese authorities 

are intensifying a crackdown on religious groups, one of the most serious in recent 

decades." 

Wethinks we're gonna cry. From whence this sudden love for Christ's spokesmen 

in China coming from the same "usual suspects" who cringe in agony at the mere 

sight of a crucifix or a Christmas nativity scene? The same greasy bunch that 

bastardized "Merry Christmas" into "Happy Holidays?" The same intolerant bigots 

who got the Lord's Prayer (The "Our Father") banished, by force of law, from the 

communist, er, "public schools" of America? The same atheistic fanatics who 

scream: "Separation of church and state! Separation of church and state!" the 

moment any priest or pastor makes a political comment, even under his breath, that 

is not Marxist-kosher-approved?  

What could have triggered such a miraculous transformation of their dark godless 

hearts? Perhaps it was the miracle of the Christmas season? Yeah, that must be it. 

Thank you Jesus!  ----- Or is there a hidden angle here? 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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Why the sudden concern about "Christian persecution?" It was perfectly fine 

with the Sulzberger Clan when Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin & Kaganovich were 

slaughtering, raping, torturing and enslaving millions of Christians during 

Soviet times. During the brutal oppression and genocide of the 20's, 30's & 40's, 

the pro Bolshevik Sulzbergers & Ochs praised Soviet "accomplishments" while 

pretending the horror wasn't happening. Image 2: 1920's painting depicts a Jew-

Soviet raid on an "illegal" Easter midnight mass // Image 3: 1939: Moscow's 

grand cathedral of Christ the Savior being demolished by explosives. 

 *  

   

1. Pastor Wang Yi stands accused of subversion. // 2. Xi Jinping -- Anti-

Christian? Or anti-traitor? 

  

From what Sugar has been able to sniff out, it appears that the "pastor" in question, 

Wang Yi of the Early Rain Covenant Church, is one of them-there Poop Frankie-

type "clergyman" -- meaning, he mixes the "poison-pills" of political commentary 

and pro-"democracy" ™ activism in with the spiritual content. Echoing 

Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press, "holy man" Yi has been 

openly critical of General Secretary Xi Jinping's move to stay in office beyond the 
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fake "term limit" which nationalist China adopted years ago in order to keep the 

sanctimonious hypocrites of the West of its back.  

Pastor Yi:  

"Abolishing the term limit on the leader of state does not make a leader but a 

usurper. Writing a living person’s name into the Constitution is not amending the 

Constitution but destroying it.” 

Yi has no "term limit" as pastor of his church, so why should the very popular 

leader of China be forced out in order to appease the busy-bodies of New York's 

Council on Foreign Relations? The pinko pastor has also denounced China's 

often misunderstood policy on Tibet and Chinese "materialism." But the kicker for 

us is the large photo of this suspicious character buddying-up next to the 

contemptible arch-criminal and traitor George W Bush at the White House in 

2006. How was that part of his church's mission? And who paid for him and his 

colleagues to travel to and stay in the U.S. for that visit? Was it parishioner 

donations? Or U.S. taxpayer money? Either way, it sure seems "sinful" to us. 

   

Recruiting phony "religious leaders"to manipulate the faithful into following 

Globalist objectives has long been a key element of the One World agenda. --- 1. 

GW Bush with anti-China Yi (2nd from right) // 2. With the anti-China Dalai 

Lama. // 3. Poop Frankie the Globalist has also taken cheap shots at Xi's China 

(and at Putin & Trump too).  

The Anti-New York Times has learned (it sounds so official when media outlets 

use that phrase, doesn't it?) that "Pastor Yi" is also "Professor Yi" (Law) at 

Chengdu University. The purpose of that 2006 White House meeting was, as 

revealed by "The Christian Examiner," to discuss the promotion of "human rights" 

™ and "democratization" ™ in China. Professor / Pastor Yi and his crew cited the 

work of "Reverend" Marxist Loser King (barf) as an inspiration for the objective 

of changing (subverting) China. (here) Need we really say more, boys and girls? 

Can you smell the wonton soup that the CIA / Deep State was cooking-up with this 

https://www.christianexaminer.com/article/bush.meets.with.three.chinese.house.church.leaders/43192.htm
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ass-clown? Is it any wonder now why the Jew York Slimes is standing-up for this 

"Christian?" 

To make a long story short -- the Chinese authorities ran out of patience with this 

phony professor/pastor and threw his sorry ass behind the Bamboo Curtain. Bout 

damn time! Unfortunately -- as has been the case with deliberately misleading 

reports of China's "Muslim crackdown" and "Buddhist crackdown" (also CIA-

related) -- many superficial readers will hear this incomplete story and erroneously 

conclude that "Communist" (fascist actually) China is anti-religion / anti-

Christianity when, in reality, the government is actively encourging a revival of 

religious practice (Confucianism, Buddhism, Islam and Christianity) and an 

associated return to the timeless and essential moral values at the core of each of 

these religions.  

It is only the domestic CIA wolves, dressed in pastoral robes, who have anything 

to fear from Xi Jinping. 

  

 

  
1 & 2. Confucius, Buddha, Jesus and the Koran are similar philosophies for 

moral and successful living. All, with the full blessing of the government, are 

spreading rapidly in "repressive" China. // 3. But the CIA "Deep State" -- 

through the use of Chinese traitors like Yi -- is trying to hijack the revival and 

turn it into a "democratic" rebellion -- in the "name of Jesus" -- against the 

Chinese government.  

 

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that China just 

arrested a Christian pastor who had once met with George W Bush at the White 

House.  

Boobus Americanus 2: The Chinese government has always been hostile to 

independent churches. 

  

  

  
Sugar: Independent churches my asss, Boobuss! The CIA must have been 

paying this piouss phony a frickin' fortune to ssell-out his country. 

  

Editor: He was a 'pastor' and a 'lawyer' -- a very odd combination if you ask me. 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Syria Pullout Tilts Mideast Toward Iran and 

Russia, Isolating Israel 

NY Times: In Afghanistan, Alarm and a Sense of Betrayal 

Over U.S. Drawdown 
 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

Speaking on behalf of the "bipartisan" ™ War Party, Sulzberger's Slimes is clearly 

unhappy about Trump's plans for a rapid withdrawal of U.S. troops from Syria and 

Afghanistan. Combined with the back-channel thawing of relations with Russia 

and North Korea, Trump's "isolationist" ™ foreign policy is in the process of 

totally deactivating multiple potential World War 3 tripwires.  

But don't hold your breath waiting for the Globo-Communist vermin of the Nobel 

Peace Prize committee to hang any medals around Trump's neck any time soon. 

You see, in the lexicon of the loony Left, war is actually "peace." 

   

The CIA / Mossad proxy war against Syria featured phony "beheading" stunts, 

terrorist mercenaries and mass suffering. Thanks to Putin and Trump, Assad 

has survived and the "Deep State" has failed in its objectives. Image 3: Syrian 

woman kisses photo of Putin. 

http://tomatobubble.com/SiteBuilderServlet?Command=RenderPage&PageNum=15&Mode=1&Site=5082325796149758522&User=user1662833&fUrl=error_redirect.html
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It isn't just the Globalist wing of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) that is 

squealing and scribbling in protest of Trump. Now the generally pro-Trump / anti-

Globalist Israel Firsters are openly expressing their "concern" and even a sense of 

"betrayal" over the "surrender" of Syria to Iranian and Russian influence. The 

Slimes quotes Putin: 

"The American decision to withdraw from Syria has abruptly scrambled the 

geopolitics of the Middle East, clearing the way for Iran to expand its influence 

across the region, leaving Israel virtually alone to stop it.... 

 “Donald’s right, and I agree with him,” said President Vladimir V. Putin of 

Russia, whose influence over Syria can only grow more dominant as the United 

States exits." 

Ha ha ha. Nice to see that Vlad and Donald are on a first name basis, ain't it?  

  

   

"We got this, Donald." ---Warm handshakes, thumbs up, pats-on-the-back. To 

the dismay of the usual suspects, Trump and Putin have been "colluding" for 

peace all along.   

Meanwhile, over in IsraHell, the panicked reaction to the looming pullout should 

suffice to finally dispel the notion that Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of 

The Anti-New York Times once held -- but that a few of "youse guys" still have -

- about Trump being "Israel's bitch." Consider this highly hysterical, and very 

telling, headline and excerpt (one of many!) from the "mainstream" Israeli press: 
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(Haaretz Editorial) 

Trump's Withdrawal From Syria Is a Slap in the Face to Netanyahu  

"Trump gave Netanyahu reward and gestures that cost him nothing. In exchange, 

the president received an obedient prime minister who is no longer capable of 

opposing a move that is potentially disastrous for Israel."   

You see, boys and girls, all of Trump's public ass-kissing of Satanyahoo; and his 

shameless groveling at the AIPAC convention; and that "empty gesture" of moving 

the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem; and the obligatory displays of Holocaustianty --- is 

what enabled The Donald to quietly outmaneuver the "usual suspects" to a point 

where Iran, Russia, Turkey and even China have got the mad dog state of Israhell 

pinned inside of their dog house. Rest assured, there isn't going to be any war-

birthed "Greater Israel" -- at least not in the foreseeable future. Thanks Trump! 

In contrast to the venom being spewed by the genocidal imperialists of IsraelHell, 

there are also the reasonable voices of a few "righteous Jews" in IsraHell who are 

hailing Trump's pullout move for the peace that it may finally bring to the Middle 

East.  

Israeli columnist and author, Gideon Levy:  

Thank You, Trump, for Getting Out of Syria 

"The decision will force Israel to reduce its intoxication with power. 

Relying exclusively on military might has never worked in the long run." 

 Don't be surprised if The Donald's next act is to broker a final two-state peace deal 

between the Palestinians and the interloper Israelis. ... And he still wouldn't get a 

Nobel Peace Prize! 
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1. According to Haaretz of Israel, Trump played Satanyahoo like a fiddle, before 

pulling the rug out from under him. // 2. Israeli Pacifist Gideon Levy sees the 

pullout as an opportunity to finally change IsraeHell's aggressive policy towards 

its neighbors. // A Peace Prize for Trump? Why not? 

* 

 

  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Trump's 

planned withdrawal from Syria and Afghanistan are being viewed as a betrayal 

by some people, especially in Israel. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Well, Israel is our greatest ally, and the only democracy 

in the Middle East. Nonetheless, I have to agree with Trump on this call. It's 

time to come home. 
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Sugar: Boobuss. I haven't got much time left on thiss Earth. But at leasst I'll 

leave having heard you make a bit of ssensse for once in your frickin' life. 

 Editor: I'm afraid it's true, boys and girls. Sugar's kidneys are failing and she is 

weakening day to day as she prepares to join my just-recently departed father. 

What a tough week it has been for us... and what an empty Christmas this year. 

Nonethless, peace and joy to all of "youse guys."  
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DECEMBER, 2018 

Rest in Peace 

Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat 

(2003 - 2018)  

 

"Where are all the frickin' commies & libtards up here?"  
 

EULOGY BY  

 
 

  

"Until one has loved an animal, a part of one's soul remains 

unawakened."  

-- Anatole France (French poet / novelist) 
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When Sherrie and I adopted Sugar on September 15, 2013, she had already turned 

10 years old. Prior records indicated that she had been a stray many years ago, 

before an older woman took her in and named her "Angel" (ha!). After a few years, 

that woman had to give up her cat-child when she entered a nursing home. 

The next cat-mother named the cat "Chelsea." That older woman died in early 

2013 -- leaving her to a temporary caretaker who worked in a pet store. So, by the 

time we adopted her, and re-named her "Sugar," this sensitive Turkish Angora -- 

having essentially lost three prior owner / caretakers -- had some serious insecurity 

and, shall we say, anger issues.  

For the first two weeks, Sugar hid behind a corner sectional sofa-- hissing out pure 

hatred whenever one of us tried to approach her. She would only come out at night 

to eat and do her bodily business. Eventually, Sugar started roaming about the 

home, but ignored us as if we were house servants not worthy of her attention. Try 

to pet her and she'd cut you! This went on for weeks, maybe even a few months.  

"Sherrie, what's the point of having this psycho cat. She's clearly damaged and she 

hates us. Let's give her back and just get a kitten," I said. But Sherrie stubbornly 

insisted that in due time, Sugar would warm up to us. I remained skeptical, and 

would joke that Sugar was plotting to slit our throats in our sleep. We later found 

out from the caretaker who brought her to us that Sugar had also just been recently 

rejected and returned to her from another adopted family because she was too 

"nasty." 

One day in November of 2013, as I was banging away on the keyboards writing 

"The War Against Putin" (originally titled, "The Talented Mr. Putin"), I felt 

something rubbing against my left knee. When I looked down, there was Sugar 

doing the classic cat rub and purring. I was finally able to pet her without fear of 

having a vein slit open. Immediately, I called Sherrie at work and breathlessly 

delivered the good news. In typical female fashion she replied, "You see! You see! 

I'm her mother. I knew it would happen." 

From that day forward, Sugar blossomed into this affectionate, energetic and 

playful comedian who never ceased to amaze and amuse us with some new and 

creative antic-of-the-day. However, she always maintained a bit of ferocity and 

would let us know, with deep hisses, bites and scratches, if she didn't want to be 

handled at a given moment --- as evidenced by the classic hissing photo that 

"youse guys" are all familiar with. No groomer would touch the wild thing, so we 

had to take her to the vet for sedation in order to get her nails trimmed. 
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As for the decision to appoint Sugar to "The Editorial Board" in 2015, there's a 

story behind that as well. You see, she had developed the habit of jumping on the 

desk as I read or researched, and then staring at the screen. To keep her 

comfortable and away from the keys, a small bed and some snacks were kept next 

to me on the desk at all times. Sugar became my constant reserach/writing 

companion and a source of instinctive inspiration -- the emotion-driven "bad cop" 

to complement my more "reasonable" approach.  

By early 2016, we, er, Sherrie had adopted two other cats (Bubbles & Honey), 

which killer Sugar never accepted as siblings. Partially for that reason, and 

partially because my then-recently widowered father enjoyed Sugar's company so 

much, we let her stay at Pop's place about four days and nights per week. Because I 

was staying with Pop about three days per week anyway (my brothers covering on 

other days) Sugar became very comfortable with the dual residence arrangement. 

Pop grew to love his new "grand-daughter" and fellow senior citizen, and the 

feeling was mutual. Sugar would sometimes climb on his recliner and perch herself 

on headrest behind him. She was great emotional therapy for the lonely old animal 

lover. 

From the beginning of this new dual residence situation, I was haunted by this 

weird and recurring premonition that Sugar (still healthy at the time), and Pop 

(also still healthy at the time) would leave this world at about the same time. Lo 

and behold, the light-hearted old timers left us heart-broken, one right after the 

other, at Christmas time, no less. Dammit Sugar! Couldn't you have given us just a 

few more weeks to heal-up a bit from Pop's passing? 

One week ago, on the morning of my father's final heart failure, my phone was in 

my car. My brother, who was at Pop's place, had tried calling me but couldn't reach 

me. At that same exact moment in time, Sugar was meowing away in some type of 

agitated distress. But her food bowl was full, as was her water bowl. What was she 

trying to tell me? Her strange attempt at trans-species communication went on and 

on to the point where Sherrie (who sleeps in another room due to her bizarre 

hallucinations of me snoring) came barging in to see what was wrong. Sugar had 

never acted this way before. 

Was the old girl sensing her beloved Grandpop's coronary distress from a few 

miles away, and trying to alert me? I know it sounds crazy, but one shouldn't 

discount things we don't understand. God's non-human creatures have powers not 

known to us. 
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Sugar eventually calmed down, ate some breakfast, and then groomed herself as 

usual. I then saw what was on my phone and rushed to the hospital. It wasn't until 

the very day of pop's funeral that Sugar, after a long battle with kidney problems 

and cancer, took a really sudden and dramatic turn for the worst. The sad prophecy 

has been fulfilled. Sugar is on Pop's lap now. 

Merry Christmas "youse guys."  

 

 

 The "Editorial Board" in session at a nearby park.  

 * 

 

  

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the Anti-New York Times today that Sugar the 

Crazed Conspiracy Cat has passed away. 

Boobus Americanus 2: Well, I know she abused us horribly, but in a strange 

way, I'm gonna miss that little Nazi cat.  
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St. Sugar: Father in heaven, forgive these two ass-clowns, for they know not 

what they frickin' say. 

Editor: (Palm to face, shaking head, sighing) -- The Boobus Brothers will 

remain on staff, but the Board's rebuttals will never be quite the same. Though I 

suspect that baby-girl might stop by to channel her thoughts from time to time -- 

especially if something really big happens in the world. What do "youse guys" 

think? 
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DECEMBER, 2018 

NY Times: Life After Horrific Death for the Journalist 

James Foley 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
 

 

Break out the violins and pass the tissues. From the article: 

"Mrs. Foley has a desperately keen understanding of what happens in a conflict 

zone. “Jim” was her son, the freelance photojournalist James W. Foley. He was 

kidnapped in 2012 while covering the Syrian civil war, held hostage for 21 months 

and brutally murdered in 2014 by members of the Islamic State in an execution 

filmed by his captors and released online." 

Having just this past week lost a pair of loved ones myself (Pops & Sugar), you 

might expect the remaining member of "The Editorial Board" to be showing a bit 

more empathy for "Diane Foley" -- the eternally grieving mother of the 

"beheaded" photo-journalist, "James Foley." Well, weep not for "Mrs. Foley," 

boys and girls, because she, and her "beheaded" son, and her "husband," and her 

other "children" are all dirty, stinking, deceitful, treasonous, low-life CIA crisis 

actors. And just like so many of the crisis actors associated with so many fake 

shootings and so many fake bombings of the past 8 years or so, fake-ass "Mrs. 

Foley" -- of the fake-ass "James Foley Legacy Foundation" (cha ching!)-- is, as 

this article confirms, still collecting shekels for her bad acting. 

  

Let's tear the Marxist mask off this brazen sorceress who is now partnering up with 

an artist to adapt Jim Foley's photos for a for-profit museum exhibit.  
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1. The comically fake You Tube "beheading" of Jim Foley and others (produced 

by CIA & Mossad Studios) succeeded in providing the phony pretext needed for 

Obongo and friends to deploy troops to Syria. The real target was Assad, not 

"ISIS." // 2 & 3. "Mr. & Mrs. Foley" act out their "grief" over the news of 

Jim's "beheading." (Nice Hollywood touch with the "come home Jim" yellow 

ribbon on the door) --- Dear Lord! These people really need to take some acting 

lessons! 

 * 

 

And if you thought "mom and dad" were bad, you should have seen the brother 

and sister fake-cry, smirk, smile, stutter and laugh their way through a TV 

interview with Katie Couric! (Here) ... The Jewish-looking girl playing the part 

of "Katie Foley" also starred as "Alex Israel" in the Sandy Hook School 

Shooting Hoax. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgQmWrrRz_U
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 A "foundation," eh? Ah, show us the shekels, "Diane." Show us the shekels. 

Incredibly, this was the very same "James Foley" who had been kidnapped in 

Libya three years prior to his kidnapping in Syria! That event sparked the short-

lived "Free Foley" marketing campaign. Evidently, with the fall and subsequent 

street-murder of Libyan leader Qaddafi, that tear-jerking scam from 2011 was no 

longer needed and Foley was soon "freed" by his scriptwriters, er, captors (rolling 

eyes) after 44 days.  

Not wanting a good story to go to waste, CIA-Mossad productions did a "spin-off" 

on 2014 -- "Free Foley II." 

  

 

1. Why were the "Foleys" so happy while their son was still in the custody of 

terrorists back in 2011? That earlier edition of the "Free Foley" show was 

cancelled when it was no longer needed. Notice that corny yellow ribbon again. //  

It is amazing, isn't it? Almost surreal. Only we the "woke" will ever know how 

these goofy, amateurish, laughing-our-butts-off black pajama & orange jumpsuit 

stunts, by succeeding in causing the deployment of U.S. troops to Syria, within 

close proximity of Iranian and Russian forces, very nearly got us to World War 3. 
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All that was needed after the "beheading" hoaxes, tear-jerking Syrian migrant 

videos and subsequent troop deployment was for the expected president, Killary 

Rotten Clinscum, to start the fight in 2017 -- and believe you me, that vicious she-

devil from the pit of hell damn sure would have! 

As it stands now, with Trump pulling the troops out of Syria as Turkey, Russia, 

and Iran (much to the increasingly irrelevant Bibi Satanyahoo's dismay) assume 

protective control of the region, the multiple media-hyped beheading hoaxes have 

all come to naught. Oh how (((they))) must hate Trump for this! 

  

 

1. As far back as 2013, Trump (and many in the military) warning against 

Obongo's intervention in Syria. As President, his phony missile attacks of 2017 

and his insults of "Assad the Animal" were all just part of a strategic show 

designed to conceal his ultimate plan of pulling us out and leaving Syria to 

Russian, Turkish and Iranian protection. // 2. As it was with the tragedy of 

Libya, former Secretary of State Killary was one of the architects of the horrible 

proxy war against Syria. Not surprisingly, Crooked Killary is now, via Twitter, 

condemning Trump's pullout order. 

  

 * 

BREAKING NEWS 

Israel Bombs Damascus Area on Christmas Day! 

Typical!  

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about a new art 

exhibit based on the works of James Foley -- that photographer who was 

beheaded by ISIS a few years ago.  

Boobus Americanus 2: I remember watching that horrible event. The evil ISIS 

bastards had put it up on YouTube. 

  

   

  

Editor:  Actually, Boobus, the "beheading" video only showed Pajama Man 

putting a knife to Foley's throat -- nothing more. The Times of London (see 

above headline) even went off script (for a day) and ran a story about the Foley 

fakery. 
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 St. Sugar: All in all, not bad for your first ssolo rebuttal. But your ending 

ressponse to the Boobuss Brotherss was weak, daddy. Very weak. You went way 

too eassy on thosse frickin' duncess. 

Editor: Baby girl. Why don't you take a break from geo-politics and spend a little 

time getting acquainted with all the wonderful people and creatures up there? 

I'll let you channel your opinions from the other side once a week or so. Fair 

enough? 

  

(The writing desk seems so empty without her.)  
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DECEMBER, 2018 

 

NY Times: For Italy’s Populists, Everything is a Nationalist 

Cause. Even Leonardo. 

BY JASON HOROWITZ  

 

REBUTTAL BY  

 
This particular piece of anti-Italian journalistic excrement really got my Italian-

side "guinea" blood to boiling today. Not surprisingly, the Slimes' Rome Bureau 

Chuef, Jason Horowitz (cough cough)-- the sleazy scribbler who pooped-out this 

anti-nationalist 's' 'h' 'i' 't' -- is a member of the single most ethno-centric and ultra-

nationalistic people ever to infest the surface of this planet. You see, only (((they))) 

get to proudly (and I do mean, proudly) keep their bloodlines, traditions and 

cultural identity intact for their posterity. But for the rest of us, even the slightest 

reluctance to hop into the stinking Globalist "melting pot" ™ is considered "racist" 

™ or "xenophobic" ™ or "nationalist" ™.  

  

Recall that when Italy was headed by Bildeberger Mario Monti and Marxist 

Matteo Renzi -- the Globalist Golden Boy with the tranny wife? Sulzberger's 

Slimes never laid a hand on one of Europe's major countries back then. Only now, 

with the nation taking a recent turn toward the populist-nationalist "right" has Italy 

become a regular whipping boy of Sulzberger's Slimes. Hazmat suits, goggles and 

hip waders on, boys and girls. Let's dig into this filth and clean up some of the 

worse excerpts.  
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.  

1. Pro open-borders Slimes Jew Jason Horowitz hates the Italian nationalism he 

is witnessing.  // 2 & 3. The 'Melting Pot" -- that degrading term for the 

American Republic -- was coined by playwright Israel Zangwill (cough cough) 

who produced the "critically acclaimed" Broadway play (1908-09) by that name. 

Zangwill was very open about his vision of a future world of mixed races (no 

white folks!). The Jew York Slimes' hatred for the new anti-"melting pot" 

Italian government fits in with Zangwill's anti-white dream. 

  

*  

  

 
Globalist Prime Ministers Monti (1) and Renzi (2) were puffed-up very favorably 

by the Fake News, but notice the unflattering, shadowy, bloated-face cover that 

Slime Magazine ran on populist-nationalist "La Lega" leader, Salvini. (3)  
 

 

Horowitz: In a small showroom filled with replicas of Leonardo da Vinci 

masterpieces, Lucia Borgonzoni, Italy’s under secretary for culture and a member 

of the right-wing League party .... accused France of trying to culturally 

appropriate Leonardo for a 2019 exhibition at the Louvre celebrating the 500th 

anniversary of his death. 
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France had treated Italy like a cultural “supermarket” by “sending a shopping list” 

of the works it wanted to borrow — essentially everything. “Probably no other 

country would dare” to behave as France had.   

Rebuttal: The legendary polymath (a $10 word for a person whose expertise and 

abilities span many different subject areas) Leonardo Da Vinci is Italy's most 

accomplished son. Is it really so "right wing" and unreasonable for Italy to feel a 

bit touchy in lending out so many of his works?  

Horowitz: Not much has been off limits as Ms. Borgonzoni’s hard-right League 

party pushes its ‘‘Italians First’’ agenda. 

Rebuttal: "Hard right" and "Italians First" --- Ya know, had Horowitz written this 

article using the pen-name "Mr. X" , just from those two terms alone, we would 

still know that he was a Globo Jew. 

Horowitz: Italian women are encouraged to have more babies. 

Rebuttal: Oh horrors! After decades ranking near the bottom of the world's birth 

rates chart, if Italian women don't start having more "bambini" soon, my "paisans" 

across the pond will go extinct in another generation or so; and their places -- in 

accordance with the devious design of Zangwill and Horowitz and Soros and 

Sulzberger and Rothschild et al -- will be taken by Turd World imports and their 

litters.  

Horowitz: Migrants are shown the door.  

Rebuttal: About frickin' time! 

Horowitz: Matteo Salvini, the party leader, fills his social media feeds with posts 

about Italian pasta and wine. 

Rebuttal:  What frickety frack foods would you expect an Italian to post about on 

social media? Matzo ball soup and gefilte fish?! 
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1 & 2. Horowitz can't understand why Italy is cautious about casually lending 

out Da Vinci's scientific drawings and artworks. // 3. Horowitz doesn't believe 

that Italy's abysmal birth rates are anything to worry about. // Horowitz finds it 

strange that Italians eat (and post) about eating "Italian pasta" and drinking 

"Italian wine?" ... What the F is wrong with this little sleazeball? (We know, 

don't we?)  

Horowitz: Nationalism — taboo for half a century following World War II and the 

fall of Mussolini — is suddenly in, as every possible political dispute is cast in 

chauvinist hues.  

  

Rebuttal: Mussolini, eh? (palm to face, shaking head, sighing) How 

quintessentially kikish of Horrorshits to bring The Great One's Italian ally into this 

conversation! 

  

Horowitz: Along with the bureaucrats in Brussels, the pro-European French 

president, Emmanuel Macron, has been the target par excellence of an Italian 

populist government that has repeatedly picked, and won, political fights on 

everything from migration to trade. 

  

Rebuttal: And that, dear reader, is the real reason why this otherwise un-

newsworthy museum spat between the Italians and the French is being featured in 

the Slimes, and mis-portrayed as some sort of petty, excessive Italian 

"nationalism." 

  

Horowitz: The Uffizi museum in Florence said it would not loan Leonardo 

masterpieces, including The Baptism of Christ, because they were too fragile.  

 

Rebuttal: Is that not a reasonable precaution, Horowitz? Why must you make this 

into an ultra-nationalist tussle between Italy and France? Would the Israelis lend 

out delicate artifacts from Old Testament times?  
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Always instigating trouble (((these people))).  

Horowitz: The French have responded with furious headlines (“Franco-Italian 

Tension Around Leonardo da Vinci” read Le Monde) and warnings that Italy 

risked alienating French business and tourism and isolating itself from traditional 

European partners. 

Rebuttal: You see, it is actually Globalist Golden Boy Maricon of France (not a 

typo) and his allies in the Fake French News that are being petty and vindictive 

towards Italy's new government. Just like the two World Wars, the Globalists 

always start the very trouble that they then falsely blame on "nationalists." 

On behalf of my Italian-side ancestors and my for-the-most-part estranged Italian 

cousins of today, the depleted "Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times 

would like to say to Jason Horrorshits, with great gusto and all the essential hand 

motions: "Vaffanculo!" (Google it)  

  

Not worshipping the EU Beast of Brussels and refusing to needlessly ship fragile 

artworks makes Italian populists "fascists" and "Nazis" (damn nice 

complements in our book!)  
 

  

* 
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  Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Italian ultra-

nationalists are refusing to share Da Vinci's masterpieces with France. 

Boobus Americanus 2: That's not right. Da Vinci belongs to the world's 

heritage. 

 Editor: If you read the actual article in full and critically, Boobus, you'll find 

that the Italian policy -- in spite of how badly biased this story frames it -- is 

more about art protection and exchange reciprocity than it is about 

"nationalism." 

 

 

 
 


